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Welcome to Book News 109, bringing you the best of new books on archaeology, 
ancient and medieval history and a range of subjects from Oxbow Books and all our 
publishing partners. As we all bounce back from two years of enforced purgatory there is 
no shortage of great new books that will keep you happily reading all summer long. 

There are many books I’d like to highlight here, but given limited space, may I draw your 
attention to a particularly excellent selection of new titles on Rome and the Provinces 
featured on pages 30–32. These include studies on Macedonia, the Danube provinces, 
Portugal, and the north-western Mediterranean as well as a fascinating new examination 
of the Italian city of Aquileia. We are also delighted to be publishing a three-book series on 
the Impact of the Ancient City exploring the legacy of Rome in the development of early 
medieval cityscapes and urban layout (see page 27). 

From our partners Sidestone come three major volumes on the archaeology of the Roman 
shore fort at Oudenburg in Belgium and an exploration of history, architecture and 
function of city gates in the western Roman Provinces (see pages 33 and 34). Oxbow also 
presents the first in a series of collaborative volumes with the Danish National Museum 
on Pre-Christian Cult sites in Denmark, beginning with the settlement evidence from the 
Iron Age–Viking site at Gudme (page 20). 

Key issues in landscape and cultural history are also a feature in this catalogue from our 
own imprint and across a range of our publishing partners, with new studies connecting the 
effects of human activities such as agriculture, technology, climate change and responses 
to their combined global repercussions. Unsurprisingly the last couple of years has also 
led to the production of important new considerations on public health, social heritage 
and identity. We conclude with a selection of great deals on backlist titles – plenty to fill 
those holiday hand-luggage bags! 

Thank you for your continued support. Enjoy.

Julie Gardiner
Publisher, Oxbow Books
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An Introduction to Peatland Archaeology and 
Palaeoenvironments
By Benjamin R. Gearey and Henry P. Chapman
An accessible introduction to the ecology and formation processes of peatlands 
and their study. 
This volume introduces the ecology and formation processes of peatlands, and 
the different archaeological and palaeoenvironmental techniques that have 
been developed and adapted for the study of these environments. It provides 
an outline of the major themes and methods and a guide to other more detailed 
and technical literature concerning peatland archaeology. The case studies have 

been selected to illustrate examples of ’best practice’. 

STUDYING SCIENTIFIC ARCHAEOLOGY |  OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257557 • RRP: £29.95 • Special price: £23.95
September 2022 • 160 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257564 

Scientific Dating in Archaeology
Edited by Seren Griffiths
A timely review of the methods, applications and challenges of different 
scientific dating techniques. 
A variety of techniques have been developed to provide scientific chronologies 
of archaeological sites and material culture. This volume provides a review 
of the methods, applications and challenges of applying different scientific 
dating techniques to archaeological sites and material culture. It also offers 
an accessible introduction to Bayesian modelling, and highlights a series of 
considerations in the application of scientific dating techniques.

STUDYING SCIENTIFIC ARCHAEOLOGY |  OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789255621 • RRP: £29.95 • Special price: £23.95
August 2022 • 256 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789255638 

Dynamic Epigraphy
New Approaches to Inscriptions

Edited by Eleri H. Cousins
Explores creative new approaches to epigraphy, with the aim of pushing 
disciplinary boundaries and demonstrating the analytical benefits this has for 
approaches to inscribed material. 
This interdisciplinary volume ’shakes up’ how we deal with inscriptions. Broad 
themes include the embodied experience of epigraphy, the unique capacities of 
epigraphic language as a genre, the visuality of inscriptions, and the interplay of 
inscriptions with literary texts. Use of specific objects and epigraphic landscapes 

– ranging from Republican Rome to early modern Scotland – help explore broader methodological and 
theoretical issues to do with how we use inscriptions as evidence, both for the Greco-Roman world
and for other periods.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257892 • RRP: £38.00  
February 2022 • 232 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257908 

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  M E T H O D  &  T H E O R Y

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257557.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789255621.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257892.html
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Exploring Archaeoastronomy
A History of its Relationship with Archaeology and Esotericism

By Liz Henty
A fascinating account of the development of archaeoastronomy, its impact 
on archaeological interpretation and its future potential for revealing human 
relationships with skyscapes in the past. 
Archaeoastronomy and archaeology are two distinct fields of study which 
examine the cultural aspect of societies, but from different perspectives. This 
is the first title to chart the development of the discipline of archaeoastronomy 
and its impact on archaeological theory and practice. It examines how all these 

different variants came about, and considers archaeoastronomy’s often troubled relationship with 
archaeology and its appropriation by esotericism, to shed light on its position today.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257861 • RRP: £38.00  
February 2022 • 288 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257878 

Archaeologies of Cosmoscapes in the Americas
Edited by J. Grant Stauffer, Bretton T. Giles and Shawn P. Lambert
An examination of how pre-Columbian societies in the Americas envisioned 
their cosmos. 
This volume explores how pre-Columbian societies viewed the cosmos and 
iteratively modelled it through the creation of particular objects and places. It 
examines how cosmoscapes are manifested archaeologically, in the forms of 
objects and physically altered landscapes. Through case studies, it emphasises 
that the creation of cosmoscapes offered a means of reconciling people’s 
experiences of the world with their understandings of them.

AMERICAN LANDSCAPES |  OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258448 • RRP: £38.00 • Special offer: £30.40 
July 2022 • 288 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258455 

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  M E T H O D  &  T H E O R Y

MAKING ACADEMIC 
RESEARCH MORE 
WIDELY ACCESSIBLE
We have a selection of Open Access titles
available on our website.
Please visit:
www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/open-access.html
to view OA titles available and to download these for free.

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257861.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258448.html
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Values and Revaluations
The Transformation and Genesis of ’Values in Things’ from Archaeological and 
Anthropological Perspectives

Edited by Hans Peter Hahn, Anja Klöckner and Dirk Wicke
A team of contributors explore new approaches to how objects are valued, and 
the relationship between material value and social and cultural factors. 
This volume brings together a series of fascinating case studies originating in 
archaeology and anthropology – from relics stored in Greek temples to the 
changing values of artefacts in island cultures – to consider new theoretical and 
methodological approaches on the subject of how objects are valued and the 

relationship between material value and social and cultural factors.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258134 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £30.40
March 2022 • 272 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789258141 

The Value of a Human Life
Ritual Killing and Human Sacrifice in Antiquity

Edited by Karel Innemée
Experts from different disciplines present new insights into the subject of ritual 
homicide in various regions of the ancient world. 
Throughout the millennia and all over the world people have been killed by 
others, not only in wars and as a result of murders, but also in a ritualised way, 
often called human sacrifice. This book contributes to ongoing research about 
ritual killing by re-evaluating the term human sacrifice, and arguing that not 
all forms of ritual killing can be considered to be sacrificial. Various aspects of 

the phenomenon are discussed, such as offering humans to gods, making servants accompany their 
masters into the hereafter, and ritual killing in connection with execution of criminals and captives.

PALMA |  SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260571 • RRP: £95.00 • Special price: £90.00
Paperback • 9789464260564 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £30.00 | April 2022 • 160 pages • 35 B/w & 36 colour illus.

Beautiful Bodies
Gender and Corporeal Aesthetics in the Past

Edited by Uroš Matić
Contributes fresh ideas on the cultural relativity of bodily aesthetics, by 
exploring the role of material culture in the formation of corporeal aesthetics 
and beauty ideals in past societies. 
The concept of beauty has been a topic of interest for some time, yet it is 
only more recently that archaeologists have begun to approach beauty as a 
culturally contingent and socially constructed phenomenon. Contributors to 
this volume explore the rich archaeological, textual and iconographic data from 

ancient Sumer, Aegean Bronze Age, ancient Egypt, ancient Athens, Roman provinces, the Viking world 
and the Qajar Iran, using beauty as an analytic concept for a better understanding of past and present 
societies.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257717 • RRP: £40.00  
January 2022 • 320 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789257724 

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  M E T H O D  &  T H E O R Y

Also of interest: In the Darkest of Days on page 19 

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258134.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9789464260564.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257717.html
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Secret Stories on the Silk Road
Symbols, Architectures and Myths between Italy, the Middle East and China

By Alessandro Coscia and Sergio Coppola
Journeying from east to west and back again, this volume travels into the world 
of symbols, architecture and myths, exploring connections from Europe to the 
Middle East and China. 
This volume offers a fascinating journey into the world of symbols, architecture 
and myths, both familiar and less well known. The first stop takes us from the 
steppe of the Goths through to the city of Ravenna, focusing on King Theodoric. 
The second step begins in Greece and arrives in Italy. The third encompasses 

an enormous arch, passing from the Roman imperial eagle to the Chinese imperial dragon. Extensively 
illustrated, it explores symbolic, architectural, and mythological connections across the globe.

MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Hardback • 9788869773396 • RRP: £24.99  
April 2022 • 178 pages  

Communities at Work
The Making of Çatalhöyük

Edited by Ian Hodder and Christina Tsoraki
Scrutinises Çatalhöyük as the by-product of the activities of a community 
residing in central Turkey 9,000 years ago. 
The Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük has been world-famous since the 1960s when 
excavations conducted by Mellaart revealed the size and dense occupation 
of the settlement, and spectacular wall paintings and reliefs in the houses. 
This volume discusses general themes that have emerged in the analysis and 
interpretation of the results of excavations undertaken between 2009 and 

2017. It scrutinises Çatalhöyük as the by-product of the activities of a community residing in central 
Turkey 9,000 years ago, but also as the outcome of the interactions of a community of researchers 
with wide-ranging theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches. 

ÇATALHÖYÜK RESEARCH PROJECT SERIES |  BRITISH INSTITUTE AT ANKARA
Hardback • 9781912090488 • RRP: £65.00  
March 2022 • 375 pages | eBook available: 9781912090211 

Medieval Garments Reconstructed
Norse Clothing Patterns

By Else Ostergard
During an excavation at Herjolfsnes in Greenland approximately 100 years 
ago, a sensational find of well-preserved Norse garments was made, including 
children’s clothing. This book is a practical guide for all those who wish to sew 
their own Norse garments. 
A short introduction to the amazing finds of garments from the Norse settlement 
of Herjolfnes in Greenland. Chapters on technique include production of the 
tread, dyeing, weaving techniques, cutting and sewing by Anna Nørgaard. 

Measurements and drawings of garments, hoods, and stockings with sewing instructions are by Lilli 
Frandsen, along with a practical guide to making your own Norse Medieval garment!

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Paperback • 9788772198712 • RRP: £25.00  
April 2022 • 144 pages  

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  M E T H O D  &  T H E O R Y  /  T E X T I L E S  &  D R E S S
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https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9788869773396.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781912090488.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9788772198712.html
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Tracing Textile Production from the Viking Age to the 
Middle Ages
Tools, Textiles, Texts and Contexts

By Ingvild Øye
Examines textile production in Norway and the north Atlantic region from the 
Viking period to High Middle Ages, based on evidence from grave goods and 
farming tools. 
By combining tools, textiles and texts in various settings, this book contextualises 
dispersed archaeological finds to uncover patterns across larger areas and in 
a long-term perspective of half a millennium. Related to the overall societal 

changes from the early Viking Age raids, to colonisation, centralisation and urbanisation in the Middle 
Ages, the tools and textiles reveal diversity, as well as stability and change.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789257779 • RRP: £48.00 • Special price: £38.40
March 2022 • 264 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789257786 

Exploring Ancient Textiles
Pushing the Boundaries of Established Methodologies

Edited by Alistair Dickey, Margarita Gleba, Sarah Hitchens and Gabriella 
Longhitano
A reflection on the status and development of current analytical methodology 
and its applicability within the wider textile field. 
The authors have applied new perspectives and approaches to extend the focus 
on less investigated aspects and artefacts. Covering a broad geographical and 
chronological area, methodological considerations are explored through three 
themes – tools, textiles and fibres, culture and identity – driving forward the 

methodological debates around textile research to generate new conversations about the future of 
textile archaeology.

ANCIENT TEXTILES SERIES |  OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257250 • RRP: £36.00 • Special price: £28.80
June 2022 • 176 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257267 

Woven Threads
Patterned Textiles of the Aegean Bronze Age

Edited by Maria C. Shaw and Anne P. Chapin
Investigates evidence for patterned textiles produced by the Minoans and 
Mycenaeans. 
This volume investigates evidence for patterned textiles produced by two early 
Mediterranean civilisations: the Minoans and Mycenaeans of the Aegean Bronze 
Age (3000–12000 BC). Whilst only scraps of textiles survive, evidence for their 
production is abundant; for example, frescoes supply detailed information 
about the now-lost goods – from luxurious costumes to elaborate wall hangings 

to utilitarian fabrics. In this book, a review of surviving artistic and archaeological evidence reveals 
that textiles played essential practical and social roles in both Minoan and Mycenaean societies.

ANCIENT TEXTILES SERIES |  OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257342 • RRP: £29.95  
December 2021 • 264 pages | eBook available: 9781785700590 

T E X T I L E S  &  D R E S S

N E W  I N  P A P E R B A C K

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257779.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257250.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257342.html
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Maritime Archaeology on Dry Land
Special sites along the coasts of Britain and Ireland from the first farmers to 
the Atlantic Bronze Age

By Richard Bradley
Examines the archaeology of surviving shorelines in Britain and Ireland from 
the beginning of the Neolithic period until the end of the Early Bronze Age. 
This book is about two islands off the coast of Continental Europe, the seas that 
surrounded them, and the ways in which they were used over a period of 3,000 
years. Instead of the usual emphasis on finds in the intertidal zone, it focuses 
on parts of Britain and Ireland where traces of the prehistoric shoreline survive 

above sea level. It explores a series of Neolithic and Early Bronze Age sites that were investigated in the 
19th and early 20th centuries and have been largely forgotten. 

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258196 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £28.00
April 2022 • 184 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789258202 

East by West
The New Navigation of Ferdinand Magellan 

By Allen Mawer
Considers afresh our knowledge of Magellan and the details of his voyage. 
Like Columbus, Ferdinand Magellan thought that Europeans could reach the 
Far East by sailing West. He aspired to dominion, displaying military prowess, 
navigational skill, powers of persuasion and unwavering determination. Five 
hundred years have now passed since Magellan’s voyage. Allen Mawer closely 
examines the historical sources, charts and eyewitness records and considers 
afresh what we can know of Magellan and the details of his voyage.

AUSTRALIAN SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING
Paperback • 9781922669407 • RRP: £25.00  
September 2022 • 224 pages  

Sailing the Monsoon Winds in Miniature
Understanding Indian Ocean Boat Models 

By Charlotte Dixon
Considers how models of non-European watercrafts – specifically those from 
the Indian Ocean – can help us to understand traditional boats and boat-
building practices, some of which no longer exist. 
Using models of non-European boats from 13 museum collections throughout 
the UK, this book considers how they can help us to understand traditional 
boats and boat-building practices, some of which no longer exist. Two case 
studies investigate a number of ideas about the physical attributes of these 

objects and how representative they are of full-size vessels. In addition, the wider cultural processes 
and contexts of the models are considered, including ideas about collecting, miniaturisation and the 
iconic symbolism of watercraft. 

BRITISH MUSEUM RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS |  BRITISH MUSEUM PRESS
Paperback • 9780861592302 • RRP: £40.00  
August 2022 • 180 pages • 175 illus.  

M A R I T I M E  A R C H A E O L O G Y,  S H I P S  &  S H I P P I N G

Also of interest: Doggerland: Lost World under the North Sea on page 21

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258196.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781922669407.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780861592302.html
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STUDYING SCIENTIFIC ARCHAEOLOGY 7

Scientific Dating in Archaeology
Charles French

This book charts and explains how
human activities have shaped and
altered the development of soils in many
parts of the world, taking advantage
of �ve decades of soil analytical work
in many archaeological landscapes
from around the globe. The core of
this volume describes and illustrates
major transformations of soils and the
processes involved in these that have
occurred during the Holocene and how
these relate to human activities as much
as natural causes and trajectories of
development, right up to the present
day. �is is done in two ways: �rst by
examining a number of major processes
and impacts on the landscape such as
Holocene warming and the development
of woodland, clearance and agricultural

activities, and second by examining the trajectories of these changes in soil systems in di�erent
palaeo-environmental situations in several diverse parts of the world. �e transformations
identi�ed are relevant to prevalent themes of today such as over-development and soil, land and
environmental degradation and resilience. �e studies articulated relate to Britain, southeastern
Europe, the Mediterranean basin, East Africa, northern India and Peru in South America.

Charles French is Professor Emeritus of Geoarchaeology and Director of the McBurney
Laboratory for Geoarchaeology in the Department of Archaeology, University of Cambridge.
He specialises in the analysis and interpretation of buried landscapes using geomorphological
and micromorphological techniques, and has been involved in many landscape projects around
the world.

Human 
Transformations 

of the Earth
Charles French

ISBN 978-1-78925-920-9

www.oxbowbooks.com

Human Transformations of the Earth
By Charles French
Explores the impact of human activity on soils in different climatic and 
vegetational zones. 
This book explains how human activities have shaped and altered the 
development of soils in different climatic and landscape zones throughout the 
world. Case studies examine major transformations of soilscapes as a result of 
human endeavour and long-term climate change and show how major impacts 
on landscapes alter and adapt the soil developmental history, region by region, 
landscape-type by type, providing new understandings of human eco-dynamic 

modifications of past landscapes with respect to land-use sustainability and resilience.

STUDYING SCIENTIFIC ARCHAEOLOGY |  OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789259209 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £32.00
September 2022 • 256 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789259216 

A New Ecological Order
Development and the Transformation of Nature in Eastern Europe

Edited by Stefan Dorondel and Stelu Serban
Examines the under-studied dramatic environmental changes experienced by 
Eastern Europe in the 19th century. 
This book explores, from a historical and ethnographic perspective, the role 
of state planners, bureaucrats, and experts – engineers, agricultural engineers, 
geographers, biologists, foresters, and architects – as agents of change in 
the natural world of Eastern Europe from 1870 to the early 21st century. 
Contributors consider territories engulfed by empires, from the Habsburg to 

the Ottoman to tsarist Russia; territories belonging to disintegrating empires; and countries in the 
Balkan Peninsula, Central and Eastern Europe, and Eurasia. 

INTERSECTIONS: HISTORIES OF ENVIRONMENT |  UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947172 • RRP: £39.50  
May 2022 • 292 pages • 10 B/w illus.  

The South Sea Island
Geography of Pleasure

By Frits Andersen
Pioneering winner of the Georg Brande’s Award. 
A literary history of European, Russian and American travelogues, films, paintings, 
and philosophical treatises, all fascinated by the Polynesian islands. Our ideas 
of nature, growth and sustainability are currently being challenged by climate 
change and sea level rise, with major identity and security policy implications 
that are particularly evident in the Pacific, but will also have consequences for 
the entire planet. The Danish version of this book was nominated for ’Book of 

the Year’ in one of Denmark’s most prominent newspapers.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788771849134 • RRP: £46.00  
April 2022 • 450 pages • Colour illus. 

E N V I R O N M E N T A L  &  E A R T H  S C I E N C E S

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789259209.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780822947172.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9788771849134.html
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Fields of Learning
The Student Farm Movement in North America

Edited by Laura Sayre, Sean Clark and By Frederick L. Kirschenmann
The first book that profiles the rapid expansion of the student and campus farm 
movement. 
Where will the next generation of farmers come from? What will their farms 
look like? Fields of Learning: The Student Farm Movement in North America 
provides a concrete set of answers to these urgent questions, describing how, at 
a wide range of colleges and universities across the United States and Canada, 
students, faculty, and staff have joined together to establish on-campus farms 

as outdoor laboratories for agricultural and cultural education. 

CULTURE OF THE LAND |  UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Paperback • 9780813187181 • RRP: £22.00  
April 2022 • 376 pages • 49 B/w illus.; 1 map; 1 chart; 3 tables  

The Atomic Archipelago
US Nuclear Submarines and Technopolitics of Risk in Cold War Italy

By Davide Orsini
Demonstrates how mobile sources of nuclear hazard posed special challenges. 
In 1972, the US Navy installed a base for nuclear submarines in the Archipelago 
of La Maddalena off the northeastern shore of Sardinia. In response, Italy 
established a radiation surveillance program to monitor the impact of the base 
on the environment and public health. In the first systematic study of nuclear 
expertise in Italy, Orsini focuses on the ensuing technopolitical disputes from 
the Cold War period to the closure of the naval base in 2008.

INTERSECTIONS: HISTORIES OF ENVIRONMENT |  UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947189 • RRP: £47.00  
May 2022 • 360 pages • 34 B/w illus. 

Shaping Cultural Landscapes
Connecting Agriculture, Crafts, Construction, Transport, and Resilience 
Strategies

Edited by Ann Brysbaert, Irene Vikatou and Jari Pakkanen
Investigates how human action has shaped, and been shaped by, cultural 
landscapes. 
Each of the papers in this volume discusses novel perspectives in which the 
landscape is connected to interdisciplinary architectural and/or crafting 
perspectives. The studies touch upon the resource requirements of combined 
activities, from conducting agriculture or trade, over many different crafts, 

the construction of houses and monumental buildings, and how the available resources were used. 
These different agents and phenomena and their connections are crucial to our understanding of how 
political units functioned at several socially interconnected levels.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260960 • RRP: £95.00 • Special price: £90.00
 Paperback • 9789464260953 • £45.00 • Special price £40.00 | September 2022 • 320 pages • 87 B/w & 65 colour illus.

Also of interest: see pages 43 & 44 for Weapons & Warfare titles

E N V I R O N M E N T A L  &  E A R T H  S C I E N C E S  /  L A N D S C A P E  A R C H A E O L O G Y
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https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780813187181.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780822947189.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9789464260953.html
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English Orchards
A Landscape History

By Gerry Barnes and Tom Williamson
A new title on the history, development and importance of orchards in terms of 
their economic biodiversity and ecological contribution to the British landscape. 
Old orchards have an irresistible appeal. They have become a symbol of unspoilt, 
picturesque rural England. This book provides a comprehensive review of the 
development of orchards in England from the Middle Ages to the present 
day. It describes the various different kinds of orchard and explains how, and 
when, they appeared in the landscape – and why they have disappeared, at a 

catastrophic rate, over the last six decades. Chapters discuss the contrasting histories of fruit growing 
in different regions of England, the complex story of ’traditional’ fruit varieties and the role of orchards 
in wildlife conservation.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781914427190 • RRP: £34.99 • Special price: £27.99
June 2022 • 224 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781914427206 

Seventeenth-century Water Gardens and the Birth of 
Modern Scientific Thought in Oxford
The Case of Hanwell Castle

By Stephen Wass
The story of a water garden that became a crucible for the development of 
scientific thinking in 17th-century Oxford. 
This book tells the story of the Copes of Hanwell Castle in north Oxfordshire 
and the creation of a garden with links to the development of scientific thinking 
in Oxford in the late 17th century. The book also chronicles the programme of 
archaeological excavation that has uncovered several unusual garden features 

and, most significantly of all, describes in detail the unique collection of 17th-century terracotta 
garden urns, an assemblage that is unparalleled in post-medieval archaeology. Their analysis and 
reconstruction are opening new insights into the decorative schemes of 17th-century gardens.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781914427169 • RRP: £39.95 • Special price: £31.95
September 2022 • 240 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781914427176 

Trees and Shrubs of Kentucky
By Mary E. Wharton and Roger W. Barbour
A comprehensive guide to the species of woody plants in this US state. 
This authoritative volume provides a comprehensive guide to the 282 species 
of woody plants found in Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West 
Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, and Eastern Missouri. Illustrated with more than 
1,150 photographs, this book shows not only leaves and bark, but also buds, 
flowers, and fruits to enable you to recognize trees at any season. Complete 
with an identification guide that really works, this beautiful book will be 
valuable to both specialist and amateur.

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Paperback • 9780813195407 • RRP: £18.00  
April 2022 • 592 pages • Over 1,000 illus.

L A N D S C A P E  A R C H A E O L O G Y

Also of interest: The Early Modern Zagori of Northwest Greece: An Interdisciplinary 
Archaeological Inquiry into a Montane Cultural Landscape on page 28.

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781914427190.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781914427169.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780813195407.html
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Ancient Trees in the 
Landscape
Norfolk’s arboreal heritage

By Gerry Barnes and       
Tom Williamson
The outcome of many years’ 
research into the history of 
trees in Norfolk, this volume 
represents the first detailed, 
published account of the 

ancient and traditionally managed trees of any English 
county. Yet it is far more than a regional survey. It is an 
exploration of how trees can be studied as part of the 
landscape.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781905119394 • RRP: £29.95 
2011 • 184 pages • 73 B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781905119592 

The Anglo-Saxon 
Fenland
By Susan Oosthuizen
An interdisciplinary history 
of the Anglo-Saxon fenland, 
combining historical, 
ecological and archaeological 
data. It offers an alternative 
interpretation to one 
commonly accepted, that the 
early medieval fenland was 

dominated by the activities of north-west European 
colonists in a largely empty landscape. 

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781911188087 • RRP: £32.95 
2017 • 160 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781911188094 

Hedgerow History
Ecology, History and 
Landscape Character

By Gerry Barnes and 
Tom Williamson
This study asks why 
hedgerows vary across 
different parts of Britain 
and investigates the 
ecological, economic and 

historical reasons for these variations. Drawing upon 
a unique computerised analysis of hedges in Norfolk, 
it explores how hedges came into existence and how 
they have changed over time.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781905119042 • RRP: £27.95 
2008 • 152 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781909686403 

Castles in Context
Power, Symbolism and 
Landscape, 1066 to 1500

By Robert Liddiard
Castle studies have been 
transformed in recent years 
with a movement away from 
the traditional interpretation 
of castles as static military 
structures towards a wider 

view of castles as aesthetic symbols of power, with a 
more complicated relationship with the landscape. This 
clearly written and very accessible study explores these 
current ideas in context.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9780954557522 • RRP: £32.95 
2005 • 178 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781905119745 

Life in Medieval Landscapes
People and Places in the Middle Ages

By Sam Turner and Bob Silvester
Presenting new studies on key themes in the economic and social history of the medieval 
landscape, this book draws together papers by medieval historians and archaeologists, 
with contributions by leading scholars in each field. The first part explores the nature 
of landscape regions in Britain and Ireland, with the second part offering new studies of 
labour and lordship.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781905119400 • RRP: £34.95 

2011 • 240 pages • 50 B/w & 27 colour illus.; 14 tables | eBook available: 9781905119684 

R E P R I N T E D  C L A S S I C S
T H E S E  W I N D G A T H E R  &  O X B O W  L A N D S C A P E  A R C H A E O L O G Y  T I T L E S 

H A V E  R E C E N T LY  R E P R I N T E D  A N D  A R E  N O W  A V A I L A B L E  A G A I N

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781905119394.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781911188087.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781905119042.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780954557522.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781905119400.html
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New Forest
The Forging of a Landscape

By Hadrian Cook
An interdisciplinary study of 
the history of the New Forest in 
England, analysing the origins of 
the legal Royal Hunting Forest. 
Four critical themes are explored 
through time: the shaping of the 
natural environment into human 

prehistory; human intervention through natural resource 
management; forest governance and management, 
including attempts at exclusion of certain social groups; 
and policies to conserve the New Forest.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781911188193 • RRP: £37.95 
2017 • 232 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781911188209 

Poisonous Plants
A Cultural and Social 
History

By Robert Bevan-Jones
The botanical history of Britain 
and Northwest Europe has a 
dark and a light side. Richly 
illustrated with modern colour 
photographs, this volume 
brings together a wealth of 

documentary and archaeo-botanical sources to discuss 
the cultural, social (and anti-social) role of the 50 most 
significant species of poisonous plants and fungi found 
in Britain, either as natives or as introductions.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781905119219 • RRP: £29.95 
2009 • 216 pages | eBook available: 9781909686229 

Sutton Hoo and its 
Landscape
By Tom Williamson
The location of the Anglo-Saxon 
burial ground at Sutton Hoo, 
on a ridge overlooking the 
estuary of the river Deben, has 
always appeared strange and 
challenging. Williamson argues 
that the cemetery was placed 

where it was not in order to display power and dominance 
over territory, but because the river, and its brooding 
estuary, had long held a special and central place in the 
lives and perceptions of a local society.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781905119257 • RRP: £29.95  
2008 • 220 pages • 69 B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781909686434 

The Ancient Yew
A History of Taxus Baccata

By Robert Bevan-Jones
An extensively illustrated 
history of the ancient yew that 
brings together for the first 
time all the evidence about the 
dating, history, archaeology 
and cultural connections of this 
culturally significant tree.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781785700781 • RRP: £32.95  
2016 • 216 pages | eBook available: 9781911188124 

R E P R I N T E D  C L A S S I C S  I N  L A N D S C A P E  A R C H A E O L O G Y

Gardens of Earthly 
Delight
The History of Deer Parks

By John Fletcher
This is a highly original, profusely 
illustrated, and well researched 
account of deer parks. Fletcher 
draws on his lifetime working 
with deer, arguing that these 
parks have always been, in a 

fashion, designed landscapes.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781905119363 • RRP: £29.95 
2011 • 296 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781905119509 

Alan Sorrell
The Man Who Created 
Roman Britain

By Julia Sorrell and        
Mark Sorrell
Alan Sorrell (1904–1974) was 
a celebrated and accomplished 
artist, most renowned for 
his meticulously researched 
archaeological reconstructions, 

especially of the towns and buildings of Roman Britain. 
Written by his children – accomplished artists in their 
own right – this is the first book to chart his life as an 
artist and to examine the detailed research behind his 
work.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781785707407 • RRP: £32.95 
2018 • 216 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781785707414 

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781911188193.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781905119219.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781905119257.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781785700781.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781905119363.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781785707407.html
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Canterbury Cathedral, Trinity Chapel
The Archaeology of the Mosaic Pavement and Setting of the Shrine of St 
Thomas Becket

By David S. Neal and Warwick Rodwell
Illustrated analysis of a unique mosaic pavement in Canterbury Cathedral, 
fragments of an original shrine and the surrounding royal tombs. 
Canterbury Cathedral possesses a unique marble mosaic pavement, dating 
from the early 12th century. This volume explores the history and archaeology 
of the Trinity chapel, the pavement and the physical remains of the cult of St 
Thomas Becket. A great deal of archaeological evidence remained in the floors, 

walls and a few surviving fragments of the shrines, all now recorded and discussed for the first time in 
this beautifully illustrated volume.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789258417 • RRP: £80.00 • Special price: £64.00
July 2022 • 416 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258424 

Highhays, Kilkenny
A Medieval Pottery Production Centre in South-East Ireland

By Emma Devine and Cóilín Ó Drisceoil
Comprehensive account of the 14th-century pottery-making site at Kilkenny, 
its output and impact. 
This richly illustrated book focuses on a well-preserved 14th-century pottery 
production centre excavated in 2006 at Highhays, outside the walls of the 
Anglo-Norman town of Kilkenny in south-east Ireland. The authors describe 
its kiln, workshops and working areas, as well as its products. Supporting the 
analysis and interpretation of the Highhays site and its assemblage are specialist 

and scientific contributions.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789258530 • RRP: £60.00 • Special price: £48.00
July 2022 • 368 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258547 

Clachtoll
An Iron Age Broch Settlement in Assynt, North-West Scotland

Edited by Graeme Cavers
Results of a major, community-based excavation of an Iron Age broch that 
collapsed in on itself after a fire, sealing a unique and undisturbed domestic 
assemblage. 
Clachtoll broch is one of the most spectacular Iron Age settlements on 
the northern mainland of Scotland. This volume comprises the results of 
conservation and excavation works that provided evidence of a long and 
complex history of construction and rebuilding, with an artefact assemblage 

attesting to daily agricultural life as well as long-range contacts within a wider Atlantic community. 
This is a major new contribution to the archaeology of north-west Scotland, with wider implications 
for our understanding of late prehistoric society in northern Britain.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789258479 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £28.00
July 2022 • 336 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258486 

B R I T I S H  &  I R I S H  A R C H A E O L O G Y

Also of interest: Architecture, Heritage & Art History titles on pages 67–71

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258417.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258530.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258479.html
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The Patients’ Story
Dr Radcliffe’s Legacy in the Age of Hospitals – Excavations at the 18th–19th 
Century Radcliffe Infirmary Burial Ground, Oxford

By Louise Loe, Helen Webb, Andrew Simmonds and Daniel Poore
Explores the fascinating insights uncovered by excavation of 400 burials from 
the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford. 
This volume reports on the burial excavations undertaken at the Radcliffe 
Infirmary, a former public hospital in Oxford. These revealed the largest 
assemblage of individual burials yet recovered from an 18th/19th-century 
hospital site in Britain, which provide important insights into the health of 

industrialising post-medieval populations, characterised by high rates of trauma and disease. They 
also shed light on the role the operating theatre and mortuary played in the development of medical 
education during a radically transformative period in early modern hospital care.

OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY MONOGRAPH |  OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY
Paperback • 9780904220889 • RRP: £20.00  
April 2022 • 220 pages • 111 illus.  

The Castle Hill Brickworks and Somerhill Estate
Post-Medieval Discoveries on the A21 Tonbridge-to-Pembury Dualling 
Scheme, Kent

By Tim Allen and Toby Martin
The most complete picture of a rural brickworks that has been published from 
anywhere in the south-east of England. 
Excavation by Oxford Archaeology for the A21 Tonbridge-to-Pembury Dualling 
Scheme in Kent uncovered the well-preserved remains of a 19th-century 
rural estate brickworks, very few examples of which still survive. This volume 
examines the results of the excavation that revealed the history of the Castle 

Hill Brickworks, which was established by 1833 and produced bricks, tiles and drains for the local area 
until the 1930s.

OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY MONOGRAPH |  OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY
Hardback • 9780904220896 • RRP: £15.00  
December 2021 • 180 pages • 167 illus.  

London Gateway
Settlement, Farming and Industry from Prehistory to the Present in the 
Thames Estuary: Archaeological Investigations at DP World London Gateway 
Port and Logistics Park, Essex, and on the Hoo Peninsula, Kent

By Edward Biddulph, Stuart Foreman, Christopher Hayden, Cynthia Poole 
and Kirsty Smith
Explores the archaeology and heritage of the London Gateway site. 
Archaeological investigations carried out by Oxford Archaeology between 
2008 and 2016 within DP World London Gateway Port and Logistics Park near 
Stanford-le-Hope in Essex, England and on the site of a compensatory wildlife 

habitat on the Hoo Peninsula in Kent, revealed 16 sites with significant archaeological remains or 
importance. The combined evidence paints a picture of life on the edge of the Thames Estuary from 
early prehistory to the 20th century.

OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY MONOGRAPH |  OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY
Hardback • 9780904220810 • RRP: £20.00  
April 2022 • 176 pages • 101 illus.  

B R I T I S H  &  I R I S H  A R C H A E O L O G Y

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780904220889.html
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Tales from the Vaults and other Newington Horror Stories
An Archaeological and Historical Study of Elephant and Castle’s Underworld

By Alexis Haslam
Tells the story of the lives and deaths of those buried at the former church of 
St Mary Newington. 
The redevelopment of the Elephant and Castle Leisure Centre in Southwark, 
built on the churchyard of the former church of St Mary Newington, provided 
the opportunity for archaeological excavation, supported by detailed historic 
research and archaeometric analysis. The tales told here include stories of 
the lives of the families interred, with the demography and pathology of the 

population of Newington revealed through skeletal and isotopic analysis. 

PRE-CONSTRUCT ARCHAEOLOGY
Paperback • 9781999615598 • RRP: £18.50  
February 2022 • 219 pages  

By the Medway Marsh
Excavations at Grange Farm, Gillingham, Kent 2003–2006

By James Gerrard and Guy Seddon
Explores the area around Grange Farm, Gillingham through its long history of 
human presence. 
The area around Grange Farm has been dominated by a manorial centre since 
the medieval period; elements of this structure still stand. By weaving together 
archaeological evidence and extensive research, a vivid, detailed picture 
has emerged of an enduring human presence at the site, from fleeting visits 
during early prehistory through extensive and important Roman presence to a 

dramatic bombing of the landscape during the Second World War.

PRE-CONSTRUCT ARCHAEOLOGY MONOGRAPH SERIES |  PRE-CONSTRUCT ARCHAEOLOGY
Paperback • 9781999615567 • RRP: £18.50  
March 2022 • 222 pages  

52-8 Sluneční králové/Kings of the Sun
The Sun: Katalog/Catalogue

Edited by Miroslav Barta, Jiří Janák and Renata Landgráfová
Catalogue accompanying the Abusir Kings of the Sun exhibition (2020–2021) 
at the National Museum in Prague. 
The Kings of the Sun exhibition mapped over a century of archaeological 
exploration of the site of Abusir by Egyptian, German and Czech missions. This 
catalogue contains 139 entries on almost 300 objects dating between the Early 
Dynastic and Ptolemaic Periods. The objects tell a story of the ancient Egyptian 
civilisation and of the people who formed it, and through them, the catalogue 

maps the existence and development of the site of Abusir for almost three millennia.

CZECH INSTITUTE OF EGYPTOLOGY
Hardback • 9788076710528 • RRP: £81.00  
2020 • 308 pages 
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Tell F3 on Failaka Island
Kuwaiti-Danish Excavations 2012–2017

Edited by Flemming Højlund and Anna Hilton
Explores the results of six years of excavations at Tell F3 on Failaka Island. 
Six years of excavations in Tell F3 have uncovered several occupation phases 
belonging to the middle of the 2nd millennium BC, Failaka period 3B (c. 1600 
BC). Though the material culture of Dilmun was heavily influenced by South 
Mesopotamia, this was a period where Dilmun regained its former importance 
after the economic and political collapse around 1700 BC, perhaps leading 
up to a final conquest by the Sealand Dynasty. This volume documents the 

excavations and examines in particular the stamp seals and their development.

JUTLAND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS |  AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788793423626 • RRP: £30.00  
May 2022 • 173 pages • Colour illus. 

Danish Archaeological Investigations on Failaka, Kuwait. 
The Second Millennium Settlements, vol. 5
The Beads

By Ann Andersson
This study of beads from Failaka, Kuwait proposes far-reaching connections 
with the Indus and Aegean. 
Excavations in 1958–1963 on the island of Failaka in Kuwait uncovered a 
small community of Dilmun traders from the second millennium BC. Prominent 
among the finds were 629 beads, many made of semi-precious stones, other 
stone types, and glass. This study consists of a typology, a classification of 

materials and an analysis of the dating and distribution of the beads. Manufacturing techniques, 
including perforation and use-wear, are also considered.

JUTLAND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS |  AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788793423725 • RRP: £21.00  
September 2022 • 120 pages • Colour illus.  

Pastfinders
The Roots of Danish Archaeology

Edited by Rubina Raja and Søren M. Sindbæk
Demonstrates that the early Danish archaeological pioneers saw little 
distinction between the study of classical antiquity, the middle ages, prehistory, 
ethnography and human evolution, nor between humanities and natural 
sciences. 
It is widely agreed that the birth of modern archaeology happened in Denmark 
in the 19th century. This anthology demonstrates that the early Danish 
pioneers saw little distinction between the study of specific eras, nor between 

humanities and natural sciences, and shows how they delivered pioneering achievements in the 
archaeology of Europe, the Mediterranean and the Middle East. It recasts the history of archaeology 
in the 19th and early 20th centuries as a joint quest for a global understanding of human history. 

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788772193434 • RRP: £46.00  
May 2022 • 360 pages 

W O R L D  A R C H A E O L O G Y  &  H I S T O R Y

Also of interest: see pages 45–46 for titles on Islamic & Middle Eastern History

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9788793423626.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9788793423725.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9788772193434.html
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Preserved in the Peat
An Extraordinary Bronze Age Burial on Whitehorse Hill, Dartmoor, and its 
Wider Context

By Andy M. Jones
Presents detailed analysis of a highly unusual Early Bronze Age burial and 
discusses its wider context. 
Excavation of a scheduled burial mound on Whitehorse Hill, Dartmoor revealed 
an unexpected, intact burial deposit of Early Bronze Age date associated with 
an unparalleled range of artefacts including preserved textiles, animal skin 
and basketry, as well as an array of rare metal and organic objects. This volume 

explores the assemblage of organic objects which yield insights into a range of materials that have not 
survived from the earlier Bronze Age elsewhere in southern Britain.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258783 • RRP: £24.95 • Special price: £19.99
August 2022 • 304 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785702617 

Defining Spaces in Iron Age Northumberland
Excavations at Morley Hill and Lower Callerton

Edited by Josh Gaunt, Claire Christie and Candy Hatherley
Details two examples of a previously unknown class of larger lowland settlement 
in Northumberland. 
This monograph presents the results of the excavation by Headland Archaeology 
at Morley Hill and Lower Callerton, England. These excavations offer two 
large-scale new datasets to compare within the corpus of enclosed Iron Age 
settlement sites across the region, allowing for an increased understanding 
of settlement patterns, architectural forms and farming practices. While the 

volume focuses on the Iron Age, the identification and influence of earlier prehistoric activity is also 
explored. 

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258561 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £30.40
September 2022 • 160 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258578 

L’archéologie et la Mythologie Celtique
By John Waddell and Marie Le Men
Focuses on aspects of the mythology associated with well-known Irish 
archaeological landscapes. 
French language. Elements of pre-Christian Celtic myth preserved in medieval 
Irish literature shed light on older traditions and beliefs not just in Ireland 
but elsewhere in Europe. This work focuses on aspects of the mythology 
associated with well-known Irish archaeological landscapes such as Newgrange 
and the Boyne Valley, Navan in Co. Armagh, and Tara in Co. Meath, pursuing 
archaeological implications of several mythic themes, namely sacral kingship, a 

sovereignty goddess, solar cosmology, and the perception of an Otherworld.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260601 • RRP: £85.00  
Paperback • 9789464260595 • RRP: £30.00 | April 2022 • 210 pages • 22 B/w & 10 colour illus.

B R I T I S H  &  I R I S H  P R E H I S T O R Y

N E W  I N  P A P E R B A C K
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The First Stones
Penywyrlod, Gwernvale and the Black Mountains Neolithic Long Cairns of 
South-East Wales

Edited by William Britnell and Alasdair Whittle
Results of recent research on the Neolithic long cairns lying in the shadow of the 
Black Mountains in south-east Wales. 
The First Stones focuses upon Penywyrlod and Gwernvale, the two best known 
tombs within the group of Neolithic long cairns, previously excavated in 
the 1970s. It makes a significant contribution to the study of tomb building, 
treatment of the dead, place making, and Neolithisation in western Britain. 

Viewed within the context of tombs within the Cotswold-Severn tradition, it leads to an appreciation 
of the local and regional distinctiveness of architecture and mortuary practice exhibited by the tombs 
in this area of south-east Wales.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257397 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £30.40
September 2022 • 160 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257403 

Making a Neolithic Non-Megalithic Monument
A TRB Burial Ground at Dalfsen (the Netherlands), c. 3000-2750 cal. BC

Edited by Henk M. van der Velde, Niels Bouma and Daan Raemaekers
The first scientific publication exploring the individual graves from the Neolithic 
Funnelbeaker Culture cemetery of Dalfsen in the Netherlands. 
In 2015 a burial ground at Dalfsen dating from the TRB-period (c. 3,000–2750 
cal. BC) comprising 141 burial pits was discovered. Until recently few non-
megalithic burial grounds were known and the find of these burials allowed 
more detailed study of mortuary practices. It sheds light on the social 
organisation of local TRB communities in this part of the world and provides 

intriguing evidence of continuity from this period to that of the Corded Ware culture – a transition 
now often interpreted in terms of migration.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260540 • RRP: £135.00 • Special price: £130.00
 Paperback • 9789464260533 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £40.00 | April 2022 • 250 pages • 177 colour illus. 

Making a Neolithic Non-Megalithic Monument – 
Catalogue
Catalogue of a TRB Burial Ground at Dalfsen (the Netherlands), c. 3000–2750 
cal. BC

Edited by Henk M. van der Velde, Niels Bouma and Daan Raemaekers
A full catalogue of the graves and finds of the Neolithic Funnelbeaker Culture 
cemetery of Dalfsen. 
In conjunction with the above scientific publication of the unique TRB-period 
(c. 3000–2750 cal. BC) burial site discovered at Dalfsen, the Netherlands, this 
separate volume contains a catalogue in which all 141 graves and finds are 
described in detail.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260700 • RRP: £245.00 • Special price: £240.00
Paperback • 9789464260694 • RRP: £95.00 • Special price £90.00 | April 2022 • 340 pages • 250 colour illus.

E U R O P E A N  P R E H I S T O R Y
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The Megalithic Architectures of Europe
Edited by Luc Laporte and Christopher Scarre
The first major synthesis by leading regional specialists of recent excavation 
results and new approaches to the study of megalithic monuments and their 
individual histories across Europe. 
This volume brings together regional specialists from Scandinavia, Germany, 
Britain, France, Belgium and Iberia to offer a series of uniquely authoritative 
studies. Results of recent fieldwork are fully incorporated and much of the 
material is published here for the first time in English. It provides an invaluable 
overview of the current state of research on European megalithic tombs.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258097 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £28.00
June 2022 • 248 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785700156 
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From the beginning of the discipline, stone and flint axes 
have occupied an important place in the archaeological 
imagination. Building blocks in the foundation of 
ideas about prehistory, they have been prominent in 
the literature ever since. �ey are definitive fossils of 
particular periods and touchstones for arguments about 
the character of human society over time.

Bringing together the results of research from around 
the world, this volume makes it clear that our fascination 
with these artefacts is nothing new. Whatever the 
cultural setting, the period or the place, axes have 
loomed large in the collective imagination. And they 
have done so in ways that cut across the academic line 
we often draw between the practical facts of use and the 
meaningful qualities of material culture.

Many of the papers collected here take us from the 
birth of axes at specifi c sources to their death in graves, 
hoards and other settings. Others trace the afterlives 
of blades in more recent collections. Documenting 
research in lab, field and archive, they demonstrate that 
then, as now, the biographies of axes and people are 
hard to disentangle.

Vin Davis is a petrologist and Chair of the Implement 
Petrology Group of Great Britain.

Mark Edmonds holds the second Anniversary Chair in 
Archaeology at the University of York.

Stone Axe Studies III
Edited by Vin Davis and Mark Edmonds
This volume builds upon the model of the first Stone Axe Studies volume 
published in 1979. It explores how scholars from various parts of the world 
currently approach these distinctive items. 
This state-of-the art volume in stone axe research in Britain and abroad also 
provides a much needed basis for comparative study. Some papers are united 
by specific material, such as those working on Jadeite axe blades in western and 
Central Europe. For others, the link is analytical – for example, the development 
of new geochemical techniques; contextual, such as work on techniques of 

hafting or on patterns of deposition; or conceptual, such as uses made of ethno-historic and related 
models. 

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258080 • RRP: £29.50  
May 2022 • 448 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781842175941 

In the Darkest of Days
Re-investigating Human Sacrifice and Value in Southern Scandinavian 
Prehistory

Edited by Matthew J. Walsh, Sean O’Neill and Lasse Sørensen
A fascinating new re-appraisal of evidence for sacrificial offerings and ritualised 
violence. 
This volume collects recent works on sacrificial offerings, ritualised violence 
and the relative values thereof in the contexts of Scandinavian prehistory 
from the Neolithic to the Viking era. The contributions cover a broad spectrum 
of issues, engaging in questions of identity, cosmology, economics and social 

relations. Cases span from the Scandinavian Late Neolithic and Nordic Bronze Age, through to the 
well-known wetland deposits and bog bodies of the Iron Age, to Viking era executions, ’deviant’ burials 
and contemporaneous double/multiple graves. 

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258592 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price £30.40
September 2022 • 208 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258608 

E U R O P E A N  P R E H I S T O R Y
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Also of interest: The Value of a Human Life on page 4

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258097.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258080.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258592.html
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Gudme
Iron Age Settlement and Central Halls

By Palle Østergaard Sørensen and Edited by Mads Dengsø Jessen and Mads 
Lou Bendtsen
The first of two volumes describing and interpreting the rich, high status Iron 
Age–Viking finds at Gudme, south-east Funen. 
Since the 19th century the Gudme area has been known as one of the richest 
prehistoric localities in Scandinavia. More than 1,000 roman coins, close to 
600 fibulas as well as several small mask and animal figurines form part of the 
Gudme find assemblage. This volume describes and interprets the many finds 

and structures from the extended excavations at the central parts of the Gudme locality on southeast 
Funen, Denmark. Head of excavation, Palle Østergaard Sørensen, extracts, combines, classifies, dates, 
and temporalises the many finds here.

PRE-CHRISTIAN CULT SITES |  OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789259070 • RRP: £55.00 • Special price £44.00
August 2022 • 472 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789259087 

Seeking the First Farmers in Western Sjælland, Denmark
The Archaeology of the Transition to Agriculture in Northern Europe 

By T. Douglas Price
A personal account chronicling over 30 years of excavation and survey projects 
investigating the Mesolithic–Neolithic transition in Denmark, demonstrating 
the process of research. 
This volume summarises 30 years of fieldwork in Denmark, some of the 
evidence for the spread of agriculture and the Neolithic into Scandinavia, and 
opinions about the origins of agriculture. It is intended to be both academic 
and personal and to describe the actual process of research, because most 

projects involve elements of both. It covers the eight sites excavated from the Late Mesolithic and 
Early Neolithic. 

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789257656 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £36.00
May 2022 • 304 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257663 

Repeopling La Manche
New Perspectives on Neanderthal Lifeways from La Cotte de St Brelade

Edited by Rebecca Scott and Andrew Shaw
A major multi-disciplinary exploration of Neanderthal occupation of the English 
Channel region. 
Providing a starting point for approaching the Middle Palaeolithic record of the 
English Channel region, this volume considers the ecological opportunities and 
behavioural constraints this landscape offered to Neanderthal groups in north-
west Europe. It explores recent advances in quaternary stratigraphy, science-
based dating, and palaeoecology and examines how Palaeolithic archaeology in 

the region has transformed our understanding of Neanderthal behaviour. 

PREHISTORIC SOCIETY RESEARCH PAPERS |  OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789251524 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price £28.00
September 2022 • 224 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789251531 

E U R O P E A N  P R E H I S T O R Y
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Doggerland
Lost World under the North Sea

Edited by Luc W.S.W. Amkreutz and Sasja van der Vaart-Verschoof
A comprehensive introduction to a million years of human habitation in the vast 
prehistoric landscape under the North Sea: Doggerland. 
This popular science book tells the story of one of the most important, but 
least known, major archaeological sites in Europe: Doggerland. Few people 
know that the beaches along the North Sea lie on the edge of a vast lost 
world. A prehistoric landscape that documents almost a million years of human 
habitation, and which lay dry for most of that time. This book brings this 

vanished world back to the surface.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464261141 • RRP: £95.00 • Special price £90.00
Paperback • 9789464261134 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price £30.00 | September 2022 • 210 pages • 40 B/w & 60 colour illus. 

Millet and What Else?
The Wider Context of the Adoption of Millet Cultivation in Europe

Edited by Wiebke Kirleis, Marta Dal Corso and Dragana Filipović
The start of millet cultivation was a major agricultural innovation; this book 
describes the food economy at the time when this innovation spread across 
Bronze Age Europe. 
Broomcorn/common/proso millet (Panicum miliaceum) is a cereal crop 
originating in East Asia and transferred westward to Europe, where it was 
introduced in the mid-2nd millennium BC, at the height of the Bronze Age. 
This volume reflects on the large-scale research programme of radiocarbon 

dating of millet grains from prehistoric Europe conducted by Archaeobotanists from the Collaborative 
Research Centre 1266, which evidenced the rapid spread of this crop across the continent. This broad-
based compilation of papers adds another layer to the dynamic picture of the Bronze Age and the 
interconnected continent, and illustrates the complexity of research on the diffusion of agricultural 
innovations.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464270167 • RRP: £135.00 • Special price £130.00
Paperback • 9789464270150 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £40.00 | April 2022 • 320 pages • 61 B/w & 13 colour illus. 

Flintknapping from the Late Glacial to the Early Holocene
The Belgian Scheldt Valley Sites of Ruien and Kerkhove

By Hans Vandendriessche
Explores how flintknapping traditions evolved on either side of the Pleistocene-
Holocene transition in north-western Europe. 
This book discusses the lithic technology of the neighbouring sites of Ruien 
and Kerkhove in Belgium, in order to gain a better understanding of how the 
practice of flintknapping evolved across the Pleistocene-Holocene transition. 
In subjecting lithic artefacts to a detailed analysis including lithic refitting, this 
examination yields important new technological results.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464280319 • RRP: £190.00 • Special price £185.00
Paperback • 9789464280302 • RRP: £70.00 • Special price £65.00 | May 2022 • 420 pages • 139 B/w & 154 colour illus. 

E U R O P E A N  P R E H I S T O R Y
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Mensch-Tier-Verhältnisse in Monjukli Depe
Eine Analyse des sozialen Zusammenlebens in einer neolithisch-
äneolithischen Siedlung in Turkmenistan

By Jana Eger
Contributes to the ongoing shift in perspective in the study of human-animal 
relations, with its growing recognition of their central role in the shaping of 
prehistoric societies.

This is a German-language book. It presents a multi-perspectival study of socio-
cultural practices and conceptions of the people who lived in the prehistoric 

settlement of Monjukli Depe (Turkmenistan). Based on a collection of over 50,000 animal remains 
from the excavations at Monjukli Depe, the author takes an integrative approach that includes 
zooarchaeological studies of faunal remains; analyses zoomorphic representations in the form of 
miniaturised clay objects; and multi-isotopic analyses of selected skeletal material. 

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464280197 • RRP: £120.00  
Paperback • 9789464280180 • RRP: £40.00 | March 2022 • 276 pages • 57 B/w & 17 colour illus. 

The Bronze Age Collective Graves of Qarn al-Harf, Ras 
al-Khaimah (UAE)
Southeast Arabia at the Dawn of the Second Millennium

By Derek Kennet, Alyson Caine, Anna Hilton and Lloyd Weeks
Examines results from the excavation of monumental collective tombs that 
were built in Southeast Arabia and used through the early part of the 2nd 
millennium. 
This book reports on the excavation of a number of monumental collective 
tombs that were built in Ras al-Khaimah and used through the early part of the 

2nd millennium. The way that they were constructed and used, as well as the burial goods that they 
contain, throw light on the population of this area, and give some indication of how and why it was 
that life continued in this small pocket of Arabia in a way that was different to surrounding regions.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789257953 • RRP: £65.00 • Special price: £52.00
December 2022 • 544 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257960 

Knossos: The House of the Frescoes
By Emilia Oddo with contributions by Vasso Fotou
An analysis of the architecture and finds of the Neopalatial House of the 
Frescoes, Knossos. 
This volume presents a complete study of the architecture and finds from the 
House of the Frescoes at Knossos, a Neopalatial building uncovered in 1923 
and 1926. Reinvestigation of the House took place in 2016–2019, the results 
of which offer new insights into the architecture and finds’ contexts, as well as 
fresh perspectives on the building’s occupation, purpose and abandonment, 
helping to shed further light on the character of Knossos, pre-eminent centre 

of Minoan Crete at the height of the Bronze Age.

BSA SUPPLEMENTARY VOLUME |  BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS
Hardback • 9780904887730 • RRP: £150.00  
May 2022 • 352 pages • 62 drawings; 20 tables; 23 B/w & colour plates; 16 colour plans  
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The Pyramid Fields of Ancient Egypt
A Satellite Atlas

Edited by Miroslav Barta and Vladimír Brůna
A satellite atlas of all Old and Middle Kingdom pyramid sites in Egypt. 

This valuable resource compiles and interprets high-resolution satellite images 
of all Old and Middle Kingdom pyramid sites in Egypt. The individual sites are 
characterised on the background of their local topography and changing nature 
of their development over time and overall represent to a large degree the 
principal sites from the 3rd to the 13th Dynasty. Their characteristics mirror the 

specific periods of Egyptian history, providing a fascinating window into the incredible story of ancient 
Egypt. The Atlas also showcases the benefits of using satellite imagery for future site protection, 
landscape analysis, and excavation projects for endangered sites in Egypt.

CZECH INSTITUTE OF EGYPTOLOGY
Hardback • 9788076710535 • RRP: £142.00  
April 2022 • 200 pages 

The Shrine of Eileithyia, Minoan Goddess of Childbirth 
and Motherhood, at the Inatos Cave in Southern Crete
Volume I: The Egyptian-Type Artifacts

By Günther Hölbl and Edited by Philip Betancourt, Athanasia Kanta, Costis 
Davaras and Konstantinos Chalikias
Examines ancient Egyptian artifacts from a shrine of the Minoan-Greek goddess 
Eileithyia. 
This volume provides a catalogue of the ancient Egyptian imports and 
Egyptianising artifacts found in 1962 during the excavation of a cave near 
Tsoutsouros (ancient Inatos), Crete, Greece. The cave was a sanctuary dedicated 

to the Minoan and Greek goddess Eileithyia, the little-known goddess of childbirth and motherhood 
whose offerings depict pregnant women, women in labour, and couples embracing, among other 
motifs. The volume is illustrated with colour photographs depicting statuettes, seals, and vessels 
found at the site.

PREHISTORY MONOGRAPHS |  INSTAP ACADEMIC PRESS ( INSTITUTE FOR AEGEAN PREHISTORY)
Hardback • 9781931534345 • RRP: £55.00  
May 2022 • 150 pages • 42 illus. | eBook available: 9781623034399 

Technological Styles in the Jebel Gharbi Lithic Industries 
of the Late Pleistocene (North-Western Libya)
By Giuseppina Mutri
The first overview of the Later Stone Age of north-western Libya through the 
detailed analysis of lithics. 
Based on recent research in the Jebel Gharbi (Libya), this book offers a high-
resolution description and documentation of the LSA lithic complexes of 
north-western Libya, applying an approach that integrates up-to-date techno-
typological studies with geochemistry and functional analysis. It represents an 
exhaustive overview on the prehistory of northern Libya in areas that aren’t, 

nowadays, accessible to researchers.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464280289 • RRP: £95.00 • Special price £90.00
Paperback • 9789464280272 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price £30.00 | September 2022 • 210 pages • 90 B/w & 5 colour illus.

Also of interest: Woven Threads on page 6

A E G E A N  &  M E D I T E R R A N E A N  P R E H I S T O R Y
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Tell Ahmar on the Syrian Euphrates
From Chalcolithic Village to Assyrian Provincial Capital

Edited by Guy Bunnens
The first overview of Tell Ahmar, covering its development, rise to power, and 
material culture. 
Tell Ahmar developed from the 6th millennium BC to a provincial capital of the 
Assyrian Empire in the 8th and 7th centuries BC. This book explores the results 
of excavations of François Thureau-Dangin (1929–1931) and the Universities 
of Melbourne (1988–1999) and Liège (2000–2010) to present a comprehensive 
and diachronic view of the site’s evolution and its position at an important 

crossroads of ancient communication routes and cultures.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789258387 • RRP: £55.00 • Special price £44.00
June 2022 • 256 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258394 

Tracking the Neolithic in the Near East
Lithic Perspectives on its Origins, Development and Dispersals

Edited by Yoshihiro Nishiaki, Osamu Maeda and Makoto Arimura
Harnesses studies of lithics to explore the world’s oldest farming societies of 
the Near East. 
This volume combines the most up-to-date discoveries and perspectives of 
Near Eastern Neolithic lithics by leading international archaeologists, placing 
emphasis on regional perspectives. The 39 papers in this volume include 
contributions on the Iranian Zagros, the Caucasus, and Central Asia – a region 
whose Neolithic archaeological records are far less well understood but which 

enrich our understanding of the first farming societies of the Near East.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260816 • RRP: £195.00 • Special price £190.00
Paperback • 9789464260809 • RRP: £80.00 • Special price £75.00 | May 2022 • 600 pages • 211 B/w & 109 colour illus. 

Cuneiform Texts from Nimrud, Vol. VI
Documents from the Nabu Temple and from private houses on the citadel

Edited by S. Herbordt, R. Mattila, B. Parker and J. N. Postgate
These studies of archives from the Kalhu acropolis provide valuable insights 
into the period. 
This volume provides up-to-date commentary on two major archives from 
the Kalhu acropolis at Nimrud. Many of these texts were edited previously by 
Wiseman and Parker in articles in Iraq, but some were only catalogued, and 
others had lain for years uncopied in both the Iraq Museum and the British 
Museum. Bringing them all together has enabled a more detailed study of the 

two main archives with the benefit of the advances in our understanding of Neo-Assyrian over the 
last half century.

CUNEIFORM TEXTS FROM NIMRUD |  BRITISH INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF IRAQ
Hardback • 9780903472340 • RRP: £30.00  
2021 • 340 pages  

A N C I E N T  N E A R  E A S T
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Continuity, Discontinuity and Change
Case Studies from the New Kingdom to the Ptolemaic and Roman Era

Edited by Filip Coppens
Focuses on major changes in society in the New Kingdom. 
The first part of this book concentrates on developments and transformations 
observable in New Kingdom private tombs commissioned by non-royal individuals 
in the main cemeteries of the time – Amarna, Thebes, and Saqqara. The second 
part of the volume centres on various strategies of adaptation and modification 
as reflected within the priesthoods and the design of the temple programme 
(architecture, text, and image) during the Ptolemaic and Roman period.

CZECH INSTITUTE OF EGYPTOLOGY
Hardback • 9788076710481 • RRP: £60.00  
April 2022 • 580 pages  

Constructing, Remaking and Dismantling Sacred 
Landscapes in Lower Egypt from the Late Dynastic to the 
Early Medieval Period
Edited by Damian Robinson and Franck Goddio
Case studies explore the construction and manipulation of social spaces in 
Ancient Egypt. 
The chapters in this volume are organised in such a way as to provide windows 
onto constructing, remaking, and dismantling sacred landscapes in cities in 
the north-western Delta of Egypt, notably Thonis-Heracleion and Alexandria, 
and also more widely in Lower Egypt. They present case studies that examine 

different aspects of the long-term life-histories of the landscape and the unfolding relationships 
between the people of Egypt and the sacred spaces in which they lived and went about their daily tasks.

OXFORD CENTRE FOR MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY MONOGRAPH | 
OXFORD CENTRE FOR MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY
Hardback • 9781998994304 • RRP: £45.00  
2021 • 300 pages  

Abusir and Saqqara in the Year 2020
Edited by Miroslav Bárta, Filip Coppens and Jaromir Krejčí
35 contributions on a wide variety of different topics related to the Memphite 
necropolis. 
Contributions include some of the latest results of archaeological explorations, 
new interpretations of archaeological evidence within the framework of social 
and environmental development and climate change, new approaches to 
long-known texts and inscriptions, the application of modern computer-based 
analysis of the society of the day, as well as newly understood historical, social 
and landscape connotations of some sites and monuments.

CZECH INSTITUTE OF EGYPTOLOGY
Hardback • 9788076710511 • RRP: £94.00  
April 2022 • 428 pages  

A N C I E N T  E G Y P T
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Ripple in Still Water When There is no Pebble Tossed
Festschrift in Honour of Cary J. Martin

Edited by Adrienn Almásy-Martin, Michel Chauveau, Koen Donker van Heel 
and Kim Ryholt
This collection celebrates the work of Cary J. Martin, his expertise in demotic 
script and contribution to Egyptian Archaeology. 
This Festschrift in honour of Cary J. Martin presents 20 contributions of his 
friends and colleagues, ranging from articles on Persian and Graeco-Roman 
Egypt to 22 (re-)editions of documentary and literary texts written in Egyptian 
(Hieroglyphs, Hieratic and Demotic) and Greek. Many of these are published 

here for the first time.

GHP EGYPTOLOGY |  GOLDEN HOUSE PUBLICATIONS
Paperback • 9781906137762 • RRP: £75.00  
June 2022 • 300 pages • 50 illus. 

Menschenköpfige Herzskarabäen im Kontext
Archäologie, Philologie und Kulturgeschichte

By Markus Wallas
Explores the recent discovery of a heart scarab depicting a human-head 
excavated in Zawyet Sultan, Middle Egypt, and the context of this rare amulet 
from an interdisciplinary perspective. 
Heart scarabs are inscribed with spell 30B from the Book of the Dead and are 
usually depicted with a beetle head, but a very small number of such amulets 
show the scarab with a human face or head. One of these extraordinary objects 
was found during recent excavations in Zawyet Sultan, Middle Egypt. Based 

on the analysis and discussion of this newly excavated object, this publication sheds new light on 
the context of human-faced heart scarabs from a philological, archaeological and historico-cultural 
perspective. This is a German-language book.

INTERNET-BEITRÄGE ZUR ÄGYPTOLOGIE UND SUDANARCHÄOLOGIE | 
GOLDEN HOUSE PUBLICATIONS
Paperback • 9781906137779 • RRP: £45.00  
June 2022 • 280 pages • 50 illus. 

Crossing Continents
Between India and the Aegean from Prehistory to Alexander the Great

By Robert Arnott
A fascinating new examination of trade between India and the Aegean. 
The first contacts between Greece, the Aegean and India are generally thought 
to have occurred at the beginning of the 6th century BC. There is now, however, 
growing evidence of much earlier but indirect connections, reaching back 
into prehistory. This study re-evaluates the evidence and speculation for such 
contacts, examining evidence from the Bronze Age to the time of Alexander the 
Great.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789255546 • RRP: £34.99 • Special price £27.99
April 2022 • 160 pages | eBook available: 9781789255553 

A N C I E N T  E G Y P T  /  C L A S S I C A L  C I V I L I S A T I O N
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Remembering and Forgetting the Ancient City
Edited by Javier Martínez Jiménez and Sam Ottewill-Soulsby
Tackles the subject of the survival and transformation of the ancient city 
through memory, viewing the way the Greco-Roman city lived and vanished for 
the generations that separate the present from antiquity. 
The Greco-Roman world is identified in the modern mind by its cities. The 
volume assembles specialists in multiple fields to bring their perspectives 
to bear on the subject through 11 case studies that range from late antiquity 
to the mid-20th century, and from the Iberian Peninsula to Iran. Through the 
examination of archaeological remains, changing urban layouts and chronicles, 

travel guides and pamphlets, they track how the ancient city was made useful or consigned to oblivion.

IMPACT OF THE ANCIENT CITY |  OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789258165 • RRP: £50.00  
February 2022 • 360 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789258172 

C L A S S I C A L  C I V I L I Z A T I O N

Rome and the Colonial City
Rethinking the Grid

Edited by Sofia Greaves and Andrew Wallace-Hadrill
Explores notions of urban ideals in the early medieval period and how they 
reflect, or develop out of, the Roman model for the urban landscape. 
Challenging the widely accepted concept that the orthogonal grid was the 
most important development of ancient town planning – whose key legacy to 
subsequent urban development was the model of the grid city, spread across 
the New World in new colonial cities – this book offers new perspectives on 
the ideals and aims articulated by ancient city founders and their successors. 

It looks at new evidence for Roman colonial foundations to reassess their aims, and at the ways post-
Roman urbanism looked back to, and re-interpreted, the Roman model.

IMPACT OF THE ANCIENT CITY |  OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789257809 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £40.00
March 2022 • 432 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257816 

Cities as Palimpsests?
Responses to Antiquity in Eastern Mediterranean Urbanism

Edited by Elizabeth Key Fowden, Suna Çağaptay, Edward Zychowicz-Coghill 
and Louise Blanke
Explores the historical complexity and cultural hybridity of post-classical 
eastern Mediterranean cities with case studies examining how cities’ pasts have 
lived on in their presents. 
The metaphor of the palimpsest has been increasingly invoked to conceptualise 
cities with deep, living pasts. Spanning the period from Constantine’s foundation 
of a New Rome in the 4th century to the contemporary aftermath of the 

Lebanese civil war, the interdisciplinary contributor team thinks through, and beyond, the logic of the 
palimpsest. It asks whether this fashionable trope forces us to impose distinctions that satisfy our own 
assumptions about historical periodisation and cultural practice, but which bear little relation to the 
experience of ancient, medieval or early modern people.

IMPACT OF THE ANCIENT CITY |  OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789257687 • RRP: £50.00  
January 2022 • 432 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257694 
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Towards the Borders of the Bronze Age and Beyond
Mycenaean Long Distance Travel and its Reflection in Myth

By Joerg Mull
Uses Greek myths to explore long-distance connections during the Late Bronze 
Age in Greece. 
Mull analyses the large corpus of the Greek myths, some of which are likely to go 
back to Bronze Age roots and which contain evidence of long-distance journeys 
of Mycenaean pioneering adventurers. From the unusual vantage point of a 
trained economist with almost 30 years’ experience in international business 
and an education in classical languages, Mull provides a fresh perspective on 

what is known about travel and trade during the Late Bronze Age, a discipline so far dominated by 
archaeologists and historians.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260786 • RRP: £95.00 • Special price £90.00
Paperback • 9789464260779 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price £30.00 | May 2022 • 160 pages • 23 B/w & colour illus. 

The Early Modern Zagori of Northwest Greece
An Interdisciplinary Archaeological Inquiry into a Montane Cultural Landscape

Edited by Faidon Moudopoulos-Athanasiou
Novel insights into a montane landscape and its distinctive history and cultural 
heritage. 
Landscape archaeology projects have had a significant impact on our 
understanding of the deep history of the Greek countryside but have 
overwhelmingly been limited to the plains and have rarely placed the Ottoman 
period at their core. This investigation of Zagori in Northwest Greece explores 
the archaeology and cultural history of a mountainous area that famously 

thrived in the Ottoman period. This engagement with an upland region in the early modern period 
sheds light on previously neglected aspects of Greek landscape history.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464280371 • RRP: £125.00 • Special price £120.00
Paperback • 9789464280364 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £40.00 | June 2022 • 250 pages • 94 colour illus.

Middle and Late Helladic Laconia
Competing Principalities?

Edited by Corien Wiersma and Maria P. Tsouli
A collection of papers by international scholars on Laconia (Greece) during the 
Middle Helladic and Late Helladic period. 
This volume presents a range of new findings on Middle and Late Bronze 
Age Laconia, stemming from recent excavations by the Greek Archaeological 
Service and work by foreign schools and individual scholars. Among the sites 
discussed are Pellana, Palaiopyrgi, Geraki, Pavlopetri, Vrysika, and the island 
Kythera. It also explores the newly discovered palatial site at Ayios Vasileios, 

including its North Cemetery, early Mycenaean pottery deposits, the West Stoa, and an outline of its 
habitation history and size compared to other palatial settlements.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE AT ATHENS |  SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260632 • RRP: £150.00 • Special price £145.00
Paperback • 9789464260625 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price £45.00 | April 2022 • 276 pages • 54 B/w & 107 colour illus. 

G R E E C E  &  T H E  H E L L E N I S T I C  W O R L D
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The Weights from Thonis-Heracleion
By Elsbeth van der Wilt
Explores trading activities in Thonis-Heracleion through its weights. 
The extensive harbour facilities and temple of Amun-Gereb at Thonis-
Heracleion, rediscovered by the Institut Européen d’Archéologie Sous-Marine 
(IEASM), provided the necessary infrastructure for the city’s role in the economic 
regulation of maritime trade. Located on Egypt’s coastal border, the port was a 
natural stop for merchant ships before or after a long sea voyage, a space where 
they could rest and give thanks to the gods. This volume examines the weights 
from the port to offer new perspectives on its trading activities and mechanisms.

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE CANOPIC REGION IN EGYPT | 
OXFORD CENTRE FOR MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY
Hardback • 9781905905485 • RRP: £45.00  
October 2022 • 200 pages 

The Free and the Brave
American Philhellenes and the ;Glorious Struggle of the Greeks; (1776–1866)

By Maria Georgopoulou
Featuring new essays, this bilingual catalogue accompanied an exhibition 
commemorating the bicentenary of the Greek Revolution of 1821, exploring 
the relationship between Greece and the United States. 
This bilingual catalogue (in English and Greek) accompanied an exhibition 
organised for the bicentenary of the Greek Revolution of 1821, exploring 
the connections between Greece and the United States, from the American 
Revolution of 1776 to the Cretan revolt of 1866. The objects of the exhibition – 

fully illustrated in the catalogue – include rare archival material, paintings, watercolours, artworks, and 
several Philhellenic artifacts. Five original essays by experts offer insightful perspectives.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIES AT ATHENS
Paperback • 9789609994552 • RRP: £40.00  
2021 • 240 pages 

Proceedings of the Danish Institute at Athens Vol. X
Edited by Mogens Pelt
The latest collection from the Danish Institute at Athens, presenting results 
of Danish scholarly and field research archaeology in Greece and the Eastern 
Mediterranean. 
These papers present the results from archaeological sites in Cyprus – 
discussing the ceramics and associated burial customs from two tombs – and 
at Sikyon, Greece, including a case study of human skeletal material from an 
Archaic grave uncovered in 2019. Papers also explore the activities of Danish 
philhellenes; the activities and drawings of Frederik Scholten around the period 

of the Greek Revolution; and a re-evaluation of the significance of an archaic Attic Sphinx in the Ny 
Carlsberg Glyptotek in Copenhagen. 

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Paperback • 9788772197135 • RRP: £34.00  
April 2022 • 240 pages • Colour illus.  

G R E E C E  &  T H E  H E L L E N I S T I C  W O R L D
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The Archaeology of Roman Macedonia
Urban and Rural Environments

By Vassilis Evangelidis
A detailed study of the archaeology of Roman Macedonia and Aegean Thrace, 
the first eastern region to be incorporated into the Empire, highlighting unique 
features. 
This concise overview examines old and new archaeological evidence to 
develop a better perception of the region in terms of archaeology of the built 
environment, architecture, urbanisation and use of land and resources from 
the 2nd century BC to the early 4th century AD. Special importance is given 

to the interaction of Greek, Roman and local cultures and the ways that the formation of the built 
environment eventually led to the assimilation of ideas from East and West, including workmanship, 
use of materials, design and function.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258011 • RRP: £39.50 • Special price £31.60
May 2022 • 224 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789258028 

The Archaeology of Roman Portugal in its Western 
Mediterranean Context
Edited by Tesse D. Stek and André Carneiro
Offers new insights into the archaeology and history of the westernmost region 
of the Roman Empire. 
This book contributes to the wider debate on Roman imperialism and 
expansionism by bringing to the fore a much-underrepresented area of the 
Roman empire in English-language scholarship: its westernmost edge in 
modern-day Portugal. It includes new data and insights from both archaeology 
and ancient history, presenting both an extraordinary landscape in the sense 

of economic opportunities (ocean resources, marble and metal mining), and also settlement history.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258325 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £36.00
May 2022 • 256 pages | eBook available: 9781789258332 

Rome and the North-Western Mediterranean
Integration and connectivity c. 150–70 BC

Edited by Toni Ñaco del Hoyo, Jordi Principal and Mike Dobson
A comprehensive, interdisciplinary overview of Rome’s expansion into the 
north-western Mediterranean from the mid-2nd century BC. 
To date, Rome’s intervention in the West from the mid-2nd century BC has 
been largely untouched. This volume pushes the historical and archaeological 
debates about Rome’s expansion beyond these traditional boundaries and 
previous discipline-based research. Through treating the entire north-western 
Mediterranean as a micro-region and using various interdisciplinary approaches, 

the authors provide an innovative and comprehensive overview of this region in a period of historical 
crossroads.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789257175 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £40.00
August 2022 • 288 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789257182 

R O M E  &  T H E  R O M A N  P R O V I N C E S
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Constantinople
Archaeology of a Byzantine Megapolis

By Ken Dark and Ferudun Özgümüş
A significant publication for those working in archaeology and Byzantine 
history, exploring the archaeology and development of this fascinating city. 
Istanbul, Europe’s largest city, became an urban centre of exceptional size when 
it was chosen by Constantine the Great as a new Roman capital city. This major 
archaeological text draws upon material evidence, contemporary developments 
in urban archaeology, and archaeological theory, to illuminate over a thousand 
years of Constantinople’s evolution, including its social, economic and cognitive 

development. It casts new light on the transformation of an ancient Roman capital to an Orthodox 
Christian holy city.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258066 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £28.00
March 2022 • 224 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782971818 

Roman Aquileia
The Impenetrable City-Fortress, a Sentry of the Alps

By Natale Barca
A study of Aquileia, a Roman city in Italy, from its foundation in the 2nd century 
BC through to its fall in the 5th century AD, depicted in a lively, narrative style. 
This book shows how a military colony became a large, impressive and prosperous 
city, spanning the centuries from its foundation (181 BC) to the fateful days of 
blood and violence of its fall (AD 452). Combining academic scholarship with 
storytelling, and based on a study of ancient sources, contemporary literature 
and the latest archaeological research, it narrates the evocative epic of the rise, 

decline and disappearance of ancient cities.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257748 • RRP: £38.00  
January 2022 • 256 pages | eBook available: 9781789257755 

R O M E  &  T H E  R O M A N  P R O V I N C E S

Stories from Ancient Greece and Rome
By Joyce Tyldesley and Julian Heath
Re-tells some of the most interesting and entertaining myths and legends from 
the Classical world. 
In a companion book to the best-selling Stories from Ancient Egypt, Tyldesley 
re-tells some of the most interesting and entertaining myths and legends 
from ancient Greece and Rome. Each of the stories includes a Q&A section 
for enthusiastic young archaeologists. The book is illustrated with imaginative 
and amusing line-drawings by acclaimed artist and archaeologist, Julian 
Heath. Although primarily aimed at children between the ages of 7–11, this 

introduction to the myths of the Classical world will entertain readers of all ages.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781785707650 • RRP: £8.95  
2017 • 108 pages | eBook available: 9781785707667 

N E W  I N  P A P E R B A C K

Also of interest: the new Impact of the Ancient City series on page 27
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Roman Religion in the Danubian Provinces
Space Sacralisation and Religious Communication during the Principate 
(1st–3rd century AD)

By Csaba Szabó
An innovative study of the transmission of Roman religious ideas and practices 
to the northern provinces and the evidence for their cultural and spatial 
organisation. 
The Danubian provinces represent one of the largest macro-units within 
the Roman Empire. It is a unique area with a large and rich heritage, where 
the dominant, pre-Roman cultures (Celtic, Illyrian, Hellenistic, Thracian) are 

interconnected within the new Roman administrative, economic and cultural units. This book presents 
the material evidence of Roman religion in the Danubian provinces through a new, paradigmatic 
methodology, focusing not only on the traditional urban and provincial units of the Roman Empire, but 
on a new space taxonomy.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789257830 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £30.40
March 2022 • 312 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789257847 

Butrint 6: Excavations on the Vrina Plain Volume 1
The Lost Roman and Byzantine Suburb

Edited by Simon Greenslade
Traces Butrint’s development from Roman bridgehead suburb to 3rd-century 
domus and important Byzantine residential centre. 
The Butrint series describes the excavations carried out on the Vrina Plain by 
the Butrint Foundation from 2002–2007. This volume discusses results from 
the development of an area south of the ancient port city of Butrint, following 
it from an early Roman bridgehead suburb during the 1st and 2nd centuries AD 
through to its home of a Byzantine archon during the 9th and 10th centuries, 

and its subsequent abandonment.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258790 • RRP: £39.95 • Special price: £31.99
September 2022 • 448 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789252149 

Journal of Roman Pottery Studies Volume 19
Edited by Steven Willis
Focuses on the latest research into pottery production sites with case studies 
of specific assemblages. 
The major contribution to this volume explores excavations of Roman pottery 
kiln sites in Cantley Parish, South Yorkshire, UK, 1956–1975. Other papers 
examine the well-preserved kiln complex and products at Lavenham, Suffolk; 
mortaria and colour-coated production at Newport, Lincoln; a large typology of 
Roman pottery from Old Station Yard, York; an exploration of actions applied 
to pottery placed in graves across Kent; and a review article considering the 

pottery assemblage from the Saxon Shore Fort at Oudenburg, Belgium.

JOURNAL OF ROMAN POTTERY STUDIES |  OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258257 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £36.00
June 2022 • 160 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789258264 

R O M E  &  T H E  R O M A N  P R O V I N C E S
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Change and Continuity at the Roman Coastal Fort at Oudenburg from the 
Late 2nd until the Early 5th Century AD
By Sofie Vanhoutte
A detailed analysis of the Roman coastal fort at Oudenburg, Belgium. 
At the Belgian coastal fort at Oudenburg, large-scale excavations in the first decade of the 21st century 
revealed a strikingly well-preserved chronological, spatial and functional evolution of this military 
base, with five main fort periods running from the late 2nd until the early 5th century AD. These 
volumes provide a detailed analysis of the Oudenburg site and report on its significance within the 
Roman North Sea and Channel frontier, on a historic-military, a socio-cultural and a socio-economic 
level. This significant publication is split into three volumes, available separately.

Change and Continuity at the Roman Coastal Fort 
at Oudenburg from the Late 2nd 
until the Early 5th Century AD
Volume I: The Site and its Significance within the Wider Context of the Roman 
North Sea and Channel Frontier Zone

SIDESTONE PRESS  
Hardback • 9789464260847 • RRP: £120.00 • Special price: £115.00
Paperback • 9789464260830 • RRP: £55.00 • Special price £50.00  
September 2022 • 320 pages • 122 B/w & colour illus. | 

Change and Continuity at the Roman Coastal Fort 
at Oudenburg from the Late 2nd 
until the Early 5th Century AD
Volume II: The material culture of the south-west corner site

SIDESTONE PRESS  
Hardback • 9789464260878 • RRP: £140.00 • Special price: £135.00
Paperback • 9789464260861 • RRP: £85.00 • Special price £80.00  
September 2022 • 608 pages • 161 B/w & colour illus. 

Change and Continuity at the Roman Coastal Fort 
at Oudenburg from the Late 2nd 
until the Early 5th Century AD
Volume III: Plates

SIDESTONE PRESS  
Hardback • 9789464260908 • RRP: £275.00 • Special price: £270.00
Paperback • 9789464260892 • RRP: £140.00 • Special price £135.00 
September 2022 • 500 pages • c.500 colour illustrations

Also of interest: see pages 43 & 44 for titles on Weapons & Warfare
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City Gates in the Roman West
Forms and Functions

By Cornelis van Tilburg
Explores the forms and functions of Roman city gates in Western Europe. 
This book discusses various aspects of city gates in the Western Roman Empire: 
Italy, Spain, Gaul, Germany and Britain, where many Roman city gates are still 
to be found – and some, such as the Porta Nigra in Trier and the Porta Appia 
in Rome, remain in good condition. It brings together examples of city gates in 
the Roman West, showing their design evolution for purposes of defence or 
perception of power, to supply drinking water, or in connection to social and 

magico-religious aspects of city life. 

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464261080 • RRP: £135.00 • Special price: £130.00
Paperback • 9789464261073 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £45.00 | September 2022 • 280 pages • 48 B/w & 94 colour illus.

Catalogue of the Sardinian, Etruscan and Italic bronze 
statuettes in the Danish National Museum
By Helle Salskov Roberts
This catalogue showcases the collection of Sardinian, Etruscan and Italic bronze 
statuettes in the Danish National Museum, exploring these works of art and 
their cultural significance. 
In the 1st millennium BC, present-day Italy was inhabited by many different 
ethnic groups. Rome’s closest neighbours to the north were the Etruscans, who 
spoke a language quite different from any other people in Italy. Despite military 
conflict, Romans admired the Etruscans’ excellence in the fields of religion and 

art. Statues and statuettes were used as gifts for the gods in sanctuaries both in Etruria and Rome, as 
well as in many other parts of Italy. The Etruscans’ skills in bronze casting has left a rich and fascinating 
heritage of bronze sculpture, which is examined here. 

GÖSTA ENBOM MONOGRAPHS |  AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788772194547 • RRP: £23.00  
2021 • 164 pages 

R O M E  &  T H E  R O M A N  P R O V I N C E S
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Northern Emporium
Vol. 1 The Making of Viking-age Ribe

Edited by Søren M. Sindbæk
Presents findings from the seminal excavations at the maritime trading town 
of Ribe, on the western coast of Denmark, offering fascinating insights to the 
history of emporia. 
In the early Middle Ages, a network of maritime trading towns emerged that 
have provided notable archaeological contributions to the understanding of 
the development of a maritime-oriented Viking Age. This book presents results 
of excavations at one such site, Ribe on the western coast of Denmark, to 

piece together the history of the town and its social fabric. The research employs a range of methods 
including geoarchaeology and 3D stratigraphic recording combined with intensive environmental 
sampling and artefact recovery.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788793423749 • RRP: £45.00  
July 2022 • 500 pages • Colour illus. 

The Viking Age
A Time of Many Faces

By Caroline Ahlström Arcini
A major publication from the ’Migration during the Viking period’ project, 
this book explores life during the Viking period from a new perspective. 
Using osteological material, it examines attitudes towards visible aspects of 
demography and health, such as migration, disease, disablement, and body 
modification. 
The majority of literature about the Viking period covers battles, kings, chiefs 
and mercenaries, long distance travel and colonisation, trade, and settlement. 

Less is said about the life of those that stayed at home, or those that immigrated into Scandinavia, 
whether voluntarily or by force. This book uses results from the examination of a substantial corpus 
of Swedish osteological material to discuss aspects of demography and health in the Viking period.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258042 • RRP: £25.00  
January 2022 • 128 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785709395 

The Early Medieval Monastic Site at Dacre, Cumbria
By Rachel M. Newman, Christine Howard Davis and Roger H. Leech
Reports on excavations at St Andrew’s churchyard, providing evidence for a 
Northumbrian monastery on the site. 
Excavations at Dacre, Cumbria, undertaken in 1982–5 uncovered evidence of 
the early medieval monastery mentioned in documentary evidence, including 
more than 200 graves and several structures. This book examines the graves, 
structures and assemblages to follow its development from the growth of the 
medieval churchyard, through to its dereliction in the 15th and 16th century. 

LANCASTER IMPRINTS |  OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY NORTH
Paperback • 9781907686375 • RRP: £22.50  
March 2022 • 198 pages • 114 illus.  

E A R LY  M E D I E V A L  &  V I K I N G

N E W  I N  P A P E R B A C K

Also of interest: English Medieval Coin Hoards 2 on page 41
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Caves and Ritual in Medieval Europe, AD 500–1500
By Knut Andreas Bergsvik and Marion Dowd
Presents an interdisciplinary exploration of the use of caves and rock shelters 
across Europe during the medieval period. 
Caves and rock shelters in Europe have traditionally been associated with 
prehistory, and in some regions have become synonymous with the Palaeolithic. 
However, there is abundant evidence that caves and rock shelters were 
important foci for activities in historic times. During the medieval period (here 
taken as AD 500–1500), caves were used for short-term shelter, habitation, 
specialised craft activities, storage, as hideaways and for tending animals, and 

also for religious purposes. This volume brings together interdisciplinary studies by leading specialists 
from across Europe – from Iberia to Crimea, and from Malta to northern Norway – to explore the 
use of caves and rock shelters across Europe during the medieval period for a wide range of religious 
and spiritual purposes by Christian, Muslim, Pictish and non-denominational communities, at both 
regional and local levels.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258073 • RRP: £38.00  
April 2022 • 324 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785708336 

Medieval Bridges of Southern England
100 Bridges, 1000 Years

By Marshall G. Hall
Short tours describe and discuss the history of the best surviving medieval river 
bridges in Southern England. 
The most ancient and vital architectural structures linked to the use of rivers 

are bridges. Medieval bridges stand today as proof of the great importance of transport networks in 
the Middle Ages and of the size and sophistication of the medieval economy. Built in some of the most 
difficult places, across broad flood plains, deep tidal waters, and steep upland valleys, they withstood 
all but the most catastrophic floods. The book is organised geographically into tours, and covers the 
governmental regions of Southwest England, London, and Southeast England. One hundred bridges 
are included, illustrated with beautiful full colour photographs.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Hardback • 9781914427138 • RRP: £39.95 • Special price: £31.95
August 2022 • 320 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781914427145 

Surveying the Domesday Book
By Simon Keith
Presents an analysis of the Domesday Book from the perspective of a surveyor, 
arguing that it represents a re-evaluation of the hidage assessment system but 
was never used to collect tax directly. 
This innovative analysis of the Domesday Book from the perspective of 
a professional land surveyor and valuer aims to calculate a timetable for its 
creation, along with analysing the survey’s purpose, the nature of the data 
collected, and how it was used. It examines the foundation of the well-
established, successful and sophisticated hidage assessments upon which the 

Domesday Book was built, discusses the likely timeline of the survey, and examines the logistical 
problems universal to surveyors throughout history.

WINDGATHER PRESS
Paperback • 9781914427107 • RRP: £34.99 • Special price: £27.99
February 2022 • 168 pages | eBook available: 9781914427114 
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Medieval New Romney, A Town Shaped by Water
The Archaeology of the First Time Sewer Scheme

By James Holman
Explores results from the archaeological investigations undertaken across the 
town of New Romney in Kent. 
Between 2004 and 2007 a series of archaeological investigations was 
undertaken across the town of New Romney, and extended into Greatstone 
to the south-east. The work was conducted as part of the New Romney and 
Greatstone First Time Sewer Scheme, a project instigated by Southern Water 
to provide a sewer system for the town. In all, approximately 7.3 km of new 

sewer trench was covered by a detailed archaeological watching brief, with two open area excavations 
also undertaken following earlier evaluations.

CANTERBURY ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRUST OCCASIONAL PAPER |  CANTERBURY ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
TRUST
Paperback • 9781870545358 • RRP: £25.00  
2020 • 168 pages • 93 colour drawings; 74 colour photos 

Essays on Romanian History
By Radu R. Florescu
This collection of writings from a seminal figure in the field forms a vision of 
Romanian history, dealing with issues from ancient times to the present day. 
This volume brings together a lifetime of studies on Romanian history and 
culture by one of the leading American scholars on the history of Romania, the 
late Radu R. Florescu (1925–2014). While each chapter is a separate study, in 
their totality, they form a vision of Romanian history, dealing with issues from 
ancient times to the present day. Topics covered range from the formation of 
the nation and specific battles and leaders, to the contribution of Vlad III The 

Impaler (or Dracula), gender, and music.

CENTER FOR ROMANIAN STUDIES
Paperback • 9781592110971 • RRP: £24.99  
April 2022 • 432 pages 

M E D I E V A L  H I S T O R Y

Visit the Casemate website to browse 
other books on military history, church 
& biblical history, art & architectural 
history, and much more.

www.casematepublishing.co.uk

Also of interest: Bosworth 1485: A Battlefield Rediscovered on page 43
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Stories of the Past
Viewing History through Fiction

By Chris Green
Uses English novels from 1800 to 1930 to explore how literary fiction can be 
used as a historical resource. 
Fiction in its various forms, whilst not a pure historical document as such, can 
provide us with a vivid image of a past world. Stories of the Past uses a number 
of case studies of English novels from 1800 to 1930 to look at the ability of a 
novel to act as an adjunct to contemporary records in providing insights into 
the author’s original imagined world, and by extension, the original past world.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464280340  • RRP: £95.00 • Special price: £90.00
Paperback • 9789464280333 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £35.00 | September 2022 • 250 pages • 12 B/w & 40 colour illus.

Ladies of Honor and Merit
Gender, Useful Knowledge, and Politics in Enlightened Spain

By Elena Serrano
The unknown story of how the Duchess Benavente and her peers shaped 
Spanish scientific culture. 
In the late 18th century, enlightened politicians and upper-class women in Spain 
debated the right of women to join the Madrid Economic Society of Friends 
of the Country. Elena Serrano tells the unknown story of how the duchess of 
Benavente, along with nine distinguished ladies, won and exercised the right of 
women to participate in shaping the future of their nation by inaugurating the 

Junta de Damas de Honor y Mérito, or the Committee of Ladies of Honor and Merit.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947165 • RRP: £40.50  
May 2022 • 280 pages 

Imagining the Darwinian Revolution from the Nineteenth 
Century to the Present
Edited by Ian Hesketh
Considers the relationship between the development of evolution and its 
historical representations. 
The idea of the Darwinian Revolution is a historical construct devised to help 
explain the changing scientific and cultural landscape that was ushered in by 
Charles Darwin’s singular contribution to natural science. And yet science 
historians have moved away from traditional ’great man’ narratives to focus 
on the collective role that previously neglected figures have played. This book 

explores these interpretations and exploitations of the history of evolution since the 19th century.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947080 • RRP: £39.00  
June 2022 • 352 pages  

P O S T - M E D I E V A L  /  M O D E R N  H I S T O R Y

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9789464280333.html
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Charles          
Frederick Ball
From Dublin’s Botanic 
Gardens to the Killing 
Fields of Gallipoli

By Brian Willan
A captivating story of 
how a well-known Irish 
horticulturist was killed 
in Gallipoli just after 

being married; it combines a tale of botany, of 
World War I, and a love story between Charles 
’Fred’ Ball and Alice Lane, the daughter of a 
well-to-do Anglo-Irish family. The author, Alice’s 
grandson by her second marriage, researched 
his story having discovered over 100 letters 
from Fred to Alice, written between 1911 and 
1914. Richly illustrated, it offers a window into 
Victorian and Edwardian life, and a moving 
testament to a life cut too short.

LIFFEY PRESS
Paperback • 9781739789206 • RRP: £16.95  
May 2022 • 200 pages • 75+ colour plates 

The Correspondence 
of John Tyndall, 
Volume 11
The Correspondence, 
October 1870-July 1872

Edited by Elizabeth 
Neswald and Adrian Kirwan
Written between 1869–
1871, this volume collects 
427 of the prominent 

19th-century Irish physicist’s letters. Tyndall was 
an internationally established scientist with broad 
influence by this time. These highly productive 
research years saw him publish on topics for which 
he is still renowned today, including diamagnetism, 
germ theory, and atmospheric phenomena.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822946823 • RRP: £110.00 
June 2022 • 448 pages 

The Formation of 
the Albanian 
National 
Consciousness
By A.K. Brackob
As the multi-national 
Ottoman Empire 
began to fall apart in 
the aftermath of the 
Russo-Turkish war of 

1878, the Albanian people faced the peril of 
being absorbed into the surrounding newly 
formed nation-states of South-eastern Europe. 
This volume explores the origins of the move-
ment that ultimately led to the creation of the 
modern-day Albanian nation-state. 

VITA HISTRIA
Paperback • 9781592111466 • RRP: £15.99  
February 2022 • 128 pages  

P O S T - M E D I E V A L  /  M O D E R N  H I S T O R Y

The Finest Place  
We Know
A Centennial History of 
Murray State University, 
1922–2022

By Robert L. Jackson,      
Sean J. McLaughlin and 
Sarah Marie Owens
Celebrates 100 years of 
Murray State University by 

looking back on the people, places, and events 
which have shaped the institution’s history. 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Hardback • 9780813196299 • RRP: £22.00  
October 2022 • 225 pages • 150 B/w & 95 colour illus. 

The Bizarre Careers 
of John R. Brinkley
By R. Alton Lee
This book tells the story of 
the infamous ’Goat Gland 
Doctor’ – a controversial 
medical charlatan, ground-
breaking radio impresario, 
and prescient political 
campaigner – and recounts 

his amazing rags-to-riches-to-rags career.

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Paperback • 9780813195391 • RRP: £14.50  
August 2022 • 324 pages  

https://www.casematepublishing.co.uk/charles-frederick-ball.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780822946823.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781592111466.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780813196299.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780813195391.html
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Ecoinomics
By Robert Parkinson
A valuable resource for experienced and new collectors alike, giving the reader 
confidence to buy coins and participate in the numismatic market. 
Ecoinomics is designed to equip the reader with a full working knowledge of the 
global numismatic market and how it differs from country to country. It details 
the various factors that contribute to the value of a coin, as well as different 
collecting practices, such as third-party grading in the US. It explores the range 
of costs and benefits involved in keeping a substantial amount of capital in 
coins, including performance over time, market trends, tax and insurance.

SPINK BOOKS
Paperback • 9781912667789 • RRP: £20.00  
April 2022 • 200 pages  

English Silver Coinage ’Original’
30th anniversary revised ’Platinum’ edition, newly illustrated throughout

By P. Alan Rayner
30th anniversary revised edition of this classic work, newly illustrated 
throughout. 
P. Alan Rayner’s revised fifth edition of Seaby’s original English Silver Coinage
is still considered to be the standard work of reference for the series. Rayner
extensively revised and extended the catalogue to include details of modern
issues up to its publication in 1992, which have been further extended to bring it
up to date for this 30th anniversary edition. Each coin is listed by denomination,

using Seaby’s original numbering, with over 3,000 coins listed and new images included throughout.

SPINK BOOKS
Hardback • 9781912667765 • RRP: £40.00  
October 2022 • 288 pages 

English Medieval Coin Hoards 2
Eighth to Eleventh Centuries

By Marion Archibald and Gareth Williams
Presents images and discussion of 20 English coin hoards, ranging in date from 
the 730s to the 1090s. 
This volume explores in detail 20 English coin hoards found between the 1960s 
and 1990s. All were studied by the late Marion Archibald at the British Museum 
but have never been published in full before now. Each hoard – ranging in date 
from the 730s to the 1090s – is the subject of its own chapter, with discussion 
of its discovery and historical context in which it was buried, and a catalogue 

of relevant coins. The introduction considers developments in the use of coinage in England in the 
7th–11th centuries, as well as evaluating hoarding in this period. 

BRITISH MUSEUM RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS |  BRITISH MUSEUM PRESS
Paperback • 9780861592142 • RRP: £30.00  
June 2022 • 130 pages  

N U M I S M A T I C S

Also of interest: browse Medieval History titles on pages 36 & 37

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781912667789.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781912667765.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780861592142.html
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Mary Gillick: Sculptor and Medallist
By Philip Attwood
The first study of Mary Gillick to be published, and a valuable contribution to 
the current interest in 20th-century British women sculptors. 
Mary Gillick, née Tutin (1881–1965), was a sculptor and medallist, and is 
probably best remembered for the portrait of Queen Elizabeth II that appeared 
on UK coins from the beginning of her reign until decimalisation in 1971. 
Gillick’s work combines the influence of early Italian Renaissance medals with 
an appreciation of modernism and shows a readiness to adapt as she responded 
to changes in the art market. This is the first study of this iconic British artist to 

be published, and will appeal both to numismatists and those interested in British art history.

SPINK BOOKS
Hardback • 9781912667758 • RRP: £20.00  
May 2022 • 152 pages 

William Wyon
By Mark Jones
William Wyon was the most popular image maker of the 19th century whose 
work on the different coinages of the British Empire and on the first postage 
stamps was internationally renowned. 
Chief Engraver at the Royal Mint and the leading medallist of his time, William 
Wyon RA (1795–1851) produced some of the best known and most widely 
distributed images ever made. His portraits of the young Queen Victoria on 
coinage used throughout the British empire and on the first postage stamps, 
were reproduced in their millions and distributed around the globe. The book 

explores how and why Wyon’s work was commissioned and how it was received, using institutional 
archives, contemporary correspondence and reminiscence, and the popular press, to create a rounded 
picture of his life, work, networks, influence and impact.

SPINK BOOKS
Hardback • 9781912667796 • RRP: £50.00  
June 2022 • 400 pages 

Guide to Biblical Coins
By David Hendin
David Hendin, expert in Biblical coins, has updated his classic book with new 
specimens, types, photos, rarity guide, and more. 
Forty-five years after its first publication, this revised and updated edition 
reflects relevant discoveries in archaeology and numismatics of ancient Israel. 
The metallurgy of Judean coins, symbols on Hasmonean cons, the Hasmonean 
coin chronology, Herodian mints, irregular issues, the Jewish War, and coin 
denominations are only a few of the topics that Hendin has updated. New to 
the sixth edition is numismatic information about the Kingdom of Adiabene, 

the Ituraean Kingdom, the Roman Governors of Syria, and coins with images of Old Testament stories. 
The volume also include many hundreds of new and improved graphics.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
Hardback • 9780897223706 • RRP: £65.00  
April 2022 • 668 pages • Illustrated  

N U M I S M A T I C S
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Coins of the Sikh Empire, Punjab and the Cis-Sutlej States
Sikh Religious Tokens

By Dalwander Singh and Saran Singh Sidhu
The most up-to-date and authoritative book on the subject, and an essential 
addition to the library of any collector interested in this fascinating area of 
coinage. 
This comprehensive catalogue, which is the culmination of several years’ 
work, covers all known Sikh Copper, Silver and Gold Mohurs, including much 
unpublished material, with photographs of each; coins of the Cis-Sutlej States, 
with photographs of all Sikh states (Patiala, Nabha, Khaital) plus additional 

details on MalerKotla; medals issued to Sikhs from the 1840s to 1947; and Sikh Temple Tokens, 
Medallions and Commemorative Coins issued since the 1800s. It is the most authoritative work on 
the subject, and a significant contribution to the field.

SPINK BOOKS
Hardback • 9781912667802 • RRP: £75.00  
April 2022 • 608 pages • Illustrated

Chinese Numismatics
By Helen Wang, Thierry Francois and Lyce Jankowski
The first book to explore the history of Chinese numismatics from both Eastern 
and Western perspectives. 
This illustrated volume consists of three sections that complement each 
other to give an accessible introduction to the study of Chinese numismatics, 
focusing on the 19th century. These include a valuable overview of Chinese 
numismatics in western languages; an analysis of currencies of ancient China 
from their origins to the late empire; and an evaluation of the social networks 
of numismatists and coin collectors during the late Qing dynasty – opening a 

window to the world of Chinese collectors of Chinese coins, their networks and motivations. 

SPINK BOOKS
Paperback • 9781912667888 • RRP: £20.00  
July 2022 • 96 pages • Illustrated  

N U M I S M A T I C S

FIND MORE 
NUMISMATICS
BOOKS ONLINE!
Visit www.oxbowbooks.com
to browse other titles of interest in this field.

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781912667802.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781912667888.html
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Ancient Arms Race: Antiquity’s Largest Fortresses and 
Sasanian Military Networks of Northern Iran
A Joint Fieldwork Project by the Iranian Center for Archaeological Research, the 
Research Institute of Cultural Heritage and Tourism and the University of Edinburgh 
(2014–2016)

By Eberhard Sauer, Jebrael Nokandeh and Hamid Omrani Rekavandi
Explores the role of the Iranian fortresses on the Romano-Persian frontier in 
the Late Antique period. 
Which ancient army boasted the largest fortifications, and how did the 

competitive build-up of military capabilities shape world history? Few realise that imperial Rome had 
a serious competitor in Late Antiquity. Using recent excavations in Iran, this book throws the sheer 
magnitude of Sasanian military infrastructure into sharp relief.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF PERSIAN STUDIES ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES |  OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789254624 • 2 Volumes • RRP: £90.00 • Special price: £72.00
May 2022 • 928 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789254631 

Bosworth 1485
A Battlefield Rediscovered

By Glenn Foard and Anne Curry
Fascinating new perspectives on the battle that marked the transition between 
medieval and early modern England. 
Between 2005 and 2010, the techniques of battlefield archaeology were used 
in a major research programme to locate the site of the Battle of Bosworth. 
Using data from historical documents, landscape archaeology, metal detecting 
survey, ballistics and scientific analysis, the volume explores each aspect of the 
investigation – from the size of the armies, their weaponry, and the battlefield 

terrain to exciting new evidence of the early use of artillery – in order to identify where and how the 
fighting took place. 

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258776 • RRP: £29.95 • Special price: £23.95
July 2022 • 240 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782971788 

A Call to Arms
The Day War was Invented

By Anne Lehoërff
Investigates war and warfare in the ancient world by following the creation of 
the first sword in the Bronze Age. 
One day, around 1700 BC, a bronzesmith made the first sword. This marked 
a technological turning point, giving rise to an arms race that has never since 
ceased. Soon, over a vast area between the Baltic Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, 
thousands of weapons were manufactured for use in combat then laid to rest, 
often during complex rituals. The warrior became an important figure. Societies 

were transformed and came to revolve politically and economically around warfare. Western Europe 
developed new social structures, involving neither towns nor writing. This book investigates how, 
through the sword, the Bronze Age brought war into being.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464261059 • RRP: £90.00 • Special price: £85.00
September 2022 • 226 pages | Paperback • 9789464261042 • RRP: £30.00 • Special price: £25.00

W E A P O N S  &  W A R F A R E 

Also of interest: All the Emperor’s Men on page 67

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789254624.html
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The Great War and the Romanians
Notes and Documents on World War I

By Nicolae Petrescu-Comnène and Mircea Chelaru
Analyses the situation of Romanians living within the borders of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire during World War I. 
Written during World War I, this book is a valuable first-hand account that 
describes Romania’s role in the war during the critical years of 1916 and 1917. 
An important record of events for historians interested in the Eastern Front, 
it includes several essential historical documents that illustrate the author’s 
account of the events of the time. The book also has a preface by Albert 

Thomas, French minister of Armaments and War Production at that time, and Maurice Muret.

CENTER FOR ROMANIAN STUDIES
Paperback • 9781592110933 • RRP: £15.99  
May 2022 • 122 pages  

Pirin Planina
Tragic and Comic Episodes from Captivity

By George Topîrceanu, Diana Livesay and A.K. Brackob
Immerses the reader into the unique world of a soldier fighting in World War I. 
Famous Romanian writer, George Topîrceanu (1886–1937), became a war 
memorialist when describing his own experiences fighting in World War I. 
Despite the dark surrounding and vivid recounts of death and tragedy he 
witnessed, he managed to find humour in the most unusual circumstances. The 
satirical side he’s known for in Romanian literature cannot be overshadowed, 
even by the challenges he’s faced within the camp, and this collection is a unique 

blend of drama, tragedy, and humour.

CLASSICS OF ROMANIAN LITERATURE |  CENTER FOR ROMANIAN STUDIES
Hardback • 9781592111497 • RRP: £24.99  
April 2022 • 220 pages 

War and Homecoming
Veteran Identity and the Post-9/11 Generation

By Travis L. Martin
Explores the stereotypes often found in patriotic rhetoric, popular media, 
literature, and veterans’ lives. 
Travis Martin, a scholar, teacher, and former veteran, argues that post-9/11 
veterans struggle with homecoming because of decades of stereotyping and 
a lack of healthy models of veteran identity. He explores past and current 
stereotypes often found in patriotic rhetoric, popular media, literature, and 
veterans’ lives, as well as an emerging new figure of the veteran ’storyteller’. 

New creative communities, service organisations, and the growing academic field of Veterans Studies 
suggest post-9/11 veterans are slowly redefining what it means to be a veteran.

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Hardback • 9780813195643 • RRP: £20.50  
July 2022 • 198 pages 

Also of interest: The Atomic Archipelago on page 9

W E A P O N S  &  W A R F A R E 
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Islam in China
A History of European and American Scholarship

By Tuoheti Alimu
Charts how Chinese Islamic studies developed in the West, reflecting on 
changes in society across different eras. 
This book explores the historical development of Chinese Islamic studies in the 
West in different periods, as first missionaries and then orientalists engaged 
with the region and sought to understand its Muslim populations. Each period 
is defined by its own sociological and ideological background, reflecting the 
development of Sino-foreign relations and the history of cultural exchanges.

GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243296 • RRP: £55.00  
2021 • 234 pages 

Pluralism and Plurality in Islamic Legal Scholarship
The Case of the Fatāwā l-ʿĀlamgīrīya

By Mouez Khalfaoui
Explores the comparative stance taken by South Asian ḥanafite Muslim jurists 
in the 17th century about the co-existence of Muslims and non-Muslims. 
This book presents the positions held by ḥanafite Muslim jurists in South Asia in 
the 17th century with regard to the co-existence of Muslims and non-Muslims. 
It compares the opinions put forth by these South Asian jurists with those 
maintained by their counterparts in Central Asia and the Middle East. The book 
is written by Mouez Khalfaoui, Professor of Islamic Jurisprudence and Islamic 

Thought at the University of Tübingen, Germany. 

THE MODERN MUSLIM WORLD |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463242312 • RRP: £85.00  
2021 • 259 pages  

Islamic Jurisprudence and the Role of Custom
A Comparative Case Study of Saudi Arabia and Iran

By Sümeyra Yakar
An analysis of the connection between Islamic law (sharīʿa) and custom (ʿurf). 
This volume identifies the ways in which personal and social issues are treated 
within contemporary Saudi and Iranian legal perspectives. Approaches adopted 
by Saudi-Ḥanbalī and Iranian-Jaʿfarī scholars towards the sharīʿ status of ʿurf 
in three particular categories are examined: the methodological perspective 
(classic and contemporary); the sharīʿ opinions of scholars (fatwā); and the 
court verdicts of judges (aḥkām). The interaction between custom and textual 

authority is emphasised, developing an analytical framework of shar’ī rules that pertain to social 
relations in general and marital issues in particular.

THE MODERN MUSLIM WORLD |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243517 • RRP: £92.00  
March 2022 • 301 pages 

I S L A M I C  &  M I D D L E  E A S T E R N  H I S T O R Y
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Angels Hastening
The Karbalāʾ Dreams

By Christopher Clohessy
The story of Umm Salama, and her otherworldly encounters and visions. 
On an autumn Medina night in 61/680, Umm Salama was torn from her sleep 
by an apparition of a long-dead Muḥammad. Her dream would be recounted 
by an array of Muslim scholars, from al-Tirmiḏī, stellar pupil of al-Buḫārī, and 
Ibn ʿAsākir, untiring chronicler of Syrian history, to bibliophile theologian Ibn 
Ṭāʾūs and Egyptian polymath al-Suyūṭī. But this was not Umm Salama’s only 
otherworldly encounter and she was not the only one to have al-Ḥusayn’s fate 

disturb her nights. This is their story.

ISLAMIC HISTORY AND THOUGHT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463244088 • RRP: £38.00 
2021 • 280 pages 

Rediscovering al-Azdī and the Futūḥ al-Shām Narrative
Manuscripts, Parallel Texts, Research History

By Jens Scheiner
Revaluates the Futūḥ al-Shām narrative and the question of its compiler-author. 
The Futūḥ al-Shām (The Conquests of Greater Syria), usually attributed to Abū 
Ismāʿīl Muḥammad b. ʿAbdallāh al-Azdī al-Baṣrī, is one of the primary sources 
used for historians studying the early Muslim expansion into Greater Syria. This 
study revaluates the Futūḥ al-Shām, investigating the history of the narrative 
as text through an analysis of a new manuscript and important parallel texts, 
and revisiting evidence and hypotheses previous scholars have espoused on 

al-Azdī’s life and the Futūḥ al-Shām narrative’s text. In doing so, it offers an overview of the history of 
Oriental and Islamic Studies on the basis of one work.

ISLAMIC HISTORY AND THOUGHT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243821 • RRP: £105.00 
2021 • 426 pages  

Critical Edition of Kitāb alsawād al-a‘ẓam by al-Ḥakīm 
al-Samarqandī (d. 342/953)
By Maher Jarrar
An annotated critical edition and a detailed study of Kitāb alsawād al-a‘ẓam by 
al-Ḥakīm al-Samarqandī (d. 342/953). 
The important text of Kitāb alsawād al-a‘ẓam by al-Ḥakīm al-Samarqandī (d. 
342/953) is an early Ḥanafī creed from Transoxania that found consensus 
among Ḥanafī scholars within the region, and was translated into Persian 
sometime between 366/976 and 387/997. Al-Samarqandī attained fame not 
only as a scholar of religious sciences and law, but more over, as an ascetic and 

a sage (ḥakīm). This volume offers an annotated critical edition and a detailed study of this important 
text.

ISLAMIC HISTORY AND THOUGHT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463240776 • RRP: £102.00  
April 2022 • 200 pages 

I S L A M I C  &  M I D D L E  E A S T E R N  H I S T O R Y
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Cultic Spiritualization
Religious Sacrifice in the Dead Sea Scrolls

By Jamal-Dominique Hopkins
Enhances research on the Dead Sea Scrolls through exploring the often 
overlooked topic of religious sacrifice. 
Throughout the history of research on the Dead Sea Scrolls, the investigation 
of religious sacrifice has often been neglected. This book examines the views 
of sacrifice in the non-biblical sectarian Dead Sea Scrolls, through exploration 
of the historical and ideological development of the movement related to 
the scrolls (the DSS movement), particularly from the vantagepoint of the 

movement’s later offshoot group known as the Qumran community.

PERSPECTIVES ON HEBREW SCRIPTURES AND ITS CONTEXTS |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463242411 • RRP: £85.00  
April 2022 • 250 pages 

From Jerusalem to Delhi, through Persia
By Susan Adelman
Links the religions, myths, legends and literature of Judaism, Buddhism and 
Hinduism. 
Why are Jews so attracted to India, to Hinduism, and to Buddhism in the United 
States as well as Israel? Adelman believes that they are drawn by an atavistic 
connection, dating back to the great Persian empires that extended from the 
land of Israel to the Indian subcontinent, linking the religions, myths, legends, 
literature, customs, even languages over the centuries. Influenced by her own 
profoundly mystical experiences, Adelman provides the history, explains the 

religions, shows the common origins, and gives astonishing examples of parallel symbolism.

GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463244064 • RRP: £25.00  
January 2022 • 338 pages  

R E L I G I O N  &  T H E O L O G Y

Perils of Wisdom
The Scriptural Solomon in Jewish Tradition

By Sheila Keiter
An exploration of the biblical Solomon narrative and Jewish perceptions of the 
king. 
This book engages the biblical Solomon narrative that appears in the Book of 
Kings and its reception by Jewish texts from scriptural sources through the 
traditional commentaries of the Middle Ages. By systematically following the 
thread of exegesis through biblical, rabbinic, targumic, and medieval Jewish 
texts, and by examining their interplay with other ancient, Christian, and Islamic 

treatments of Solomon, it traces the emergence and ascendance of an apologetic image of Solomon 
that has coloured Jewish perceptions of the biblical king ever since.

JUDAISM IN CONTEXT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243784 • RRP: £99.00  
2021 • 404 pages 

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781463242411.html
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https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781463243784.html
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The Lord God of 
Gods
Divinity and Deification in 
Early Judaism

By Silviu Bunta
Explores the language and 
symbolism of early Jewish 
texts, and how these have 
shaped experiences of 
deification. 

This volume investigates early Jewish experiences 
of God, examining how the symbolic language of 
early Jewish texts gives sharper contours to a pre-
formal theology; one in which God and divinity 
are more subjects of experience and recognition 
than of propositions. 

PERSPECTIVES ON HEBREW SCRIPTURES AND 
ITS CONTEXTS |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243333 • RRP: £85.00  
2021 • 357 pages 

Studies in the 
Evolution and 
Formation of the 
Passover 
Haggadah
By Jay Rovner
Shows how the section 
of The Passover Haggadah 
known as maggid 
(’recounting’) achieved its 

comprehensive structure and contents.
The Passover Haggadah, the quintessential Jewish 
book, began taking shape in the period of the 
Mishnah and the Talmud (ca. 100–600 CE). Even 
by 600, it did not look like it does today. This study 
shows how the section of the Passover Haggdah 
known as maggid achieved its comprehensive 
structure in the Geonic period between ca. 600 
and 900 CE.

JUDAISM IN CONTEXT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243760 • RRP: £85.00  
April 2022 • 300 pages 

Maimonides
A Radical Religious Philosopher

By Shalom Sadik
An exploration of Maimonides’ religious 
philosophy. 
Sadik interrogates the nature of Maimonides’ 
religious philosophy through examination 
of secrets in the philosopher’s Guide for the 
Perplexed, the role of dialectic in his philosophy, 
the relationship between natural law and God’s 
commandments, and the question of free will.

JUDAISM IN CONTEXT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243913 • RRP: £85.00  
May 2022 • 250 pages 

In and Around 
Maimonides
Original Essays

By Y. Tzvi Langermann
Presents eight highly 
focused studies on Moses 
Maimonides and those 
around him. 
These studies include an 
analysis of Maimonides’ 

own family, with whom his views are in 
conversation; Judah Halevi, a major figure in 
Andalusian Judaeo-Arabic culture with whom 
Maimonides is often contrasted; and a wide range 
of Judaeo-Arabic figures, all of whom engaged 
with the vocabularies of religion. They offer new 
and important insights into Maimonides’ thought 
on issues such as the capacity of humans to 
better themselves morally, the political nature of 
prophecy, and the proper way to approach God.

JUDAISM IN CONTEXT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243302 • RRP: £79.00  
2021 • 246 pages  

R E L I G I O N  &  T H E O L O G Y
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The Life of One Chosen by God
A Study of the Stories of Moses in Jewish, Christian and Muslim Sources

By Elena Narinskaya
Journeys through the Abrahamic faiths and illustrates their respective 
depictions of the Moses’ stories. 
Moses is an inspirational prophetic figure in Jewish, Christian and Muslim 
religious traditions. This volume examines the stories of the Prophet Moses 
in the biblical narrative of the Old Testament, in the exegesis of the Jewish 
Midrash, the Christian writer Ephrem the Syrian, and in the passages of the 
Qur’an. In exploring the differences and similarities between the Hebrew Bible, 

Jewish rabbinical commentaries, Syriac Christian exegesis and the Qur’an, this book seeks for a deeper 
understanding of the Prophet Moses in the religious history of humanity.

GORGIAS STUDIES IN CLASSICAL AND LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463239138 • RRP: £114.00  
January 2022 • 427 pages 

In Search of the True Religion
Monk Jurjī and Muslim Jurists Debating Faith and Practice

By Ayman Ibrahim and Clint Hackenburg
Explores a fascinating literary genre developing among the Christians living 
under Islamic rule since the 7th century. 
In the 13th century, a debate transpired between a monk named Jurjī and 
several Muslim jurists in the city of Aleppo, discussing Christian and Islamic 
teachings, and the laws and scriptures of the Sabaeans, Jews, Christians and 
Muslims. This religious dispute survived in dozens of manuscripts, suggesting 
the popularity of this Christian-Arabic genre. Rather than literal recreations of 

the debate, the texts represent experiences and challenges faced by Christians living under Muslim 
rule. The authors of this study scrutinised over a dozen manuscripts, including the oldest extant ones. 
This critical edition and translation illuminates this fascinating genre and debate.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243944 • RRP: £48.00  
February 2022 • 358 pages 

The Theology of ‘Ammār al-Basrī
Commending Christianity within Islamic Culture

By Mark Beaumont
A study of works from the 9th century – only discovered in the 20th century – 
that offer guidance in how to relate Christian convictions to a Muslim audience. 
‘Ammār al-Basrī (d.c. 850) was the first Christian to write a systematic theology 
in Arabic, the language of the Muslim rulers of Ammār’s Middle East. This study 
of his two works that were only discovered in the 1970s seeks to analyse the 
way he defends Christian beliefs from criticism by Muslims over the authenticity 
of the Gospels, the Trinity, the divinity of Christ, the Incarnation, the death of 

Christ by crucifixion, the resurrection of Christ, and the nature of the afterlife.

GORGIAS EASTERN CHRISTIAN STUDIES |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243616 • RRP: £85.00  
2021 • 314 pages  

R E L I G I O N  &  T H E O L O G Y
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2022 Holy Trinity 
Orthodox Russian 
Calendar          
(Russian-language)
By Holy Trinity Monastery
A calendar and liturgical 
guide to Orthodox Russian 
Sundays, feasts and lenten 
days. It also provides a list 
of commemorated saints 

and appointed scripture readings for each day of 
the year. The calendar is Russian-language.

HOLY TRINITY SEMINARY PRESS
Spiralbound • 9780884654797 • RRP: £23.00  
2021 • 368 pages  

The Order of Small 
Compline and 
Evening Prayers
By Holy Trinity Monastery
The service of Compline 
is the last liturgical hour 
of the day and seeks 
God’s forgiveness for 
our sins during the past 
day and blessing for 

the coming night. Following the usage of Holy 
Trinity Monastery (Jordanville, NY), the order 
incorporates prayers before sleep from the 
Jordanville Prayer Book. 

HOLY TRINITY SEMINARY PRESS
Paperback • 9780884654872 • RRP: £5.99  
May 2022 • 64 pages  

She Who Loved 
Much
The Sinful Woman in St 
Ephrem the Syrian and 
the Orthodox Tradition

By Kevin J. Kalish 
An in-depth, readable 
study of the biblical 
accounts of the sinful 
woman, elaborated both 

through the liturgical and oratorical tradition 
of the Church, as found primarily in Greek and 
Syriac manuscripts.

HOLY TRINITY SEMINARY PRESS
Paperback • 9781942699408 • RRP: £19.99  
September 2022 • 216 pages  

The Divine Liturgy of 
Our Father Among the 
Saints John 
Chrysostom
Slavonic-English Parallel Text

By Holy Trinity Monastery 
This convenient pocket-size 
book contains the necessary 
texts for the celebration of the 
liturgy of St John Chrysostom 

by the priest and deacon, interpolated with 
comprehensive rubrical directions. Texts sung by 
the choir are also shown. 

HOLY TRINITY SEMINARY PRESS
Hardback • 9780884654841 • RRP: £26.00  
September 2022 • 300 pages 

The Spiritual Roots 
of the Ecological 
Crisis
By Jean-Claude Larchet 
and Translated by      
Archibald Andrew 
Torrance
Some Christians are 
tempted to dismiss or 
ignore concerns over 

the environment and the catastrophic effects 
of climate change. Larchet explores a Christian 
approach to climate change, and proposes 
principles and actions deeply rooted in his 
Christian ethos that would allow mankind to 
reinvigorate its relationship with nature.

PRINTSHOP OF ST JOB OF POCHAEV
Paperback • 9780884654810 • RRP: £14.99  
May 2022 • 144 pages 

A Gathering of 
Spiritual Riches
By Tikhon of Zadonsk and 
Translated by Seraphim 
Englehardt
Drawing upon 
examples from daily 
life, relationships, and 
from scripture, St Tikhon 
weaves together wisdom 

on how to live a life pleasing to God.

PRINTSHOP OF ST JOB OF POCHAEV
Paperback • 9780884654827 • RRP: £26.99  
October 2022 • 632 pages 

R E L I G I O N  &  T H E O L O G Y
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Jacob of Sarug’s Homily on the Fashioning of Creation
Edited and translated by Edward G. Mathews Jr,
This volume contains Jacob of Sarug’s entire seven-part homily on the Fashioning 
of Creation, published within a single volume. The Syriac text is fully vocalised, 
and the translation is annotated with a commentary and biblical references.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463244132 • RRP: £56.00 
April 2022 • 452 pages 

Jacob of Sarug’s Homily on Edessa and Jerusalem
Edited and translated by Jonathan Loopstra
This Syriac-English edition contains Saint Jacob of Sarug’s homily on Edessa 
and Jerusalem. The translation is annotated with a commentary and biblical 
references.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243357 • RRP: £25.00  
2021 • 114 pages 

Jacob of Sarug’s Homily on the Love of God towards 
Humanity and of the Just towards God
Edited and translated by Dominique Sirgy
Jacob of Sarug’s homily chronicles the unravelling of God’s love in sacred history 
and the inability of humankind to return God’s love and grace.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463244323 • RRP: £21.00  
March 2022 • 72 pages 

Jacob of Sarug’s Homily on Aaron the Priest
Edited and translated by Kristian Heal
In this homily on Aaron the Priest, Jacob of Sarug focuses on the period leading 
up to and including the death of Aaron described in Numbers 20:22–29.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463244279 • RRP: £24.00  
January 2022 • 114 pages 

N E W  I N  A  S E R I E S  O F  B I L I N G U A L  P U B L I C A T I O N S  O F  
T H E  M E T R I C A L  H O M I L I E S  O F  M A R  J A C O B  O F  S A R U G
Recognised as a saint by both Chalcedonian and non-Chalcedonian Christians alike, Jacob of Sarug 

(d. 521) produced many narrative poems that have rarely been translated into English. Of his reported  
760 metrical homilies, only about half survive. These volumes are part of Gorgias Press’s annotated  

Syriac-English editions within The Metrical Homilies of Mar Jacob of Sarug. When complete,  
this will contain all of Jacob’s surviving sermons.
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The Life of Simeon of the Olives
An entrepreneurial saint of early Islamic North Mesopotamia

By Robert Hoyland, Sebastian Brock, Kyle Brunner and Jack Tannous
The first ever critical edition and complete translation of the seminal Syriac text 
about the abbot of Qartmin Monastery in Tur Abdin and bishop of the city of 
Harran in the late 7th and early 8th century AD. 
Saint Simeon of the Olives’ career coincided with the beginnings of the 
incorporation of North Mesopotamia into the expanding Muslim Empire. This 
is the first complete English translation (from Syriac) of the book on his life, and 
offers fascinating insights into this history and the role that Simeon himself 

played in championing West Syrian Christianity – particularly his interaction with Muslim authorities. 
This volume analyses the original text from historical and literary perspectives, exploring the latest 
archaeological surveys and excavations in the region where Simeon lived and worked.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243463 • RRP: £37.00  
2021 • 220 pages 

De Syrorum Orientalium Erroribus Auctore P. Francisco 
Ros S.I.: A Latin-Syriac Treatise from Early Modern 
Malabar (1586)
Edited by Antony Mecherry, S.J.
Brings to the fore a recently identified 16th-century treatise on ’Nestorianism’, 
written by Francisco Ros S.J. (1559–1624), a Catalonian from the Jesuit 
province of Aragón. 
Francisco Ros S.J. successfully promoted the mission praxis of accommodatio 
primarily among the Saint Thomas Christians of early modern Malabar in South 
India. His newly discovered first treatise represents the initial phase of his 

mission as a polemicist in the making, who read the Syriac sources of the Church of the East found 
in Malabar through a Catholic theological lens. In addition to exploring the underlying conflicts that 
emerged out of an unprecedented encounter of apparently unlike theological and liturgical identities 
in the same mission field of early modern India, this book provides the readers with a historiographical 
critique against the backdrop of which the author presents his analysis.

GORGIAS EASTERN CHRISTIAN STUDIES |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243531 • RRP: £39.00  
2021 • 149 pages  

Life of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Edited by Sarah Knight and Rev. Fr. Kuriyakos Pallikkapparambil
English translation containing the full text. 
Different parts of The Life of the Blessed Virgin Mary are known from the 2nd 
century onwards. This biography is unique in that it brings together some very 
early accounts of the birth of Mary, the birth of Jesus, the flight into Egypt, and 
most importantly, the very rare account of the ’Dormition’ or ’falling asleep’ of 
the Blessed Mother. This English translation contains the full text for the first 
time.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243555 • RRP: £39.00  
2021 • 161 pages 

R E L I G I O N  &  T H E O L O G Y
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A Description of 
the Prayers by 
Patriarch Ignatius 
Bar Wahib
Edited by Baby Varghese
An English translation of A 
Description of the Prayers. 
This edition provides an 
English translation of one 
of the few extant works by 

Ignatius V. Bar Wahib (Patriarch of Antioch from 
1293–1333). The text has been taken from a 
manuscript of the Orthodox Theological Seminary, 
Kottayam, copied in 1915 from a manuscript of 
the Konat Library. The treatise offers a description 
of the external aspects of the canonical prayers, 
including washing and prostration.

TEXTS FROM CHRISTIAN LATE ANTIQUITY | 
GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463244040 • RRP: £20.00  
February 2022 • 100 pages 

The Earrings of God
The Absurd Among Us

By Fortunato Pasqualino 
and translated and 
annotated by 
Gabriel Lahood
This Italian masterpiece 
is now available to an 
English-speaking audience 
through this translation  

  and commentary. 
Life is full of absurdities, and human misperception 
of such absurdities leads to a state of unrest and 
fear that require meaning and direction for a happy 
life. Pasqualino addresses samples of existential 
absurdities, and discusses solutions offered, from 
Taoism and Buddhism through to the most absurd 
but victoriously redeeming love of Jesus Christ 
and his sacrifice in Christian theology.

PERSPECTIVES ON PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243593 • RRP: £89.00  
2021 • 291 pages 

Growing Stories 
from India
Religion and the Fate of 
Agriculture

By A. Whitney Sanford 
and Vandana Shiva
Lessons from the Hindu 
culture are used to teach 
the world methods of 
sustainability. 

The costs of industrial agriculture are astonishing 
in terms of damage to the environment, human 
health, animal suffering, and social equity, and 
the situation demands that we expand our 
ecological imagination to meet this crisis. This 
book uses the story of the deity Balaram and 
the Yamuna River as a foundation for discussing 
the global food crisis and illustrating the Hindu 
origins of agrarian thought, encouraging us to 
reconsider our relationship with the earth.

CULTURE OF THE LAND |                     
UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Paperback • 9780813187198 • RRP: £22.00  
May 2022 • 286 pages • 11 B/w illus. 

R E L I G I O N  &  T H E O L O G Y

Bound in the  
Bond of Life
Pittsburgh Writers 
Reflect on the Tree of Life 
Tragedy

Edited by Beth Kissileff 
and Eric S. Lidji
Pittsburghers share their 
stories of the deadly Tree 
of Life synagogue attack. 

In October 2018, a lone gunman entered the 
Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh and opened 
fire, killing eleven people and injuring six more 
in the deadliest anti-Semitic attack in American 
history. These essays, written by local journalists, 
academics, spiritual leaders, and community 
members, reveal a city’s attempts to come to 
terms with an unfathomable horror and tell a 
collective story of city shaken to its core, but 
determined that love will ultimately win.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Paperback • 9780822966944 • RRP: £13.50  
October 2022 • 256 pages 
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The Quran: Key Word Distribution, Correlations 
and Collocation Frequencies
Adjectives, Nouns, Proper Nouns and Verbs

By Elie Wardini

Presented over five volumes (available separately), this significant reference 
work explores Key Word distribution and their lexical associations in order 
to compile key data related to the lexicon of the Quran. The digital text used 
for this purpose is the widely used Uthmani text of the Tanzil Quran Text. 
All vocalised Arabic text is quoted unaltered in any shape or form from the 
Tanzil text. Unvocalised Arabic text and transcriptions are the author’s own. 
Each of the Key Words listed – adjectives, nouns, proper nouns and verbs – is 
presented together with the following key data: degree of concentration, 

weighted distribution, and correlations and collocation frequencies. The Key Words are always 
referenced by their lemma and are sorted alphabetically according to Arabic and UNICODE order.

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 1
Hardback • 9781463244149 • RRP: £149.00  
January 2022 • 516 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 2
Hardback • 9781463244163 • RRP: £129.00  
January 2022 • 404 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 3
Hardback • 9781463244187 • RRP: £129.00  
January 2022 • 406 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 4
Hardback • 9781463244200 • RRP: £137.00  
January 2022 • 440 pages

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 5
Hardback • 9781463244224 • RRP: £145.00  
January 2022 • 482 pages 

R E L I G I O N  &  T H E O L O G Y  /  L A N G U A G E  &  T E X T S

Living the Quran with Joy and Purpose
Selections on Tawhid from Said Nursi’s Epistles of Light

By Yamina Bouguenaya and Isra Yazicioglu
An annotated translation of writings from a Muslim theologian on the Quranic 
theme of oneness of God (tawhid). 
This volume provides an annotated translation of selections from a noteworthy 
Muslim theologian, Said Nursi (1876–1960) on the Quranic theme of 
oneness of God (tawhid). Given the scarcity of theological themes in Islamic 
literature in English as well as the lack of studies on Said Nursi, who wrote in 
Ottoman Turkish, the book is an important contribution to the field. It offers a 

contemporary perspective on the view that faith in God could be profoundly meaningful and fulfilling 
spiritual path.

THE MODERN MUSLIM WORLD |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243753 • RRP: £25.00  
April 2022 • 244 pages 

M A J O R  R E F E R E N C E  W O R K  A V A I L A B L E  A C R O S S  5  V O L U M E S

Also of interest: Islamic & Middle Eastern History on pages 45–46
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The Quran: Key Word Collocations
Adjectives, Nouns, Proper Nouns and Verbs

By Elie Wardini
The aim of this significant reference work, available as 16 individual 
volumes structured alphabetically, is to present the Quran as raw data with 
as little interpretation as possible. The digital text used for this purpose is 
the Uthmani text of the Tanzil Quran Text. 

For the purposes of this work, ’Collocation’ is defined as a Key Word – here adjectives, nouns, proper 
nouns and verbs – forming the centre of a cluster with four co-occurring Key Words (to 1° and 2° of 
proximity). Every Collocation of each Key Word in the Quran is presented in context, with six words 
to the right and six to the left of it, where available or where the formatting permits. The central Key 
Words have been grouped by root > lemma. In compiling this work, the author has consulted both 
classical and modern dictionaries and Quran commentaries.

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 1
Hardback • 9781463242978 • RRP: £133.00  
2021 • 434 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 2
Hardback • 9781463242992 • RRP: £152.00  
2021 • 544 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 3
Hardback • 9781463243012 • RRP: £153.00  
2021 • 556 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 4
Hardback • 9781463243036 • RRP: £149.00  
2021 • 528 pages  

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 5
Hardback • 9781463243050 • RRP: £152.00  
2021 • 548 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 6
Hardback • 9781463243074 • RRP: £147.00  
2021 • 510 pages  

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 7
Hardback • 9781463243098 • RRP: £149.00  
2021 • 534 pages  

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 8
Hardback • 9781463243111 • RRP: £148.00  
2021 • 518 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 9
Hardback • 9781463243135 • RRP: £142.00  
2021 • 482 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 10
Hardback • 9781463243159 • RRP: £154.00  
2021 • 568 pages

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 11
Hardback • 9781463243173 • RRP: £148.00  
2021 • 518 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 12
Hardback • 9781463243197 • RRP: £134.00  
2021 • 438 pages  

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 13
Hardback • 9781463243210 • RRP: £149.00  
2021 • 536 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 14
Hardback • 9781463243234 • RRP: £129.00  
2021 • 416 pages 

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 15
Hardback • 9781463243258 • RRP: £142.00  
2021 • 482 pages  

GORGIAS PRESS |  VOLUME 16
Hardback • 9781463243272 • RRP: £153.00  
2021 • 554 pages  

L A N G U A G E  &  T E X T S

A  M A J O R  N E W  R E F E R E N C E  W O R K 
A V A I L A B L E  A C R O S S  1 6  S E P A R A T E  V O L U M E S

For further details about this comprehensive new reference resource, including 
alphabetical coverage within each volume, visit www.oxbowbooks.com.
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Journal of the Canadian Society for Syriac Studies 21
Edited by Amir Harrak
The latest issue of the refereed journal published annually by the Canadian 
Society for Syriac Studies. 
The aim of the Society journal (the JCSSS), is to focus on the vast Syriac literature, 
which is rooted in the same soil from which the ancient Mesopotamian and 
biblical literatures sprung; on Syriac art that bears Near Eastern characteristics 
as well as Byzantine and Islamic influences; and on archaeology, unearthing 
in the Middle East and the rest of Asia and China the history of the Syriac-
speaking people: Assyrians, Chaldeans, Maronites and Catholic and Orthodox 

Syriacs. This volume features eight original papers on topics including Christians within the Sassanian 
period, ancient bronze lamps, and a note on Corpus Juris of Īšō'-bokht.

JOURNAL OF THE CANADIAN SOCIETY FOR SYRIAC STUDIES |  GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243968 • RRP: £55.00  
2021 • 119 pages 

Ezra and Nehemiah According to the Syriac Peshitta 
Version with English Translation
Edited by John Healey, George Kiraz and Joseph Bali
This volume is part of a series of English translations of the Syriac Peshitta, 
presented alongside the Syriac text. 
The Syriac Peshitta is widely accepted as the Syriac translation of the Hebrew 
Old Testament, and to this day, is the Bible of the Syriac Churches. This volume 
presents the English translation of the Syriac Peshitta alongside the Syriac text. 
Research was undertaken by an international team of scholars. Healey has 
translated the text, while Kiraz has prepared the Syriac text in the west Syriac 

script, fully vocalised and pointed. The translation and the Syriac text are presented on facing pages so 
that both can be studied together.

SURATH KTHOB |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243746 • RRP: £111.00  
April 2022 • 300 pages 

Emerging Horizons: 21st-Century Approaches to the 
Study of Midrash
Proceedings of the Midrash Section, Society of Biblical Literature, volume 9

Edited by W. David Nelson and Rivka Ulmer
A collection of studies of midrashic works and narratives. 
Exploring ideas of biblical interpretation, the contributors to this volume 
examine intriguing midrash texts. These include: midrashic works that appear in 
a Masoretic context; the Qur’anic narrative of the red cow; midrashic narratives 
that rabbinise enemies of Israel; the death of Moses; emotions in rabbinic 

literature; and yelammedenu units in midrashic works.

JUDAISM IN CONTEXT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243654 • RRP: £85.00  
2021 • 159 pages 

L A N G U A G E  &  T E X T S
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Journal of Language Relationship
Editor-in-chief: Vladimir Dybo
The Journal of Language Relationship is an international periodical publication devoted to the issues of 
comparative linguistics and the history of the human language. The Journal contains articles written in 
English and Russian, as well as scientific reviews, discussions and reports from international linguistic 
conferences and seminars.

Journal of Language Relationship 19/1–2
Just some of the topics covered in Volume 19/1–2 include Indo-European 
hipponyms; geographic and linguistic diversity of Luwian cuneiform texts; 
patronymics in Greek and the languages of Ancient Anatolia; and N-initial 
nouns in Landuma and their counterparts in Mande.

GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243982 • RRP: £79.00  
2021 • 163 pages 

Journal of Language Relationship 18/3–4
Volume 18/3–4 of the Journal features papers ranging from an exploration of 
vocabulary of closely related languages in contact using Turkic languages on 
the Crimean Peninsula as a case study, to an etymological dictionary of Russian 
dialects, and an analysis of the rise and fall of approximants in the Tuparian 
languages.

GORGIAS PRESS
Paperback • 9781463243630 • RRP: £55.00  
2021 • 190 pages 

Munere Mortis
Studies in Greek Literature in Memory of Colin Austin

Edited by Eftychia Bathrellou and Margherita Maria Di Nino
Papers in honour of the late Greek scholar, Colin Austin, focused on philology and textual criticism. 
Colin Austin (1941–2010), Professor of Greek at Cambridge and distinguished editor of poetic texts, 
was renowned for the precision and brilliance of his scholarship. This collection of studies, offered by 
some of his pupils, combines philology and textual criticism, examining works and concepts in their 
literary and cultural context.

CAMBRIDGE CLASSICAL JOURNAL SUPPLEMENTS 
CAMBRIDGE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Hardback • 9781913701444 • RRP: £60.00  
October 2022 • 300 pages • 1 B/w illus. 

L A N G U A G E  &  T E X T S
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Writing Around the Ancient Mediterranean
Practices and Adaptations

Edited by Philippa M. Steele and Philip J. Boyes
Brings together a team of contributors to offer perspectives on, and approaches 
to, problems of early writing in the ancient Mediterranean. 
The focus of this book is on writing practices – viewing writing as something 
that people do within a wider social and cultural context – and on adaptations, 
considering the ways in which writing changed and was changed by the people 
using it. The volume explores societies in and around the eastern half of the 
Mediterranean area, examining relationships between script, writing material 

and layout of hieroglyphic systems, and exploring technical aspects of word divisions and stroke types.

CONTEXTS OF AND RELATIONS BETWEEN EARLY WRITING SYSTEMS |  OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781789258509 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £40.00
August 2022 • 320 pages | eBook available: 9781789258516 

Basque and its Closest Relatives
A New Paradigm

By John D. Bengtson
A comprehensive examination of the proposal that Basque is most closely 
related to the North Caucasian language family. 
John D. Bengston offers a detailed analysis of the Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis 
in this volume, exploring the idea that the Basque language is most closely 
related to the North Caucasian language family. He builds on ideas proposed 
by prominent scholars in the 20th century, notably the work of C.C. Uhlenbeck, 
Georges Dumézil, and René Lafon. 

LANGUAGE IN PREHISTORY |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463244118 • RRP: £118.00  
April 2022 • 546 pages 

Come in Spinner
A History of Two-Up and Its Language

By Bruce Moore
The essential guide to the language and history of Australia’s ’national game’.
Two-up, a famous Australian soldiers’ gambling game, has given Australian 
English many unique words and phrases. Bruce Moore explains Two-up’s role 
in the development of the ANZAC legend and provides new evidence that 
aspects of the game and its terminology have their origins in Ireland. He shows 
us how the Australian concept of the ’fair go’ had its origins in Two-up, and 
how working-class tenacity saved the game from the efforts of authorities and 

wowsers to wipe it out.

AUSTRALIAN SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING
Paperback • 9781922669421 • RRP: £25.00 
September 2022 • 176 pages

L A N G U A G E  &  T E X T S

Also of interest: The Language of the In-Between on page 61
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Douze jours à Nuku Hiva
Rencontres et révolte russe dans le Pacifique Sud

By Elena Govor and Edited by Marie-Noelle Ottino-Garanger
Charts the experiences of the first Russian voyage to the Pacific in 1804, and the 
12 days they spent on Nuku Hiva Island in the Marquesas (French Polynesia). 
A diverse intellectual community of savants and naturalists from Switzerland, 
Germany, modern-day Estonia, and Russia took part in the first Russian voyage 
to the Pacific in 1804. For the first time in French language, this study brings 
together disparate stories and images captured over 12 days in the Marquesas, 
recording an invaluable snapshot of traditional Nuku Hivan society on the eve 

of profound cultural change. It draws on data recorded by the expedition members, and includes 
additional images beyond the original 2010 English edition as well as valuable editorial notes. French 
language.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260199 • RRP: £180.00  
Paperback • 9789464260182 • RRP: £60.00  | January 2022 • 408 pages • 89 B/w & 105 colour illus.

The Two-Edged Sea
Heterotopias of Contemporary Mediterranean Migrant Literature

By Nahrain Al-Mousawi
Fills a gap in scholarship by examining representations of undocumented 
migration in literature. 
Clandestine migration from North Africa across the Mediterranean has been 
explored widely in the past decade, but representations of undocumented 
migration in literature have not been given significant attention and analysis. 
Charting literary undocumented journeys from the Mediterranean’s southern 
shores to the global North, the book contributes to the discourse on migration 

literature and on ideas of the Mediterranean as both a dividing border and unifying contact zone, 
especially vital to the contemporary resurgence of the study of seas.

THE MODERN MUSLIM WORLD |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243722 • RRP: £79.00  
2021 • 240 pages 

The Cyclops Myth and the Making of Selfhood
By Paul Robertson
Explores the myth of the Cyclops across western history, and how its changing 
form from ancient Greece until the modern day reveals fundamental changes in 
each era’s elite understandings and depictions of cultural values. 
The myth of the Cyclops has persisted in changing forms across three millennia: 
from Homer’s Odyssey to Hellenistic poetry; from Roman epic to early medieval 
manuscript glosses; and from early modern opera to current pop culture. This 
book explores the myth’s distinct forms in each historical era, arguing that 
these are a distillation of wider changes occurring in the spheres of politics, 

philosophy, aesthetics, and social values at each time. As such, it provides a unique lens for cross-
historical comparison across western thought.

PERSPECTIVES ON PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS THOUGHT |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463243487 • RRP: £85.00  
January 2022 • 285 pages  

C U LT U R A L  H I S T O R Y
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The Hay Archive of Coptic Spells on Leather
A Multidisciplinary Approach to the Materiality of Magical Practice

Edited by Elisabeth O’Connell
A new translation and analysis of the Hay manuscripts. 
The Hay manuscripts are an assemblage of seven leather sheets bearing Coptic 
’magical’ texts and illustrations produced in the 8th/9th century AD. Following 
recent conservation and scientific analysis undertaken at the British Museum, 
research has revealed new insights into when the texts were produced and the 
people who made and used them. Unlike previous publications on the subject, 
this book represents a multidisciplinary approach by offering the manuscripts 

as archaeological objects in their own right.

BRITISH MUSEUM RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS |  BRITISH MUSEUM PRESS
Paperback • 9780861592333 • RRP: £40.00  
September 2022 • 192 pages • 90 illus.

Steely-Eyed Athena
Wilmer Cave Wright and the 
Advent of Female Classicists

By David Neal Greenwood
Examines the life and career of 
this pioneering female classicist. 
This monograph uses the life and 
work of ground-breaking female 
classicist, Wilmer Cave Wright 

(1868–1951), to examine several questions about the 
rise of women in that discipline. Exploring why she 
became a classics scholar as well as the development of 
her career, this volume also assesses the significance of 
Wright’s research, particularly her work on the life of the 
Emperor Julian.

CAMBRIDGE CLASSICAL JOURNAL SUPPLEMENTS | 
CAMBRIDGE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Hardback • 9781913701420 • RRP: £60.00  
February 2022 • 160 pages 

An         
Academic 
Biography     
of Liu 
Ching-chih
A Man of             
‘a Pure Heart’

By Yongyan Li

A multi-faceted biography of Liu 
Ching-chih, the Hong Kong scholar and 
musician. It provides an overview of 
Liu’s immensely rich array of academic 
and cultural services and a linguistic and 
cultural profile of him.

BRIDGE 21 PUBLICATIONS
Hardback • 9781626430839 • RRP: £80.00  
July 2022 • 428 pages • 64 illus.                          
eBook available: 9781626430846 

C U LT U R A L  H I S T O R Y

The People of the Nordic World
By Ove Korsgaard
Focuses on the development of, and challenges presented by, the concept of 
’the people’ over the past 175 years. 
The term ’the people’ has developed at least three different modern meanings: 
as a political unity (demos), as a cultural entity (ethnos) and as a social entity 
(pléthos). The concept has become a battlefield with mixed and even opposing 
interests. This book focuses on some of the crucial struggles with the concept 
of ’the people’ over the past 175 years, and looks at its implications for state-
building and nation-building in Denmark and the other Nordic countries.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Paperback • 9788772197258 • RRP: £12.00  
June 2022 • 100 pages 
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Street Matters
A Critical History of 
Twentieth-Century Urban 
Policy in Brazil

By Fernando Lara and Ana 
Paula Koury 
Embeds the history of civil 
society within the history 
of urban planning, to show 
how urban and regional 

planning played a key role in the management of 
the social conflicts surrounding land ownership.

PITT LATIN AMERICAN SERIES |               
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947134 • RRP: £33.00  
May 2022 • 168 pages 

The Language of  
the In-Between
Transvestism, Subalternity, 
and Writing in 
Contemporary Chile and 
Peru

By Erika Almenara
This new volume explores 
marginalised communities 
in present-day Chile and 

Peru, particularly writers who are travesti, trans, 
cuir/queer, and Indigenous, who have become 
agents of social transformation. 

PITT ILLUMINATIONS |   
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947271 • RRP: £37.00  
October 2022 • 224 pages 

At the Table  
of Power
Food and Cuisine in 
the African American 
Struggle for Freedom, 
Justice, and Equality

By Diane Spivey
This is both a cookbook 
and a culinary history that 
intertwines social issues, 

personal stories, and political commentary. 
Written by a renowned culinary historian, 
it offers a unique insight into the historical 
experience and cultural values of African 
America by way of the kitchen. It is a powerful 
story of a cultural and political journey.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947318 • RRP: £30.00  
September 2022 • 420 pages 

The Gospel of 
Freedom
Black Evangelicals 
and the Underground 
Railroad

By Alicestyne Turley  
and Drawings by  
Dick Gilbreath
Addresses the important 

contributions of black and white antislavery 
southerners who united to form organised 
networks to assist slaves in the US Deep South, 
amplifying the lost voices of the Underground 
Railroad. 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Hardback • 9780813195476 • RRP: £29.00  
August 2022 • 256 pages • 12 B/w illus.; 6 maps; 4 tables 

Deutsche auf           
der Flucht
By John V. Jensen
In the final months of the 
World War II more than 
200,000 German refugees 
fled to Denmark. Rejected 
by their hosts, they 
documented their fates in 
letters and diaries that tell a 

timeless, topical story in a global world with large 
flows of refugees. German-language text.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788772197753 • RRP: £11.00  
July 2022 • 115 pages • Colour illus. 

C U LT U R A L  H I S T O R Y

Elkhorn
Evolution of a Kentucky 
Landscape

By Richard Taylor
An evocative look at the 
economic, social, and 
cultural transformation 
of Kentucky. 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Paperback • 9780813187174 • RRP: £16.00  
April 2022 • 312 pages • 2 maps, 33 halftones 
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Beyond Quarantine
How Culture Heals the Planet

Edited by Annamaria Esposito and Maria Cristina Vannini
An exploration of the role that culture can play in the protection of our world. 
How does culture contribute to healing our planet? Is there anything we should 
learn from the pandemic? This book explores the contribution of culture to the 
protection of the planet, comparing the Italian and the Brazilian contexts and 
ranging from economic to environmental, social and health considerations. It 
reflects on the role of culture as a driving force for the restart and as a bridge 
to a new normal that awaits us after the pandemic.

PHILOSOPHY |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869773891 • RRP: £12.99  
April 2022 • 154 pages 

Vaccine Hesitancy
Public Trust, Expertise, and the War on Science

By Maya J. Goldenberg
Reframes vaccine hesitancy as a crisis of public trust rather than a war on 
science. 
The public has voiced concern over the adverse effects of vaccines from the 
moment the first smallpox vaccine was introduced in 1796. This book explores 
vaccine hesitancy and refusal among parents in industrialised North America. 
Although biomedical, public health, and popular science literature has focused 
on a scientifically ignorant public, this book suggests that the real problem lies 

not in misunderstanding, but in mistrust. In a fraught communications landscape, Vaccine Hesitancy 
advocates for trust-building measures that focus on relationships, transparency, and justice.

SCIENCE,  VALUES,  AND THE PUBLIC |  UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Paperback • 9780822966906 • RRP: £23.50  
April 2022 • 264 pages  

Indigenous Public Health
Improvement through Community-Engaged Interventions

Edited by Linda Burhansstipanov and Kathryn L. Braun
An exploration of community engagement with public healthcare in indigenous 
communities. 
This book illustrates how successful community engagement strategies, 
programs, and resources within indigenous communities have resulted in 
diverse, successful public health programs, and helped community members 
overcome barriers to health. It explores the problems that impact engagement 
efforts, such as racism or resilience, and discusses public health topics including 

infectious diseases, cancer, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease. It acknowledges and honours the 
strengths of different communities and emphasises that community collaboration and the sharing of 
resources can only improve the lives of all communities.

UNDERSTANDING AND IMPROVING HEALTH FOR MINORITY AND DISADVANTAGED POPULATIONS | 
UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Hardback • 9780813195841 • RRP: £32.50 
September 2022 • 304 pages • 4 B/w illus.; 4 maps; 11 tables  

A N T H R O P O L O G Y  &  S O C I O L O G Y
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#MeToo and Beyond
Perspectives on a Global Movement

Edited by M. Cristina Alcalde and Paula-Irene Villa
Scholars and activists from various backgrounds approach #MeToo from 
multiple perspectives. 
A diverse team from a wide range of backgrounds – many from regions 
and contexts often overlooked and understudied in the mediascapes of the 
’Global North’ – approach the truly global #MeToo movement from multiple 
spaces, positions, and areas of expertise. Reflecting the truly global nature of 
the movement, the volume includes perspectives from around the world and 

covers research spanning issues from masculinity and trans issues, to Jewish communities.

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Hardback • 9780813195599 • RRP: £32.50  
Paperback • 9780813195605 • RRP: £22.00 | July 2022 • 268 pages

Rise Up
By Nauja Lynge
An interesting and captivating narrative about identity, social heritage and 
personal development. 
Rise Up is a novel about the inequalities that Greenlanders and Faroese 
experience in Denmark. It is a tribute to Greenlandic and Danish politicians who 
attempt to heal fractures, and a rebuke to the part of the Danish population 
that still assists in perpetuating negative stereotypes.

INTERNATIONAL POLAR INSTITUTE
Paperback • 9781736690215 • RRP: £18.50  
April 2022 • 256 pages 

Seduced by Radium
The Making of a Familiar Commodity

By Maria Rentetzi
An examination of the seductive and effective marketing of radium in America. 
The discovery of radium by Marie and Pierre Curie in 1898 eventually led to a 
craze for radium products in the 1920s, until their widespread use proved lethal. 
Here, Rentetzi explores how radium infiltrated American culture because it was 
transformed from a scientific object into a familiar and desirable commodity. 
Seduced by Radium ultimately reveals how innovative advertising and seductive 
packaging made radium a routine part of American life, shaping scientific 

knowledge about it and the identities of those who consumed it.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947066 • RRP: £25.50  
September 2022 • 288 pages  

A N T H R O P O L O G Y  &  S O C I O L O G Y

Also of interest: Cultural History on pages 59–61
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Yonaoshi
Visions of a Better World

Edited by Christopher 
Craig, Enrico Fongaro,     
Luca Milasi and James Tink
Yonaoshi (世直し、よなお
し, world renewal/repair/
remaking) is a Japanese 
term that first appeared 
in the context of peasant 

uprisings in the mid-19th century, signifying the 
restoration and/or recreation of the world in an 
ideal form. This volume brings together scholars in 
diverse fields to discuss the concept.

HASEKURA LEAGUE |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869774034 • RRP: £14.99  
July 2022 • 180 pages 

Revolutionary Times
A Comparative View of the 
Long 1960s in Japan and 
Italy

Edited by Christopher 
Craig, Marco Del Bene and 
Enrico Fongaro
The ’long 1960s’ was an 
epoch defined by social 
and political upheaval that 

challenged established orders across the globe. 
This book brings together eight historians from 
Italy and Japan to compare and contrast their long 
1960s, producing a new vision of shared history.

HASEKURA LEAGUE |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869773952 • RRP: £9.99  
August 2022 • 135 pages 

Rightful Shares
Storying Homes with the 
Punjabi Diaspora in Italy

By Sara Bonfanti
Based on three years 
of multi-site fieldwork 
between Lombardy and 
the Punjab in selected 
households, this study 
contributes to emergent 

debates on South Asian minorities in the national 
context, and amplifies otherwise unheard voices.

SOCIAL SCIENCE |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869773976 • RRP: £19.99  
October 2022 • 250 pages 

A N T H R O P O L O G Y  &  S O C I O L O G Y

Community of 
Peace
Performing Geographies 
of Ecological Dignity in 
Colombia

By Christopher 
Courtheyn
For two decades the 
San José de Apartadó 
Peace Community of 

small-scale farmers has actively resisted forced 
displacement and co-optation by guerrillas, 
army soldiers, and paramilitaries in Colombia’s 
war-torn Urabá region. Based on ethnographic 
action research over 12 years, this book explores 
the meaning of peace and territory in Columbia. 

PITT LATIN AMERICAN SERIES |             
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947141 • RRP: £40.50  
April 2022 • 304 pages 

Digital Citizenship
The Crisis of the Western 
Idea of Democracy and 
the Participation on 
Digital Networks

By Massimo Di Felice
This book explores ways 
in which traditional 
political structures are 
being changed by a digital 

world. It argues that digital citizenship marks 
the place to begin to research a new culture of 
governance within complex networks.

POLITICS |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869774027 • RRP: £19.99  
August 2022 • 200 pages 

Technological 
Destinies of the 
Imagination
By Pietro Montani
An exploration of 
Kant’s theory of the 
imagination and the 
cognitive practices 
preceding the advent of 
articulated speech.

AESTHETICS |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869773778 • RRP: £14.99  
April 2022 • 150 pages  
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Psychic 
Investigators
Anthropology, Modern 
Spiritualism, and Credible 
Witnessing in the Late 
Victorian Age

By Efram Sera-Shriar
This volume explores 
British anthropology’s 
engagement with the 

modern spiritualist movement during the late 
Victorian era. It becomes clear through this 
nuanced examination that arguments involving 
spirits or psychic forces usually revolved around 
issues of evidence, or lack of it, rather than faith.

SCIENCE AND CULTURE IN THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY |  UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947073 • RRP: £36.00  
June 2022 • 272 pages 

Crime Science
Methods of Forensic 
Detection

By Joe Nickell and         
John F. Fischer
A comprehensive guide 
to forensics, using 
well-known cases to 
reveal how its principles 
work in practice. From 

weapons analysis, to handwriting samples, to 
shoe and tire impressions, Crime Science outlines 
the indispensable tools and techniques. 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
Paperback • 9780813197005 • RRP: £14.50  
August 2022 • 312 pages  

The Paradox of 
Violence in 
Venezuela
Revolution, Crime, and 
Policing During Chavismo

Edited by David Smilde, 
Veronica Zubillaga and 
Rebecca Hanson
Crime and violence 
soared in 21st-century 

Venezuela even as poverty and inequality 
decreased, contradicting the conventional 
wisdom that these are the underlying causes 
of violence. This book reorients thinking 
about violence and its relationship to poverty, 
inequality, and the state.

PITT LATIN AMERICAN SERIES |            
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947127 • RRP: £40.50  
June 2022 • 280 pages  

A N T H R O P O L O G Y  &  S O C I O L O G Y

Intercolonial 
Intimacies
Relinking Latin/o America 
to the Philippines, 
1898–1964

By Paula Park

Elaborates on the 
’intercolonial intimacies’ 
that shape a transpacific 
understanding of 

coloniality and latinidad. 

PITT ILLUMINATIONS |  UNIVERSITY OF 
PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947097 • RRP: £40.50  
April 2022 • 256 pages  

Technocratic 
Visions
Engineers, Technology, 
and Society in Mexico

Edited by J. Justin Castro 
and James A. Garza
Examines the context and 
societal consequences of 
technocratic governance, 
technologies, and 

development in Mexico.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947486 • RRP: £41.00  
September 2022 • 312 pages  

Against Racism
Organizing for Social 
Change in Latin America

Edited by Monica Moreno 
Figueroa and Peter Wade
Offers a major innovation 
in thinking about race 
and anti-racism in Latin 
America and beyond. 

PITT LATIN AMERICAN SERIES |              
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947103 • RRP: £40.50  
April 2022 • 286 pages  
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White Fella – Black Fella
Early European Explorers and Their Engagement 
with Australian Aborigines

By Wilson McOrist
The early European explorers of Australia, from 
the early 1600s to the mid-1800s, narrated the 
bewilderment, misunderstandings, affection and 
hostility that arose in their encounters with the 
Indigenous peoples. This book explores these little 
known but culturally revealing and historically 
invaluable reports.

AUSTRALIAN SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING
Paperback • 9781922669414 • RRP: £25.00  
September 2022 • 254 pages 

Australia’s Tasman Wars
Colonial Australia and Conflict in New Zealand, 
1800–1850 

By Craig Wilcox 
The British settlement in eastern Australia in 
1788 and the strong establishment of the British 
colony of New South Wales created a maritime 
frontier in the Tasman Sea and Southwest Pacific, 
where maritime conflict frequently occurred. This 
book closely examines the conflict in New Zealand 
as colonisation by a recently colonised eastern-
seaboard Australia.

AUSTRALIAN SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING
Paperback • 9781922669452 • RRP: £25.00 
September 2022 • 256 pages 

It’s Coming from 
The Times in  
Front of Us
Country, Kin and the 
Dugong Hunter Song lines

By John Bradley
An exploration of the 
songlines of the indigenous 
Yanyuwa people, and how 
to approach the knowledge 

contained they contain. 

AUSTRALIAN SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING
Paperback • 9781922454966 • RRP: £30.00  
April 2022 • 310 pages 

A N T H R O P O L O G Y  &  S O C I O L O G Y

Urban 
Infrastructures
Interdisciplinary 
Perspectives from 
History and the Social 
Sciences

Edited by Rae 
Zimmerman, Jonathan 
Soffer and Joseph 
Heathcott

This volume shows how infrastructure 
profoundly reshapes urban life, even as we try 
to reshape infrastructure to our own ends. 

PITTSBURGH HIST URBAN ENVIRONMENT | 
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822946380 • RRP: £40.00  
October 2022 • 264 pages 

Embodying 
Modernity
Global Fitness Culture 
and Building the 
Brazilian Body

By Daniel Silva
Explores the role of 
fitness culture within 
modern Brazilian 
society. 

PITT ILLUMINATIONS |
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947110 • RRP: £39.50  
April 2022 • 280 pages 

The Old Man
Edited by Karen 
Pallesgaard Munk, 
Michael Smærup, 
Kirsten Maibom and 
Kristian Park Frausing
Old men, especially 
those living alone, 
remain an understudied 
group in gerontological 

literature. This anthology brings together 
different perspectives from disciplines such as 
psychology, philosophy, theology, anthropology, 
health and gender studies.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Paperback • 9788772191263 • RRP: £35.00  
April 2022 • 244 pages 

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781922454966.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780822946380.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9780822947110.html
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St Paul’s Cathedral
Archaeology and History

By John Schofield
The first comprehensive account of the building history of St Paul’s Cathedral, 
and the major changes it has undergone, as revealed by archaeological 
excavation, documentary research and engineering works. 
St Paul’s Cathedral in the City of London is an iconic building, constructed in 
1675–1711 to the designs of Sir Christopher Wren. In this major new account, 
Schofield examines the cathedral from an archaeological perspective, reviewing 
its history from the early 18th to the early 21st century, as illustrated by recent 

archaeological recording, documentary research and engineering assessment. Archaeological specialist 
reports and an engineering review of the stability and character of the building are provided.

OXBOW BOOKS
Paperback • 9781789258059 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £28.00
February 2022 • 208 pages • Colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785702761 

All the Emperor’s Men
Roman Soldiers and Barbarians on Trajan’s Column

By Jon Coulston
Trajan’s Column in the heart of Rome, was completed in 113 CE to commemorate 
the emperor Trajan’s wars across the Danube. Its reliefs provide a unique picture 
of the army at war in perfect harmony with Trajan who in his own lifetime and 
forever after was accounted ’The Best of Emperors’. 
The detailed reliefs of Trajan’s Column depict more than 600 captured barbarian 
trophies, and its 200 m helical frieze represents 2,600 human figures engaged 
in frontier warfare. They offer a remarkable insight into the Roman army and 

its emperor. The author was granted unprecedented access to the Column by the Rome authorities 
during conservation work, allowing for uniquely close study and detailed photographic evidence to 
be collected. Never before has this volume of material about the Column been studied in its entirety, 
using modern methods of recording, comparison and analysis. This resulting book offers valuable 
analysis of the Column, exploring its significance over the course of history.

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781842173008 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price: £33.75
September 2022 • 496 pages • Approx. 200 illus. & plans

Victor-Marie de Launay et al. Usul-i Mi’mari-i ’Osmani
The Fundamentals of Ottoman Architecture

Edited by Mary Roberts, Samuel Williams and Gay McAuley
An illustrated overview of Ottoman architecture. 
Little is known of late Ottoman studies outside of the field itself. This is the 
first modern history of Ottoman architecture written by Ottomans themselves. 
A magnificently illustrated volume, it codifies the empire’s architectural history 
into a series of preliminary stages culminating in the efflorescence of the 
Ottoman classical tradition in the 16th century. 

MODERN MUSLIM WORLD |  GORGIAS PRESS
Hardback • 9781463241704 • RRP: £85.00  
April 2022 • 300 pages • Illustrated

A R C H I T E C T U R E ,  H E R I T A G E  &  A R T  H I S T O R Y

N E W  I N  P A P E R B A C K

Also of interest: see pages 43 & 44 for titles on Weapons & Warfare

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258059.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781842173008.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781463241704.html
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Urban Planning in the Nordic World
By Ellen Braae
An examination of urban planning and its development in the Nordic world. 
This volume on urban planning within the book series ’Nordic World’ outlines the 
preconditions, the development, the challenges and the actual appearances of 
the changing welfare city. It explores issues from solidarity to competition, from 
green-field development to transformation of already urbanised areas – and 
from its utilitarian outset over its crisis to the differentiated models in the 1980s 
and the flexicurity models in the 1990s on to today.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Paperback • 9788772197241 • RRP: £12.00  
June 2022 • 100 pages • Colour illus.  

Tuning Architecture with Humans
NeuroscienceBoosters Architects’ Comprehension of People Needs

By Davide Ruzzon
Explores how the features of humankind’s interaction with the natural 
environment have, over the course of evolution, slowly consolidated specific 
models of behaviour. 
In the social dimension, primitive schemes of interaction between the body and 
the environment have generated the blooming of consciousness and gradually 
also of language. Neuroscience sheds light on the mechanism by which the 
artificial environment – i.e. architecture – has represented a crucial moment of 

change in improving human beings’ cognitive capacities. This book considers how, in particular, the 
technology and architecture that humankind has developed over the last two centuries, along with 
cultural and social transformations, have modified the environment without a sufficient awareness of 
the fundamental role played by nature in cognitive evolution.

ARCHITECTURE |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869774003 • RRP: £19.99  
July 2022 • 200 pages 

Neurocosmos
Experiencing Architecture Through Body and Emotions

By Elisabetta Canepa
A seminal contribution that formalises architectural theory concerning 
atmospheric perception. 
The study of atmospheric dynamics, which in the past has been greatly 
underestimated and underutilised, is experiencing a revival within the 
architectural discipline. This book explores the benefits and limitations of a 
neuroscientific approach to architectural research, opening up discussion about 
this crucial element for design practice and critical discussion.

ATMOSPHERIC SPACES |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869773785 • RRP: £19.99  
April 2022 • 250 pages  

A R C H I T E C T U R E ,  H E R I T A G E  &  A R T  H I S T O R Y

Also of interest: Canterbury Cathedral, Trinity Chapel on page 13

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9788772197241.html
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Building Character
The Racial Politics of Modern Architectural Style

By Charles L. Davis
Explores parallels between the development of racial and architectural thinking. 
Parallels between racial and architectural characters provided a rationalist model 
of design that fashioned some of the most influential national building styles of 
the past, from the pioneering concepts of French structural rationalism to the 
nationalist associations of the Chicago Style. This book traces the racial charge 
of the architectural writings of five modern theorists to highlight the social, 
political, and historical significance of the spatial, structural, and ornamental 
elements of modern architectural styles. 

CULTURE POLITICS & THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT |  UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Paperback • 9780822966821 • RRP: £32.50  
2021 • 320 pages 

Building Schools, Making Doctors
Architecture and the Coming of Age of American Physicians

By Katherine L. Carroll
The first comprehensive study of the architecture of medical schools and 
facilities. 
In the late 19th century, medical educators intent on transforming American 
physicians into scientifically trained, elite professionals, swiftly recognised 
the value of medical school design for their reform efforts. This book reveals 
how the new buildings constructed during this 50-year period did more than 
passively house a new system of medical training; they actively participated in 

defining and promoting a reformed pedagogy, modern science, and the new physician. 

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947059 • RRP: £47.50  
May 2022 • 336 pages 

Heritage, Landscape and Spatial Justice
New Legal Perspectives on Heritage Protection in the Lesser Antilles 

By Amanda Byer
Explores the relationship between land, law and heritage in the English-
speaking Caribbean. 
The Caribbean region faces particular environmental challenges as a result of 
colonial land use, pressures from tourism and globalisation, as well as climate 
change. No less affected are its heritage resources, which include natural 
and cultural elements crucial to economic survival and local identity. This 
research explores the relationship between land, law and heritage in order to 

better understand the regulatory failures that undermine heritage protection in the English-speaking 
Caribbean. 

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464280401 • RRP: £90.00 • Special price: £85.00
Paperback • 9789464280395 • RRP: £30.00 • Special price: £25.00 | October 2022 • 200 pages

A R C H I T E C T U R E ,  H E R I T A G E  &  A R T  H I S T O R Y
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Museums, Heritage, and Digital Curation
Theory and Practice at the Allard Pierson

By Wim Hupperetz
Reflects on the challenge of change in the areas of digitisation, narrative, 
inclusivity and participation. 
In this ground-breaking book, Wim Hupperetz, an expert in the field of museums, 
heritage and digital curation, reflects on the challenge heritage institutions 
face in the areas of digitisation, narrative, inclusivity, and participation. In six 
chapters, theory and practice are juxtaposed and each chapter concludes with 
practical dos and don’ts. The books is pitched at heritage professionals and 

students who want to gain insight into these debates in a rapidly changing field.

SIDESTONE PRESS
Hardback • 9789464260755  • RRP: £95.00  
March 2022 • 176 pages • 55 B/w & colour illus. | Paperback • 9789464260748 • RRP: £35.00

P.S. Krøyer and Paris
French Connections and Nordic Tones

By Mette Harbo Lehmann and Dominique Lobstein
Exhibition guide and independent contribution to the study of P.S. Krøyer’s 
works and his artistic development. 
The great Danish painter Peder Severin Krøyer (1851–1909) had close ties to 
the French art scene for more than two decades. This book explores Krøyer’s 
artistic development, progressing from the Royal Danish Art Academy’s focus 
on Danish Golden Age tradition to the advent of Realism and the Modern 
Breakthrough. The book accompanies the 2022 exhibition ’Krøyer and Paris’, 

but also constitutes an independent contribution to the study of Krøyer’s works and his French 
connections.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788772197203 • RRP: £35.00  
April 2022 • 240 pages • Colour illus. 

Ovartaci
The Master Madman

By Brian Benjamin Hansen
The first international, research-based, volume on the Danish artist Ovartaci 
(Louis Marcussen, 1894–1985). 
Ovartaci (Louis Marcussen) is one of the most enthralling Danish artists of the 
20th century, working in a variety of media from papier-mâché dolls, magical 
smoking devices, and mechanical objects, to walls, curtains and traditional 
painting. Ovartaci: The Master Madman explores the universe of Ovartaci and 
analyses the trauma, beauty, and strength of his work and the way he invented 

a life for himself through art. This is the first international, research-based book on the artist.

AARHUS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hardback • 9788772197104 • RRP: £30.00  
April 2022 • 240 pages • Colour illus.  

A R C H I T E C T U R E ,  H E R I T A G E  &  A R T  H I S T O R Y
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Munch and his World
Graphic Arts and the Avant-garde in Paris and Berlin 

Edited by Giulia Bartrum
Examines the technical advances that allowed Edvard Munch to create an 
entirely new visual language. 
The art of Edvard Munch is striking for the originality and universality of its 
themes, which cross moments in place and time. Yet he was very much an artist 
of the 19th century, and the focus of this publication is to show how, especially 
in his prints and photographs, Munch was enabled by technical advances 
to create an entirely new visual language, and how his work reflects wider 

contemporary debates on developments in medicine and science.

BRITISH MUSEUM RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS |  BRITISH MUSEUM PRESS
Paperback • 9780861592371 • RRP: £30.00  
April 2022 • 130 pages  

Leonora Carrington
By Giulia Ingarao
An intense narrative that spans the fundamental points of Carrington’s 
extraordinary life. 
Leonora Carrington (1917–2011) was part of an important group of artists 
who left Europe for America during the Second World War. This volume brings 
together a reconstruction of Carrington’s biography with a detailed analysis of 
her artistic production, beginning with her fleeing English high society to follow 
a dream of freedom, her love affair with Max Ernst and her time in the small 
village of Saint Martin d’Archèche in the south of France, where she began to 

paint, write and sculpt.

ART |  MIMESIS INTERNATIONAL
Paperback • 9788869773938 • RRP: £14.99  
April 2022 • 200 pages 

American Workman
The Life and Art of John Kane

By Maxwell King
A comprehensive, novel reassessment of the life and work of one of America’s 
most influential self-taught artists, John Kane. 
This book presents a full account of artist John Kane’s life as a working man, 
including his time as a steelworker, coal miner, street paver, and commercial 
painter in and around Pittsburgh at the height of the industrial era. How 
these occupations shaped his development as an artist and his breakthrough 
success in the modern art world is carefully explored and analysed in this richly 
illustrated volume.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
Hardback • 9780822947042 • RRP: £29.00  
April 2022 • 200 pages  

A R C H I T E C T U R E ,  H E R I T A G E  &  A R T  H I S T O R Y
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G R E A T  D E A L S  O N  B A C K L I S T  B O O K S !

We are pleased to offer you these special prices 
on a selection of backlist titles, including some 
from partner publishers. There’s a great selection 
to choose from, including a number of books on 
Ancient Near Eastern Archaeology and HIstory, 
Prehistory, Archaeological Method and Theory, 
and much more.

Archaeologies of Waste
Encounters with the Unwanted

Edited by Daniel Sosna and Lenka 
Brunclíková
A major new multi-disciplinary exploration 
of the relationship between waste and 
human societies in terms of value, social 
differentiation, and space. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785703270 • RRP: £36.00 • Special price: £12.95
2016 • 182 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781785703287 

Archaeology for the People
Joukowsky Institute Perspectives

Edited by John Cherry and Felipe Rojas
This volume gathers the best of 
submissions to an international writing 
competition aimed at promoting 
archaeological writing to a popular 
audience, showing how the discipline 
can reach beyond academia. It includes 

interviews with leading figures and a stunning photo-essay from 
an archaeological site. 

JOUKOWSKY INSTITUTE PUBLICATION |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785701078 • RRP: £28.00 • Special price: £7.95
2015 • 240 pages | eBook available: 9781785701085 

Forms of Dwelling
20 Years of Taskscapes in Archaeology

By Ulla Rajala and Edited by Philip Mills
This important collection of theoretical 
and case study papers assesses the 
continuing significance and value of the 
taskscapes approach in archaeological 
research, 20 years after its conception. 
Contrasting international approaches, 

papers range from the study of Mesolithic to contemporary 
archaeology. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785703775 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £12.95
2017 • 272 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781785703782 

North Meets South
Theoretical Aspects on the Northern 
and Southern Rock Art Traditions in 
Scandinavia

Edited by Peter Skoglund, Johan Ling 
and Ulf Bertilsson
The first publication to examine the 
major imagery, formats and themes in 
Scandinavian rock art as interactive and 

related phenomena rather than as distinct regional traditions. 

SWEDISH ROCK ART RESEARCH SERIES |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781785708206 • RRP: £20.00 • Special price: £6.95
2017 • 176 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785708213 

The Tundzha Regional 
Archaeology Project
Surface Survey, Palaeoecology, and 
Associated Studies in Central and 
Southeast Bulgaria, 2009–2015 Final 
Report

Edited by Shawn A. Ross, Adela 
Sobotkova, Julia Tzvetkova, Georgi 
Nekhrizov and Simon Connor

Presents the results of extensive and multidisciplinary 
archaeological and palaeoecological research in the 
intermontane Kazanlak Valley and the Thracian Plain along the 
Tundzha River in Bulgaria, charting settlement history from the 
Bronze Age to Roman times. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781789250541 • RRP: £60.00 • Special price: £19.95 
2018 • 288 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789250558 

Archaeologies of Text
Archaeology, Technology, and Ethics

Edited by Matthew T. Rutz and Morag 
Kersel
These case studies drawn from research 
in Asia, Africa, the Mediterranean, and 
Mesoamerica, tackle current theoretical 
and practical problems involved in 
interdisciplinary research into the 

archaeological contexts of early inscription. 

JOUKOWSKY INSTITUTE PUBLICATION |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781782977667 • RRP: £30.00 • Special price £9.95
2014 • 278 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781782977674 

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  M E T H O D  &  T H E O R Y
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Embodied Knowledge
Historical Perspectives on Belief and 
Technology

Edited by Marie Louise Stig Sorensen 
and Katharina Rebay-Salisbury
The body is the main forum for learning 
about how to do, think and believe and 
it is a starting point for the granting and 
forming of many forms of meaning. These 

14 papers explore the relationship between knowledge and 
the body through a series of historical and archaeological case 
studies. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842174906 • RRP: £36.00 • Special price £9.95
2012 • 176 pages • 42 B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781782971238 

Neighbours and Successors 
of Rome
Traditions of Glass Production and use in 
Europe and the Middle East in the Later 
1st Millennium AD 

Edited by Daniel Keller, Jennifer Price 
and Caroline Jackson
These 20 case studies throw light on 

the diversity of patterns of glass production, circulation and 
consumption among societies in Europe and the Near East in 
the middle and later 2st millennium AD. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781782973973 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £12.95
2014 • 352 pages • 95 B/w & 81 colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781782973980 

Ancient Bodies, Ancient 
Lives
Sex, Gender, and Archaeology

By Rosemary A. Joyce
From the creators of the first-known 
human images almost 30,000 years ago, 
to the lives of 19th-and 20th-century 
men and women who seldom appear in 

conventional histories, this book explores how men and women 
have represented sexual differences, and lived lives shaped in 
part by those differences. 

THAMES AND HUDSON 
Paperback • 9780500287279 • RRP: £13.95 • Special price: £7.95
2019 • 152 pages 

The Strait Gate
Thresholds and Power in Western 
History

By Daniel Jutte
The Strait Gate demonstrates how doors, 
gates, and related technologies such as 
the key and the lock have shaped the way 
we perceive and navigate the domestic 
and urban spaces that surround us in our 

everyday lives. Jutte reveals how doors have served as sites of 
power, exclusion, and inclusion – and, by extension, as metaphors 
for salvation – in the course of Western history. 

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780300211085 • RRP: £53.00 • Special price: £8.95
2015 • 384 pages 

Ritual in Early Bronze Age 
Grave Goods
An Examination of Ritual and Dress 
Equipment from Chalcolithic and Early 
Bronze Age Graves in England

By John Hunter and Ann Woodward
An extensive and intensively illustrated 
overview and study of a large proportion 

of the grave goods from English Early Bronze Age burial sites. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781782976943 • RRP: £90.00 • Special price: £29.95
2015 • 616 pages • Colour illus.; includes CD |  
eBook available: 9781782976950 

Clifton Quarry, 
Worcestershire
Pits, Posts and Cereals: Archaeological 
Investigations 2006–2009

By Robin Jackson and Andrew Mann
Presents new evidence for Neolithic 
activity in the form of Grooved ware pits 
with important environmental data, and 

for Early–Middle Iron Age floodplain settlement represented 
unusually by over 100 four-post granaries and 130 pits in a 
floodplain location in the central Severn Valley. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781789250114 • RRP: £30.00 • Special price: £12.95 
2018 • 256 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789250121 

Newcastle upon Tyne,  
the Eye of the North
An Archaeological Assessment

By C.P. Graves and D.H. Heslop
This volume brings together the 
archaeological evidence for occupation in 
the historic core of Newcastle, England, 
between the prehistoric period and 1650. 

It places the evidence in the context of the evolving historical 
communities who made and occupied the site, and in the wider 
context of medieval and early modern European urban life. 

URBAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT |  OXBOW 
BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842178140 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price: £12.95
2013 • 304 pages | eBook available: 9781842177624 

Somerset’s Peatland 
Archaeology
Managing and Investigating a Fragile 
Resource

By Richard Brunning
The Somerset Levels and Moors of 
England are part of a series of coastal 
floodplains fringing the Severn Estuary. 

This monograph presents the results of the MARISP project, 
which thoroughly assessed the condition of the wealth of 
waterlogged archaeological landscapes and wetland monuments 
housed here. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842174883 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price £9.95
2013 • 352 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782970668 

B R I T I S H  A R C H A E O L O G Y

G R E A T  D E A L S  O N  B A C K L I S T  B O O K S !
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The Incas and  
their Ancestors
By Michael E. Moseley
A highly acclaimed general introduction 
to the cultures and civilisation of ancient 
Peru. Copious illustrations display the 
artistic sophistication and technological 
expertise of these ancient peoples. 

THAMES AND HUDSON 
Paperback • 9780500282779 • RRP: £21.95 • Special price: £14.95
2001 

Silla
Korea’s Golden Kingdom

Edited by Soyoung Lee
The Silla Kingdom flourished in Korea 
from 57 BC to AD 935 and is known for 
its intricately crafted ornaments and for 
creating prominent Buddhist temples. 
This volume explores the artistic and 
cultural legacy of this ancient realm, 

focusing on the striking artistic traditions of the Old and Unified 
Silla Kingdoms (4th–8th century). 

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780300197020 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £19.95
2013 • 240 pages

Landscapes of the Islamic 
World 
Archaeology, History and Ethnography

Edited by Stephen McPhillips and 
Paul D. Wordsworth
This volume presents new work on the 
archaeology, history, and ethnography of 
the Islamic world in the Middle East, the 

Arabian Peninsula, and Central Asia. The focus looks beyond 
the city to engage with the predominantly rural and pastoral 
character of premodern Islamic society. 

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780812247640 • RRP: £62.00 • Special price: £17.50
2016 • 280 pages • B/w illus.  

Agricultural and Pastoral 
Landscapes in Pre-Industrial 
Society
Choices, Stability and Change

Edited by Fèlix Retamero, Inge 
Schjellerup and Althea Davies
Through a series of case studies, this 
volume investigates the knowledge, 

skills, perceptions and experiences of farmers; technological 
constraints and innovations that enabled societies to survive and 
thrive; and choices made by pre-industrial communities in the 
construction of varied landscapes. 

EARTH SERIES |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842173596 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price £9.95 
2013 • 280 pages • Colour throughout | eBook available: 9781782970125 

Deer and People
Edited by Karis Baker, Ruth Carden 
and Richard Madgwick
This multidisciplinary volume of research 
on deer substantially advances our 
broader understanding of human-deer 
relationships in the past and the present. 
Themes include species dispersal, symbolic 
significance, and effects on the landscape. 

WINDGATHER PRESS 
Paperback • 9781909686540 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £9.95
2014 • 248 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781909686557 

Shell Energy
Mollusc Shells as Coastal Resources

Edited by G.N. Bailey, Karen Hardy and 
Abdoulaye Camara
Shell middens are ubiquitous 
archaeological features on coastlines 
throughout the world that have been 
variously analysed and interpreted 
as mounds of food, burial places, or 

simply as convenient receptacles. This volume explores little 
known concentrations of shell mounds in Africa, the near East, 
Southeast Asia and the Americas. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842177655 • RRP: £60.00 • Special price: £14.95
2013 • 320 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781842179390 

Global Ancestors
Understanding the Shared Humanity of 
our Ancestors

Edited by Rebecca Redfern,  
Jelena Bekvalac, Heather Bonney  
and Margaret Clegg
These papers reflect on modern 
museological responses to the often 
complex and emotive relationship that 

people have with the ancestors and objects that they created. 
It features international case studies and coverage of topics 
including how indigenous peoples are represented in museums 
and the repatriation of human remains. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781842175330 • RRP: £32.00 • Special price: £5.95
2013 • 168 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782970279 

The Upright Thinkers
The Human Journey from Living in Trees 
to Understanding the Cosmos

By Leonard Mlodinow
Mlodinow guides us through the critical 
eras and events in the development of 
science, propelled forward by humankind’s 
collective struggle to know. He argues 
that just as science has played a key role in 

shaping the patterns of human thought, human subjectivity has 
played a key role in the evolution of science. 

PANTHEON BOOKS 
Hardback • 9780307908230 • RRP: £20.00 • Special price £2.50
2015 • 352 pages 

W O R L D  A R C H A E O L O G Y  &  H I S T O R Y E N V I R O N M E N T A L  &  E A R T H  S C I E N C E S

L A N D S C A P E  A R C H A E O L O G Y 
A N T H R O P O L O G Y  &  S O C I O L O G Y

G R E A T  D E A L S  O N  B A C K L I S T  B O O K S !
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Settlement in the  
Irish Neolithic
New discoveries at the edge of Europe

By Jessica Smyth
The Irish Neolithic has been dominated 
by the study of megalithic tombs, but 
the defining element of Irish settlement 
evidence is the rectangular timber Early 

Neolithic house. This book explores the wealth of evidence 
for settlement and houses throughout the Irish Neolithic in 
relation to Britain and continental Europe. It also incorporates 
the wealth of new, and often unpublished, evidence from 
developer-led archaeological excavations and large grey-
literature resources. 

PREHISTORIC SOCIETY RESEARCH PAPERS |  
OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842174975 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £8.95
2014 • 208 pages • 54 B/w illus. & figures | eBook available: 
9781782977506 

Down By The River
Archaeological, Palaeoenvironmental and 
Geoarchaeological Investigations of The 
Suffolk River Valleys

By Henry Chapman, Andy Howard 
and Benjamin Gearey
The first major programme of 
analysis and synthesis of Holocene 
landscape development in the English 

Suffolk river valleys. Five floodplain sites were cored for 
palaeoenvironmental assessment. This volume examines results 
of this and further sampling and radiocarbon dating. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781785701689 • RRP: £25.00 • Special price £9.95
2016 • 248 pages | eBook available: 9781785701696 

The Selhurst Park  
Project
Middle Barn, Selhurstpark Farm, 
Eartham, West Sussex 2005–2008

By George Anelay
Presents results of the excavation of a 
Middle–Late Iron Age farmstead and its 
enclosures on the South Downs above 

Chichester, England. Of particular note were three large pits, 
cut into the chalk, and backfilled with structured deposits of 
pottery, animal bone, grain and fired clay. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781789251166 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £14.95
2018 • 152 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781789251173 

Moving on in  
Neolithic Studies
Understanding Mobile Lives

Edited by Jim Leary and Thomas 
Kador
This volume examines the importance 
and complexities of movement and 
mobility in the Neolithic period. This 

ranges from everyday mobilities to proscribed mobility, such 
as movement in and around monuments, and occasional and 
large-scale movements and migrations around the continent 
and across seas. 

NEOLITHIC STUDIES GROUP SEMINAR PAPERS |  
OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785701764 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £12.95
2016 • 256 pages | eBook available: 9781785701771 

Exchange Networks and 
Local Transformations
By Maria Emanuela Alberti and  
Serena Sabatini
Throughout the local Bronze and Iron 
Age, European and Mediterranean 
societies appear to have been involved 
in complex systems of networks which 
affected local customs and historical 

developments. These articles explore the dynamic relationship 
between regionally contextualised transformations and 
inter-regional exchange networks. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781842174852 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price £9.95
2013 • 160 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781782970965 

Social Dimensions of Food 
in the Prehistoric Balkans
Edited by Maria Ivanova, Bogdan 
Athanassov, Vanya Petrova, Desislava 
Takorova and Philipp W. Stockhammer
Presents a multi-disciplinary approach 
to the archaeological exploration of the 
social dimensions of food production 
and consumption in the Balkans from the 

Mesolithic to Early Iron Age. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781789250800 • RRP: £48.00 • Special price: £14.95
2018 • 386 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781789250817 

The End of the  
Lake-Dwellings in the 
Circum-Alpine Region
Edited by Francesco Menotti
A comprehensive analysis of socio-
economic and environmental factors 
behind the abandonment of 3,500 years 
of prehistoric occupation of lake-
dwellings in the Circum-Alpine region. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781782978602 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price £9.95
2015 • 208 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782978619 
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Back to the Beginning
Reassessing Social and Political 
Complexity on Crete during the Early and 
Middle Bronze Age

Edited by I. Schoep, P. Tomkins  
and J. M. Driessen
These papers re-evaluate our theories and 
models and ask anew what we really know 
about social and political complexity on 

Crete from the end of the Neolithic to Middle Minoan II 
(c. 3600–1750/00 BC). 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781842174319 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £7.95
2011 • 352 pages • 90 B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781842176788 

State Formation in Italy  
and Greece
Questioning the Neoevolutionist 
Paradigm

Edited by Donald Haggis and Nicola 
Terrenato
A comprehensive overview of the current 
discourse concerning state formation in 

the central Mediterranean. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781842179673 • RRP: £36.00 • Special price: £8.95 
2011 • 208 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781842175583 

The Rhyton from Danilo
Structure and Symbolism of a Middle 
Neolithic Cult-Vessel

By Omer Rak and Translated by Theresa 
Alt and Wayles Browne
The so-called rhyton from Danilo – an 
archaeological site near the coastal town 
of Sibenik in Dalmatia, Croatia – is a 
four-legged Neolithic vessel made of fired 

clay that according to widespread archaeological opinion was 
most likely a cult vessel. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842179772 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £14.95
2011 • 208 pages | eBook available: 9781842175767 

Textile Production and 
Consumption in the Ancient 
Near East
Archaeology, Epigraphy, Iconography

Edited by Marie-Louise Nosch, 
Henriette Koefoed and  
Eva Andersson Strand
Textile production was a key part of 

all ancient societies, and the Ancient Near East stands out in 
this respect, in terms of raw materials, line of production, and 
distribution. 

ANCIENT TEXTILES SERIES |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842174890 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £12.95
2013 • 200 pages • 82 B/w & 8 colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781782971115 

The Southern Transjordan 
Edomite Plateau and the 
Dead Sea Rift Valley
The Bronze Age to the Islamic Period 
(3800/3700 BC–AD 1917)

By Burton MacDonald
A detailed study of the archaeological and 
literary evidence of occupation, trade and 

industry in the Southern Transjordan/Edomite Plateau and the 
Dead Sea Rift Valley to the West. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781782978329 • RRP: £60.00 • Special price £9.95
2015 • 208 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782978336 

Carchemish in Context
By T.J. Wilkinson, Edgar Peltenburg  
and Eleanor Barbanes Wilkinson
The first examination of the ancient city of 
Carchemish in its regional context, from 
the Neolithic to the Islamic period. 

BANEA MONOGRAPH SERIES |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781785701115 • RRP: £48.00 • Special price: £14.95
2016 • 288 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785701122 

Nishapur Revisited
Stratigraphy and Ceramics of the 
Qohandez

By Rocco Rante and Annabelle Collinet
Nishapur in eastern Iran was an important 
Silk Road city, its position providing links 
to central Asia and China, Afghanistan 
and India, the Persian Gulf and the west. 
This volume examines findings from the 

Irano-French archaeological mission at Nishapur (2004–2007), 
presenting the stratigraphy and the site’s pottery. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842174944 • RRP: £50.00 • Special price: £7.95
2013 • 144 pages • 105 colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782971146 

With Alexander in India and 
Central Asia
Moving East and Back to West

Edited by Claudia Antonetti  
and P. Biagi
This volume examines evidence for the 
exploits of Alexander in the east, and their 
aftermath. Contributors examine aspects 

of Alexander’s Indian campaign, the relationship between him and 
his generals, the potential to use Indian sources, and evidence for 
the influence of policies of Alexander in neighbouring areas such 
as Iran and Russia. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785705847 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £12.95
2017 • 304 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785705854 

A E G E A N  &  M E D I T E R R A N E A N  P R E H I S T O R Y

A N C I E N T  N E A R  E A S T 
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The Earliest Neolithic of Iran
2008 Excavations at Sheikh-e Abad and 
Jani

Edited by Roger Matthews, 
Wendy Matthews and Yaghoub 
Mohammadifar
Describes the excavation of two Early 
Neolithic mounds: Sheikh-e Abad in the 
high Zagros and Jani, in the foothills of 

the Mesopotamian plains, each comprising up to 10 m depth of 
deposits indicating occupation spanning over 2,000 years, and 
providing great scope for diachronic and spatial analyses. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF PERSIAN STUDIES 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES |  
OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781782972235 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price: £14.95
2013 • 224 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781782972242 

The Proto-Elamite 
Settlement and its 
Neighbors
Tepe Yaya Period IVC

By Benjamin Mutin and Edited by 
C.C. Lamberg-Karlovsky
The site of Tepe Yahya in southeastern 
Iran is famous, among other important 

aspects, for the Proto-Elamite complex dated to around 3,000 
BC (Period IVC). 

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PREHISTORIC RESEARCH 
MONOGRAPH |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781782974192 • RRP: £35.00 • Special price: £12.95
2014 • 350 pages | eBook available: 9781782976240 

Documentary Sources in 
Ancient Near Eastern and 
Greco-Roman Economic 
History
Methodology and Practice

Edited by Heather D. Baker  
and Michael Jursa

This volume breaks new ground in approaching the Ancient 
Economy by bringing together documentary sources from 
Mesopotamia and the Greco-Roman world. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781782977582 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price £9.95
2014 • 336 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781782977599 

The Sea in the Greek 
Imagination
By Marie-Claire Beaulieu
The sea is omnipresent in Greek life: 
simultaneously the centre of life and its 
limit. From dolphin riders to Dionysus, 
maidens to mermen, Beaulieu investigates 
the role of the sea in Greek myth in this 
broad-ranging and innovative study. 

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780812247657 • RRP: £66.00 • Special price: £21.95 
2016 • 312 pages • B/w illus.  

Butrint 4
The Archaeology and Histories of an 
Ionian Town

Edited by Inge Lyse Hansen, Richard 
Hodges and Sarah Leppard
This richly illustrated volume discusses 
the histories of the port city of Butrint, 
and its intimate connection to the wider 
conditions of the Adriatic. In so doing it 

is a reading, and re-reading, of the site that adds significantly 
to the study of Mediterranean urban history over the longue 
durée. 

BUTRINT ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS |  
OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781842174623 • RRP: £55.00 • Special price: £14.95
2013 • 250 pages • Approx. 325 B/w & 50 colour illus. | eBook available: 
9781782971023 

Agriculture and Industry  
in South-Eastern Roman 
Britain
Edited by David Bird 
A major assessment of Roman agricultural 
and industrial production and manufacture 
in the south-eastern region of England. It 
presents detailed studies of a variety of 

rural industries and manufacturing centres, and considers the 
supply of a range of essential goods to Roman London. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785703195 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £14.95
2016 • 368 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785703201 

Romano-British Settlement 
and Cemeteries at Mucking
Excavations by Margaret and  
Tom Jones, 1965–1978

By Sam Lucy and Christopher Evans
A comprehensive account of the 
Romano-British archaeology of the 
Mucking landscape with detailed 

description and discussion of an extensive rural farming 
settlement and its industries in its landscape setting, including 
important implications for the transition from Roman occupation 
to Anglo-Saxon settlement. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781785702686 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £14.95
2016 • 456 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785702693 

Grammar and Christianity in 
the Late Roman World
By Catherine M. Chin
This book looks at the contribution of 
the grammarian to the creation of a 
distinctively Christian classical culture and 
to promoting theological ideas and milieux. 
The grammarian taught Latin language and 
literature, and were particularly concerned 

with its correct usage. 

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780812240351 • RRP: £58.00 • Special price: £19.95
2007 • 270 pages 
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Rewriting Saints and 
Ancestors
By Constance Brittain Bouchard
Thinkers in medieval France constantly 
reconceptualised what had come before, 
interpreting past events to give validity to 
the present and help control the future. 
Bouchard contends that the long-dead 
saints who presided over churches and 

the ancestors of established dynasties were an especially 
crucial part of creative memory. 

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780812246360 • RRP: £66.00 • Special price: £19.95
2014 • 408 pages 

Transformation in  
Anglo-Saxon Culture
Toller Lectures on Art, Archaeology  
and Text

Edited by Charles Insley and  
Gale R. Owen-Crocker
This volume presents five major 
cross-disciplinary discourses on 

the transformation of Anglo-Saxon culture seen through 
developments in literary text, imagery, historical documents, art 
and archaeological material culture. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785704970 • RRP: £38.00 • Special price: £12.95
2017 • 144 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781785704987 

Myth and History
Ethnicity & Politics in the First 
Millennium British Isles

By Stephen James Yeates
Our recent understanding of British history 
has been slowly unravelling thanks to new 
techniques such as DNA analysis, new 
archaeological data and reassessment of 
the literary evidence.  

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781842174784 • RRP: £29.95 • Special price: £7.95
2012 • 496 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781782970729 

The Archaeology of the 
Lower City and Adjacent 
Suburbs
By Kate Steane, Margaret Darling, 
Michael J. Jones, Jenny Mann, Alan 
Vince and Jane Young
This volume contains reports on 
excavations undertaken in the lower walled 

city at Lincoln, which lies on sloping ground on the northern scarp 
of the Witham gap, and its adjacent suburbs between 1972 and 
1987, and forms a companion volume to Lincoln Archaeology 
Studies volumes 2 and 3, which cover other parts of the historic 
city. 

LINCOLN ARCHAEOLOGY STUDIES |  OXBOW BOOKS 
Hardback • 9781782978527 • RRP: £55.00 • Special price: £19.95
2016 • 550 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781782978534 

Towns and Topography
Essays in Memory of David H. Hill

Edited by Gale R. Owen-Crocker and 
Susan D. Thompson
Fifteen papers examine a variety of aspects 
of medieval towns and their topography 
including Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-
Scandinavian mints; the burhs of Somerset; 
and urban perspectives in literature. 

OXBOW BOOKS
Hardback • 9781782977025 • RRP: £60.00 • Special price: £14.95
2014 • 196 pages • B/w & colour illus. | eBook available: 9781782977032 

Medievalism
The Middle Ages in Modern England

By Michael Alexander
Now reissued in an updated paperback 
edition, this ground-breaking account of 
the Medieval Revival movement examines 
the ways in which the style of the medieval 
period was re-established in post-
Enlightenment England – from Walpole 

and Scott, Pugin, Ruskin and Tennyson, to Pound, Tolkien, and 
Rowling. 

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Paperback • 9780300227307 • RRP: £14.99 • Special price £9.95
2017 • 312 pages 

Art of Estrangement 
Redefining Jews in Reconquest Spain

By Pamela A. Patton
Pamela Patton traces the transformation 
of Iberia’s Jews in the visual culture 
of 12th-and 13th-century Spain’s 
Christian-ruled kingdoms as those 
rulers strove to affiliate with mainstream 
Europe and distance themselves from an 

uncomfortably multicultural past. 

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780271053837 • RRP: £65.95 • Special price: £24.95
2012 • 220 pages • 59 B/w & 23 colour illus. 

A N G L O - S A X O N ,  V I K I N G
&  E A R LY  M E D I E V A L  E U R O P E
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The Knight, the Cross,  
and the Song 
Crusade Propaganda and Chivalric 
Literature, 1100–1400

By Stefan Vander Elst
Offering a new perspective on the 
driving forces of crusading in the period 
1100–1400, Stefan Vander Elst traces the 

development and geographical spread of an innovative use of 
secular chivalric fiction.

THE MIDDLE AGES SERIES |  PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 
Hardback • 9780812248968 • RRP: £45.00 • Special price: £24.95
2017 • 288 pages • B/w illus. 

A Mirror for Magistrates and 
the Politics of the English 
Reformation
Massachusetts Studies in Early Modern 
Culture

By Scott Lucas
A bold reassessment of A Mirror for 
Magistrates, the popular secular poetry 

collection widely read in Tudor England. Lucas argues that 
critics have misconstrued these tragic verse narratives as 
uncontroversial thoughts on abstract political and philosophical 
doctrines, instead revealing them to be topically applicable and 
politically contentious. 

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESS 
Hardback • 9781558497061 • RRP: £36.95 • Special price: £15.95
2009 • 288 pages 

Imaginary Betrayals
Subjectivity and the Discourses of 
Treason in Early Modern England

By Karen Cunningham
In 1352 Edward III expanded the legal 
definition of treason to include the act of 
imagining the king’s death. Drawing on 
early modern literature.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS 
Hardback • 9780812236408 • RRP: £53.95 • Special price: £24.95
2001 • 224 pages 

Nowhere in the Middle Ages
The Middle Ages Series

By Karma Lochrie
Literary and cultural historians typically 
cite Thomas More’s Utopia as the source of 
a genre and a concept. Drawing on a range 
of contemporary scholarship and a broad 
premodern archive, Lochrie charts variant 
utopian strains in medieval literature and 

philosophy that diverge from More’s work and at the same time 
plot uncanny connections with it. 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS 
Hardback • 9780812248111 • RRP: £54.00 • Special price: £24.95
2016 • 280 pages 

Strangers Nowhere  
in the World
The Rise of Cosmopolitanism in Early 
Modern Europe

By Margaret C. Jacob
Jacob opens up a window into what it was 
to be cosmopolitan in Europe during the 
early modern period, exploring changes in 

science and religion, and in merchant life and public venues, to 
illuminate the cosmopolitan ethos that gradually emerged over 
the course of the 17th and 18th centuries. 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS 
Paperback • 9780812223873 • RRP: £21.95 • Special price: £12.95
2016 • 200 pages 

Culture and Perspective  
at Times of Crisis
State Structures, Private Initiative and 
the Public Character of Heritage

Edited by Sophia Antoniadou, Giorgos 
Vavouranakis, Ioannis Poulios and 
Pavlina Raouzaiou
This volume deals with a variety of key 

aspects concerning heritage management at times of crisis and 
specifically with the public character of cultural heritage. It uses 
Greece as an example evaluating and reconsidering the role 
of the state in heritage management. Themes covered include 
digital media and new types of public engagement. 

OXBOW BOOKS 
Paperback • 9781785708596 • RRP: £40.00 • Special price: £14.95
2018 • 160 pages • B/w illus. | eBook available: 9781785708602 

Oceanic Art
By Nicholas Thomas
Oceanic art as a whole is continually 
being shaped by cross-cultural stimuli 
within the Pacific and beyond – from 
ancestral carvings of Maori and Sepik 
ceremonial houses; exchange and warfare 
rituals in the Soloman Islands; to body 
art in Polynesia. This book explores the 

influences, meaning and significance of art for the people of the 
Pacific. 

THAMES AND HUDSON 
Paperback • 9780500202814 • RRP: £15.00 • Special price: £7.50
1995 • 216 pages • Illustrated 

Court, Country, City
British Art and Architecture, 1660–1735

Edited by Mark Hallett, Nigel Llewellyn 
and Martin Myrone
This volume provides fresh perspectives 
on the art of the late Stuart and early 
Georgian periods, focusing on the 
concepts, spaces, and audiences of court, 
country, and city as reflected in an array of 

objects, materials, and places. 

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Hardback • 9780300214802 • RRP: £55.00 • Special price: £29.95 
2016 • 544 pages 
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Ordering 
You may order in any way that you like – use our order form, or your own. Alternatively you 
can telephone (+44 (0)1226 734350), or send a message by fax (+44 (0)1226 734438), by email 
(orders@oxbowbooks.com), or you can order via our website (www.oxbowbooks.com). As a 
specialist bookseller we keep a wide range of titles in stock. Sometimes, however, we will be 
waiting for new stocks of the books you have ordered to arrive from the publishers, and books 
do occasionally go out of print.

Payment 
Due to increased security measures we are no longer able to retain your card details, and 
payment will be taken on receipt of your order. Cheques should be made payable to ’Oxbow 
Books’. Payment can be sent with your order, or charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express 
or Switch/Maestro. We regret that we can no longer accept Book Tokens.
Overseas customers: We prefer credit card payments. They are easier for us and for you. If 
paying direct to our bank account, please email/fax/post us a separate remittance advice quoting our 
invoice numbers. 
NatWest Bank: 54-21-23 24825085 IBAN: GB45 NWBK 542123 2482 5085 SWIFT/BIC: 
NWBKGB2L. All bank charges must be paid for. If paying direct to our bank account, please 
send us a separate remittance advice.

United Kingdom (Including Isle of Man and Channel Islands): 
Standard: £4.50 per order
First Class: £6.50 per order

Europe
We send books by an air freight service.
Up to 2 books = £12.50
Additional books £4.50 per book then £28.00 for a box of 8–15 books

Rest of the World 
We send books by an air freight service.
Up to 2 books = £20.00
Additional books £8.00 per book.

Prices 
Prices are decided by publishers, and they also depend on exchange rates. Both may change 
at any time, without notice. The prices quoted in this Book News do not include VAT (which is 
currently zero on books in the UK).

Special Delivery Instructions:
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ORDER FORM

Author, Title and ISBN

Subtotal
Postage & Packaging - please see previous page
Grand Total

Name

Billing Address

Signature

Oxbow Books, 47 Church Street, Barnsley, S70 2AS
Tel: +44 (0)1226 734350 | Fax: +44 (0)1226 734438

Email: orders@oxbowbooks.com

Please charge my card / I have enclosed a cheque (delete as applicable) 

Select card type: Visa / Mastercard / Amex / Switch/Maestro

Card Number:....................................................................................................................................................

Expiry Date:........................Security Code:.......................................................................................................

(Switch/Maestro only: Issue Number:........../Start Date:.........................................................................)

Tel:

Fax/Email:
 Please sign me up to Oxbow’s email newsletter  Please sign me up to Casemate’s (military history) email newsletter

Delivery Address (If Different)

Price
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We hope you enjoyed this latest edition of Book News  
featuring new and forthcoming books from Oxbow  

and our publishing partners. 

Ready to order? You can do so in a number of ways:

Online: visit www.oxbowbooks.com

By email: orders@oxbowbooks.com

  By phone: +44 (0)1226 734350

            By post: simply complete and return the enclosed order form 

www.oxbowbooks.com

https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/gudme.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258073.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789258417.html
https://www.oxbowbooks.com/oxbow/9781789257809.html



